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Preface

Their reasons may differ but theorists and experimenters agree that

massive lepton pairs produced in hadronic collisions are an incisive probe

of strong interaction dynamics. Within the past decade experiments re-

vealed two new quark, flavors, verified the approximate dimensional scaling

predicted by the parton model, and indicated in many other ways that Drell

and Yan *s quark-antiquark annihilation mechanism is at least qualitatively

the right paradigm. Quantum chromodynamics and its phenomenological im-

plications reaffirm the special role of lepton pair production as perhaps

the best hadronic laboratory for testing many concepts and computations.

The approximately linear growth with energy of the average transverse mo-

mentum is heralded as evidence for an underlying field theory of the

strong interactions. Important issues of the day include the status of

the proofs of factorization in the parton model, higher-order terms in the

perturbative QCD expansion, the discrepancy between measured and predicted

yields (K factor), high-twist terms, soft gluon effects, and nuclear A

dependence effects.

The moment seemed right for a Workshop. Our goals were to assess

theoretical and experimental progress, to provoke questions, to promote

effective discourse between experimenters and theorists, and perhaps to

stimulate a new generation of experiments at the Tevatron.

The success of the Workshop owes much to many: to the speakers, the

session chairmen, and over 250 lively participants. We acknowledge the

essential contributions of Leon Lederman, Taiji Yamanouchi, and the enthu-

siastic assistance of Phyllis Hale, Sherry Balika, and Sue Winchester.

Andrzej Buras played a significant role in the early stages of the Work-

shop organization.

Ed Berger

Prince Malhotra

Risto Orava

Hank Thacker
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DRELL YAN WORKSHOP

Opening Remarks

L. M. Lederman

It is of course a special ^Ledi-jre to initiate a workshop

devoted to the production of lepton pairs in hadronic collisions.

This subject is near and dear to me but goes under the curious

acronym DRELLYAN. So be it.

As one advances in physics there is always the danger of

dwelling on past achievements. Being especially aware of this

tendency, I traditionally insist on looking ahead and I know this

workshop will do just that. Nevertheless it may be of interest,

for the record, to recall the experimental origins of the

process. if, in the course of these remarks, it becomes clear

that I am not the least bit bitter about theorists always getting

all the credit, well...

The original inclusive study of lepton pairs was proposed to

the Brookhaven AGS in 1967 as an attempt to study the time-like

effective mass spectrum of muon pairs with special emphasis on

extending this to the kinematic limit of _ 6 Gev/c - a

considerable extension of parameters from the 1 Gev pion + rho

and 2 Gev searches for p+p+e+e~. The basic motivation arose out

of our single muon search for W's and the illuminating critique

of this search by Okun and by Yamaguchi who taught us the

implications of what was then called Conserved vector Current

theory and which is now incorporated into the electroweak theory.
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The experimental approach l was unique and ingenious - much

too ingenious as we all found out in November of 1974. Looking

at muon pairs through a shaped absorber which was about 22 feet

thick near zero degrees, we raised the incident primary proton

intensity until the scintillation counters were recording over

106 muon counts per pulse. This turned out to be about 2.5 x

1011 protons and corresponds to an effective luminosity (in the

collider sense) of almost 1032 cm-2 sec-1. The two arm

scintillation range spectrometer then had an accidentals rate of

2000 counts/pulse and a real component which varied from 2% at

low mass to 40% at high mass. We recorded 40 million of these

two track events o£ which 38 million were junk. Two tricks made

the experiment go. One was a continuous, real time subtraction

of in-time and out-of-time coincidences, not easy! The other was

a combination of shielding a counter arrangements which put an

effective cut of _ 500 Mev/c on each lepton and later made it

impossible to improve the mass resolution which was determined by

the combination of multiple scattering and counter geometry.

Thus the famous "shoulder" remained as a shoulder until clarified

by Ting in 1974.

The early data presented at the 1969 Electron-photon

Conference in Daresbury and subsequent meetings produced an

avalanche of theoretical papers (at one point we counted about

100!) out of which the model by Sid Drell and Tung-Mow Yan

emerged victorious. The complementarity of the deeply inelastic

scattering and D-Y data accounted for much of the euphoria of the



naive parton model. This euphoria began to evaporate with QCD

and higher order corrections. The ensuing confusion lead us to

organize this workshop. I fully expect that whatever euphoria is

left will be shredded at this workshop. I hope you leave us with

a program of hope; it is comforting to have a continuum to

publish if, as it occasionally happens, the smoothness is not

beautified by one or more spires.



1. a) Christenson, et al: Daresbury 1969
b) Christenson, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 25, 1523 (1970)
c) B.G. Pope Thesis, Nevis Report 185 (1970)
d) L. Lederman, XVII Int. Conference, Kiev (1970)
e) Christenson et al, phys. Rev. 8, 896 (1975)

2. S. Drell and T-M Yan, phys. Rev. Lett. 25, 316 (1970)
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Sidney D. Drell

In 1970 Christensoti, Hicks, Lederman, Limon, pope, and

Zavattini published the first experimental results on massive mu

pair production from the collision of high energy protons on

nuclei. This experiment stimulated great interest at that time

because the concepts of partons and Bjorken scaling were in first

bloom, and it was natural for theorists to connect processes

involving lepton currents at large space-like values of che

invariant momentum transfer (Q2 < 0) with those involving large

time-like values (Q2 > o). Such a connection had been made with

vim and vigor in relating deep inelastic lepton scattering with

electron-positron annihilation processes. It was Leon Lederman

and his collaborators who first understood or intuited that the

production of lepton pairs with a large invariant mass in

hadron-hadron collisions was also a basic and very important

process. One may even say they viewed the connection "naively",

but that word "naive" has become a code word for other sins in

this realm, reminiscent of the James Thurber remark: "This is a

raive little domestic burgundy but I think you will be amused by

its pretension." They, indeed, measured this cross section - and

more. We all recalled at the time of the J/ijj discovery four

years later the troublesome bump they also saw!

Theoretically, there is a great difference between the total

annihilation cross section of electrons on positrons, deep

inelastic lepton scattering, and the production of massive lepton



pairs in haclron collisions. The first of these measures the

current commutator at the tip of the light cone, i.e.,

a(eV>X) ~ Jd4y ei(5y <0| Jp (y), Jv (0) | 0>

•'•' 9Iq
|J=Q^>0;yo < — and by causality |"y|<yo.

~ Q2

Deep inelastic scattering measures the one-particle expectation

value of the current commutator very near the light cone:

a(ep*e'X) „ /d4 e 1^? <pj ' Ĵ  (y) , Jv (0) | p>

for x = -q|iq
p/2p]iq

|1 = •2^
L<1 and finite (>0).

But massive lepton pair production measures neither a commutator

nor what is going on only at the tip of the light cone:

4 -iq<y ^_ _ ini- ,.,nU/niU „ in,~ /d4 ei(J'y <PlP2
in| Jy (y)J

p (0) | Plp2
in>

s =

y2< i_ in the matrix element but sy2~s/Q2>l.

Several important features of the massive pair production

process were realized in the "naive" approach of Tung-Mow Yan and

myself. In particular, a scaling law emerged which has been

rather well confirmed over many decades of cross section
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_i F (Q2/s)
Q4

In the absence of "wee" partons, now known as soft gluons,

it was pointed out that the cross section factorized. It was

also emphasized, however, that the "wees" were needed to explain

high-energy, low-momentum transfer hadron-hadcon phenomena and

indeed many beautiful experiments have shown need for corrections

to the "naive" formula. Furthermore, the soft qluons in QCD are

necessary to account for observed corrections to simple scaling

in deep inelastic scattering.

Following the initial theoretical observations there has

been a major and highly productive industry of further detailed

analyses and studies based on perturbative QCD, and that is that

we are here to discuss at this workshop today and tomorrow. Of

particular importance and interest is the factorization question:

In electron-positron annihilation, soft gluons are exchanged

between the quark-antiquark pair that emerges from the current.

In the massive pair production process, there are additional

gluon exchanges between the other quarks and anti-quarks present

in the initial hadron state. Does factorization survive these

additional interactions and what further knowledge do we gain of

color correlations in QCD? Resolution of this question will be

of great value not only to our understanding of QCD and our

ability to extract general predictions from it; it will also be

of value in trying to pin down the quantitative significance of
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predictions of the production of the massive vector quanta of the

weak interactions at very high energy when the electromagnetic

current is replaced by the weak current.

I expect to learn a lot during the next two days.
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HADRONIC PRODUCTION OF MASSIVE LEPTON PAIRS*

Edmond L. Berger
High Energy Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, IL 60439

ABSTRACT

A review is presented of recent experimental and theoretical progress in

studies of the production of massive lepton pairs in hadronlc collisions- I

begin with the classical Drell-Yan annihilation model and its predictions.

Subsequently, I discuss deviations from scaling, the status of the proofs of

factorization In the parton model, higher-order terms in the perturbative QCD

expansion, the discrepancy between measured and predicted yields (K factor),

high-twist terms, soft gluon effects, transverse momentum distributions, impli-

cations for weak vector boson (W* and Z°) yields and production properties,

nuclear A dependence effects, correlations of the lepton pair with hadrons in

the final state, and angular distributions in the lepton pair rest frame•

I. INTRODUCTION

I hope to accomplish two alms in my role as the first speaker at this

Workshop. I intend to review briefly the salient phenomenology of massive

1 2
lepton pair production • and the interpretation of the experimental

observations in terms of the classical Drell-Yan annihilation model.3 Second,

in order to place the proceedings of the next two days into context, I will

*Work performed under the auspices of the United States Department of Energy.
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try to touch on most of the topics which will be addressed in detail by

subsequent speakers. My intent in this second portion of the lecture is not

to provide answers but to stimulate questions. Some of these questions will

be answered, at least in part, during our Workshop. Others will require new

experiments and theoretical developments. Massive lepton pair production is

recognized for the important and relatively clean tests which it offers of

many parton model and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) concepts and

computations. Correspondingly, much of the discussion in this Workshop is

relevant directly to all hard-scattering processes initiated by the

interaction of two incident hadrons.

In Section II, I present the classical annihilation model, and I

summarize some of its principal expectations, along with a survey of relevant

data. Incorporated in this erode1 is a strong assumption that all long-

distance, long-time scale "soft" hadronic effects in the initial state may be

absorbed into process independent, factorized probabilities, the incident

parton distribution functions. This assumption has been questioned recently;

I will describe the state of this "factorization controversy" in Sec.III. In

Sec.IV, I review the impact of higher order QCD contributions on predictions

for the absolute yield of massive lepton pairs. Experimental and theoretical

discussions of absolute normalization are usually presented in terms of a

"K-factor". This factor is defined in Sec.IV, and a summary is presented of

experimental information available on the magnitude of K and its dependence on

kinematic variables. High twist contributions are discussed briefly in

Sec.V. The process ir~N + Y X is especially useful for constraining the size

and kinematic behavior of such contributions. Transverse momentum spectra are

addressed in Sec.VI, with special emphasis placed on recent attempts to incor-
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porate soft gluon radiation. In passing, in various places in the text, I

shall mention implications for weak vector boson (W* and Z°) yields and

production properties, nuclear A dependent effects, correlations of the lepton

pair with hadrons in the final state ("associated hadrons"), and angular

distributions in the lepton pair rest frame.

II. CLASSICAL ANNIHILATION MODEL

In the parton model proposal of Drell and Yan, the massive virtual photon

(y ) in the react.on hahb • 1 X is produced by a point-like annihilation of a

quark from one initial hadron with an antiquark from the other. The photon

materializes as a massive lepton pair: qq + y + irt~. Both initial partons

are on or near the masj shell. The process is sketched in Fig.l. The impulse

approximation, point-like coupling embodied in Fig.l should be valid for large

enough Mjjj; e.g. MJ^J ? 4 GeV. The model applies only to the lepton pair

continuum, not to the production of vector meson resonances such as the J/T

and T.

The variables Xĵ  denote the fractional longitudinal momenta of the

partons, and ftp is a small "intrinsic" transverse momentum of the parton with

respect to the collinear axis defined by the initial hadrons. Process

independent quark and antiquark parton densities, q(x,k^) and q(x,kT), are

assumed to represent all long-distance long-time scale hadronic physics, such

as the binding of partons within hadrons and whatever initial state

interactions may have taken place between the initial hadrons. These

densities were assumed originally to be scale independent, i.e. not to depend

on Mj£g> The model provides normalized predictions for the y production cross
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section multiply differential in M , in the scaled longitudinal momentum Xp of

the Y , in the transverse momentum pT of the Y . and in the decay angles

(8*,**) in the Y* rest frame:

d5o(h h, •»• Y*X)
a b

Statements of at least a qualitative nature may also be made about the

o
expected properties of the associated hadronic system, X, as a function of M ,

2
Xp, pj, and the type of beam and target.

When integrated over the transverse momentum of the massive lepton pair

and over decay angles in the (tl) rest frame, the cross section predicted in

the classical model is

9 A
Here M • sxjX2, and the fractional longitudinal momentum of the y is

2pL<Y*)

* " ' x X

In Eq.(l), a is the usual electroweak coupling strength a = 1/137; ef denotes

the fractional charge of the quark of flavor f; and q^(x^) is the quark

density, integrated over the intrinsic kT. These qf(x) are presumed to have

been measured elsewhere, for example, in deep inelastic lepton scattering

experiments. The numerical factor 1/9 in Eq.(l) includes a color factot i/3

which expresses the statement that only quarks and antiquarks of a given color

may annihilate electromagnetically.
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Embodied in Eq.(l) is the assumption of strong factorization, to which I

shall return in Sec .III. Second, a direct consequence of Eq.(l) is the

prediction of scaling:

f(T.x ) . (3)
dM d j

Here, T - M2/s.

A. Higher Order Processes in QCD.

Before discussing the extent to which present data satisfy Eq.(3), I want

to review QCD "improvements" to the annihilation model and their implications

for deviations from scaling.

In addition to the zero-th order Born subprocess, qq * y , sketched in

Fig.2(a), QCD perturbation theory requires that we consider many other contri-

butions to Y production. Many diagrams can be drawn, with initial state or

fiial state gluons attached to various quark and antlquark lines. Some of

these are sketched in Fig.2(b)-(h). The basic validity of the parton model is

assumed. In particular, it is taken for granted that we can define process-

independent quark, antiquark, and gluon structure functions, and that it is

meaningful to isolate short-distance hard-scattering subprocesses. In some of

the subprocesses sketched in Fig.2, the initial state is a quark-antIquark

system, as for the Born subprocess, Fig.2(a). However, for most of the higher

order subprocesses the initial state is instead qq, qG, qG, or GG.

If these higher order QCD subprocesses are important, to what extent is

it meaningful physically to continue to refer to massive lepton pair

production as a quark-antiquark annihilation process, i.e. as "the Drell-Yan
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process"? If quark-quark, and quark-gluon subprocesses are important in the

hadroproduction of massive lepton pairs, may the data be used to extract quark

and antiquark structure functions for comparison with similar functions

derived from deep inelastic lepton scattering experiments?

Answers to these and related questions are provided by a detailed

analysis of the contributions of the QCD subprocesses sketched in Fig.2, in

parallel with analogous analyses of corresponding QCD contribution" to deep

inelastic lepton scattering (DIS). Parallel examination of deep inelastic

scattering is necessary because the quark and antiquark probabilities q(x,Q2),

q(x,Q2}, which we want to use, are defined in terms of the observed DIS

structure functions F2(x,Q ) and F^x.Q )•

I will summarize the results of the analyses alluded to above. Let us

focus aftention on the lepton pair cross section d a/dM dxF, integrated over

pT(Y ). For a given order, n, in a perturbation expansion in the strong

coupling as, the contribution of QCD subprocesses to d'a/dM-'dXj. may be

expanded in a power series in tn(M2):

For each order in perturbation theory, the leading logarithm approximation

consists in retaining only the first term in this series—i.e. only the term

with the largest power of in(M2) in Eq.(4). In this leading log

approximation, it may be shown that the prediction for d2o/dM2dxF, after

including higher order QCD subprocesses, is equal to the classical Drell-Yan

formula, Eq.(l), provided one uses the scale dependent parton densities

defined in DIS:
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and

qf(x) + q°
I3(x,M2) ; (5a)

qf(x) • q°
l (X'

M2 - |Q2IDIS . (5c)

More explicitly, at the leading log level in QCD, Eq.(l) is replaced by

.2 ,

lead log 4na 1 r 2< / w 2 i ~ / >«2i _i_ ,, ,.,1 , £ N

dM^dXp 9sM* ^ xl x 2^ f r i i. i

This remarkable result restores the full predictive power of the

classical model, at least when M is large enough to justify neglect of the

next-to-leading terms in Eq.(4). It need not have been true theoretically

that perturbative QCD would justify the classical annihilation model as the

correct "Born term". Beyond the leading log approximation, there are

important residual contributions, some of which I'll discuss in Sec.IV. These

residual contributions may be very large especially near the edges of phase

space: T + 1 , o r x p + 1 .

B. Scaling and Deviations from Scaling.

Specific deviations from scaling are implied by Eq.(6). By restricting

attention to regions of phase space away from various kinematic limits, i.e.

by choosing values of x^, t, and xF sufficiently distant from their kinematic
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limits, we can presumably safely ignore high-twist inverse-power (1/M2)

contributions to scaling deviations in both DIS and massive lepton pair

production. Because the parton densities in Eq.(6) depend logarithmically on

M2 at fixed x, Eq.(3) is replaced by

f(T,xF,*n(M
2/A2)) . (7)

F
J U 2 - - f(T,xF
dMdx,. F

In the range explored experimentally, 0.1 ? M//s~ ? 0.5, with

20 GeV ? /B K 60 GeV, the expected leading log scaling violations are small.

This point is illustrated in Fig.3a. I used the 1982 structure functions

determined by the CERN-Dortraund-Heidelberg-Saclay collaboration^ from fits to

their neutrino and antineutrino data. For pN + y X at (M//s) * 0.5, a factor

of two decrease is predicted in the quantity sdra/iy d A when the lepton pair

mass is changed from M - 10 GeV to M - 30 GeV. Here y is the rapidity of the

y • Near (M//s) » 0.15, an increase of the cross section by a factor of 1.25

is expected. Essentially no scaling deviations are expected for M//s~ in the

range 0.20 to 0.25. In Fig.3b, I compare leading log expectations for pp +

Y*X at /s - 60 GeV and /s » 800 GeV. At H//s" - 0.05, a gain of about 2.5 is

foreseen in the scaling cross section when the energy is increased from the

ISR range to that of Brookhaven's CBA. I do not have enough confidence in the

structure functions to extend these predictions to /s » 2 TeV. Note that I

have not included production of the Z° in the computations.

In Fig.3c I present computations for pp + y X. These predictions are

much less sensitive to systematic uncertainties in our knowledge of the sea

quark distributions. Again, essentially no deviations from perfect scaling
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are foreseen In the neighborhood of M//s - 0.2. At /s - 60 GeV and y - 0, the

ratio of cross-sections o(p? + Y X)/o(pp + y X) rises from roughly 3 at

M//s" - 0.10, to about 10 at M//T - 0.25, and to roughly 100 at M//7 - 0.45.

My calculations indicate that this ratio is to a good approximation a function

only of M//i", with very little residual dependence on /s. According to our

current understanding of next-to-leading log contributions, the pp/pp ratio

should not be affected by the physics of the K factor discussed in Sec.IV.

Precise tests of scaling require data at fixed M//s~ over a broad range

of fs. Present tests are limited by systematic effects and because the range

of values of M//i~ explored in fixed target experiments at Fermi lab and CERN

differs from that studied at the CERN ISR. The data in Fig.4 show that in

both pN + Y*X and it"N + q*X, scaling is verified to within 25% over the range

0.1 < M//s" < 0.6. This result Is important because it indicates that massive

lepton pair production is controlled by a pointlike subprocess. By contrast,

for whatever reasons, such simple dimensional scaling is not observed in the

"large p." hadroproduclion of pions at the values of pj accessible now in

fixed target experiments at Fermilab and CERN. The massive lepton pair data

are not yet of sufficient precision to allow tests of deviations from scaling.

C. Magnitude and Shape of Cross Sections.

Provided that the quark and antiquark structure functions are known, the

n

absolute magnitude of the cross section and its functional dependence on M

and xF are predicted exactly by Eq.(6). For some years, agreement of

experiment and theory on the absolute rate was advertised as a good way to

measure the number of colors, Nc- It has now been established that the

experimental yield is roughly a factor of two greater than predicted by
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Eq.(6), with Nc « 3, at least over the relatively narrow range of values of

M , Xj- and s studied thus far. This situation and its interpretation are

described in more detail in Sec.IV. If we can ignore the M and xp dependences

of the K factor discussed in Sec.IV, the M and xF dependences of .d
Zo7dM2djcF

allow us to check whether the structure functions which control pN + y X are

the same as those measured in deep inelastic leptoii scattering.

Measurements of pp + y X have long been regarded as especially

significant for testing the basic validity of the annihilation model. The

cross section is predicted with a high degree of confidence because It is a

convolution of valence quark distributions, q (x,M ) -» q-(x,M ), which are

determined well in deep inelastic lepton scattering. Recent developments in

both theory and experiment indicate that the dynamics of hard scattering

processes are becoming more complex. These developments include the anomalous

A dependence In the deep Inelastic lepton cross section and Its likely

association with sea quarks (Sec.II.E), controversies associated with non-

factorization (Sec.Ill), and large "corrections" in next-to-leading order

( K ( X 1 > X 2 ) , Sec.iv). For these reasons the importance of investigations with

antiprotons is substantially enhanced, I hope excellent data will be obtained

before the CERN ISR are retired.

D. Structure Functions.

If Eq.(6) is assumed, data from hN + y X can be used to determine the

quark and antiquark structure functions of various incident hadrons, such as

the ir, K, and the photon. As discussed In Sec.IV, the presence of a large K

factor complicates matters, but important qualitative or semi-quantitative

checks of the annihilation model are still possible. For example, it is

observed* that the ratio
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Y* X)

^

rises rapidly with M. In the annihilation model, at large M, R(rr/p) is

proportional roughly to the ratio of probabilities for finding antiquaries in

the it and in the proton. Fions have valence antiquaries, whose probability is

thought to behave as qn(x) « (1-x)- In the proton the antiquarks are in the

sea, with q_(x) • (l-x)n, n 5> 6. Correspondingly, we may expect

R(Ti/p) = (l-x)1"", with x - V./Js. Xv another test1 of the annihilation

picture, data are also consistent with the Drediction that as M increases

O-(ITN + y ") u

Here K denotes an "Isoscalar" target. At relatively svali "alups of M the

ratio is closer tn unity, presui"aMy because the sea quarks in the TT and n~

are dominant at small x^ (and small T'//s).

A nontrivial confirmation of the parton approach to y production is the

experimental demonstration that the antiauark structure function <L(x) behaves

roughly as (1-x), typical of valence antiquarks and not of the sea, and that

the data show the expected valence quark charge dependence.

E. Nuclaar A Dependence.

Once corrections are made for the different x dependences of the up and

dov»n quark distributions, u(x) and d(x), the cross section hA + y X for

production from a nuclear target, A, is expected to increase linearly with

A. This statement should hold f.or values of the fractional longitudinal
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momenta x^ and X2 not too near their kinematic limits. Interesting

shadowing affects may be visible it one of the xt is very small.
10 Massive

lepton pair data1' are generally consistent with the expectation of a linear

A dependence for M 54 CeV. On the other hand, recent data from the European

Muon collaboration11 cast doubt on our understanding of A dpendence. The

n n

structure function F2(x,Q ) is measured in uA + u'X at large Q' for A - Iron

and A » deuterium. An unexpected x dependent behavior is observed in the

ratio F2ron(x,Q2)/F2
2(x,Q2). At fairly small x, this ratio is consistent with

A 1* 0 6, but near x » 0.7 it behaves as A0*9*. These data suggest that the

effective sea quark distribution is enhanced in nuclei at low x, x £ 0.25, and

that the valence quark distribution functions are depressed at larger values

of x. Data on massive lepton pair production tend to be concentrated in the

interval 0.2 < x < 0.5, where the deep inelastic muon cross section shows

little deviation from A . Nevertheless, it would be valuable to check more

carefully whether the effective sea Is also enhanced in hN + uijX. The

question may be addressed by a careful comparison of pA + jipX and pp + pjjX as

a function of both Xp and M •

F. Transverse Momentum Spectra.

The original parton model is based on a field theory with an external

cutoff in the parton transverse momenta k̂ .. In the classical Drell-Yan

annihilation model, the transverse momentum p̂ . of the y is provided entirely

by these "intrinsic" kT. Therefore, one would have expected that the measured

mean <p^(Y )•* would be "small" ( « M * ) and independent of s at fixed M//s.

However, data indicate that <p|> grows with s. Various functional forms

have been used In fits to data. A simple expression with two parameters is
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- a + be . (10)

Both the slope, b, and the intercept, a, are expected to be functions of T and

XJJ. Another favorite expression is

<PT> - c + d/s . (H)

Given the quality of the data, either Eq.(lO) or Eq.(ll) provides an

acceptable fit.

For pN + y*X at M//s" = 0.22, one finds12>13

0.52 + (1.4 x 10"3)s , (12)

whereas for n"*N + Y X at M//s » 0.28,

0.59 + (2.8 x 10 3)s (13)

In these fits, both the intercept and the slope have probable (one-standard-

deviation) errors of about 10% of their values. Data on the /s dependence of

<PT> are summarized
12 in Fig.5 for pN + Y*X at M//S" - 0.22.

In addition to their role in modifying the classical formula for

d o/dM dxp, discussed above, the subprocesses sketched in Fig.2 generate a p^

tail in the Y transverse momentum distribution d<j/dp£ at large p T. This

implies that <p^> < s at fixed M//s~ and fixed Xp. The experimental growth of

with s is evidence for an underlying quantum field theory of the strong
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interactlons. In Sec.VI I will discuss in more detail the extent to which

present QCD calculations provide a quantitative description of p^ spectra.

G. Angular Distributions.

Just as in e e~ + qq, the massive virtual photon y in qq -» y * VU

should decay with a polar angular distribution do/dco.>Q « (1 + cos 6 ) , where

cos8 is measured in the y rest frame with respect to the collinear qq

direction. This collinear qq axis is, of course, not controlled in hN + y X,

and it is necessary to specify the angular distribution d o7dcos9d'j> with

respc-ct to some suitable set of axes determined by the incident had runs.

Popular choices include the well known t-channel (Gottfried-Jackson) and

s-channel helicity axes, as well as a set of axes devised by Collins and

Soper.1*

The measured polar angular distribution may be parametrized as

d 0 •* (1 + acos8)
dcosG

The absolute value of the parameter a is required to be strictly bounded,

|a| < 1. Owing to smearing associated with the transverse momentum of the y ,

predicted values of a are depressed below unity. For example, at = 0.8.

Dynamical effects may also have a significant effect on the behavior of

d o/dcosfl d$. Higher order QCD gluonic radiation diagrams, such as shown in

Fig.2, introduce interesting 8 and $ dependences1" which become more

pronounced as pT(Y ) increases. In it~N + y X, high twist terras lead to the

expectation that at * -1 as x F + +1. High twist effects are discussed in

more detail in Sec.V.
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Data on dc/dcos6 d$ seem to be of disappointing quality* A

representative sample is shown in Fig.6. Fitted values of a fall in the

range 0 to 1, but central values sometimes exceed unity and the quoted

probable errors are large. ' » 1 9 > 2 ° Good experimental acceptance at large

IcosB] is obviously necessary for a good determination of a in Eq.(14).

However, at large |cos8|, one of the final leptons is slow in the

laboratory, making both its detection and momentum measurement

difficult.

Precise measurements of d2o7dcos8 dd> in different regions of xp and p T

and for different values of M//s~ would provide valuable tests of both leading

twist and higher tvi'i terms in QCD. Analogous tests cannot be made readily

in deep inelastic s:attering. More experimental effort would seem very worth-

while.

III. FACTORIZATION

If we let o(M ,xp) denote the cross section for AN • y X, integrated over

* ) > the factorization assumption states that we may write

I have omitted the usual delta functions which express various kinematic

constraints.

In Eq.(15), the function g£ depends only on hadron A and parton i; it

is independent of the target N and of parton j. Likewise, gw depends only
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on N and j. The "hard scattering" cross section H^- is independent of the

hadrons A and N, and depends only on kinematic invariants associated with the

hard subprocess ij •* y X'.

As expressed above, Eq.(15) is the assertion of "weak factorization".

Strong factorization adds the further requirement that the parton

densities g\ and g™ are universal, process-independent functions measured,

for example, in deep inelastic lepton scattering.

Factorization Is a standard assumption in all applications of the parton

model. Is it justified? Is it correct to assume that all "soft" hadronic

effects can be absorbed into factorized probabilities g A and gN?

It has been known for many years that the proofs of factorization are

incomplete. ' In the language of perturbative QCD, initial state

interactions via soft gluon exchanges are dangerous because these elementary

gluons couple the partons from the two initial hadrons, "before" the pointlike

annihilation occurs. Although these exchanges may take place over a long time

scale, they should not affect the impulse approximation. The prediction of

approximate scaling is unaffected. On the other hand, unless the effects of

initial state interactions cancel order by order in perturbation theory, or

after a sum is made to all orders, they complicate the possibility of relating

parton densities to those measured in deep inelastic lepton scattering, they

affect predictions of absolute yields, they imply potentially interesting

nuclear A dependence of cross sections, and so forth.

Recently three groups have addressed the factorization issue in some

detail, all within the context of perturbative QCD. Collins, Soper, and

Sterraan^ verify a weak form of factorization. Bodwin, Brodsky, and Lepage

(BBL) claim that strong factorization fails in leading order. 3 Performing a
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calculation similar to that of BBL, Lindsay, Ross and Sachrajda (LRS) conclude

that strong factorization is valid. * A subprocess typical of those

considered is sketched in Fig.7. Cluons are exchanged between "active"

constituents and between active and spectator constituents. BBL treat the

full Glauber part of the active-active and active-spectator interactions (the

longitudinal momenta of exchanged gluons are limited, p^'11' < m l/e, where n

is a typical hadronic scale). LRS examine active-spectator and active-active

interactions involving the exchange of two gluons, without restricting the

gluon longitudinal momenta. The apparent conflict between the conclusions of

the two groups is a cause of concern, and the two groups are checking each

other's calculations.

I will conclude this section with a brief discussion of some phenomeno-

logical implications." If active-spectator interactions are important, one

may expect a broadening of the pT distribution when the Y
 i s produced in a

heavy nucleus." The active constituent will scatter softly from A "

spectators on its path through the nucleus, thereby gaining an increase in its

transverse momentum. This increase is transmitted to the final f • BBL esti-

7 * 1/3 2
mate an increase in <p£(Y )> « A ' (AkT c o l ) , where the increase per soft

collision, AkT c o l = 200 MeV. Evidence in the data is mixed. For example, an

indication of the expected increase may be found in the Columbia-Fermilab-

Stony Brook data, but the CERN NA3 group'0 observes no difference between

<p|(Y*)> for u~p + Y*X and u~Pt + T*X. Note that A 1 ^ = 6 for Pt. An

independent examination of the effects of spectator interactions may be made

in deep inelastic lepton scattering. The pT distribution of final state

hadrons should be broader for production from nuclear targets. The European

97
Muon Collaboration examined data from experiments on Cu, C, and ^
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targets. No differences are observed out to pT = 5 GeV/c-

The absolute normalization of d o/dM'dxp may also be affected by active-

spectator interactions. Since the initial state interactions are soft, the

longitudinal momentum specta of the initial partons are essentially

unaffected. This means that the predicted M and Xp dependences of d o/dM dXp

will not be altered. However, no matter how soft, the exchanged gluons carry

color. The color of an active constituent may be changed by the soft

processes, and the color factor of 1/3 included in Eq.(l) may have to be

removed. A precise calculation of the new normalization factor is obviously

difficult because it requires an integration which extends into regions of

phase space where soft gluon propagators become singular. Estimates are

discussed i.: Ref .23.

The factorization assumption is basic to all applications of the parton

model in hadronic collisions, including

hN + (nc, J/f, x, T, ...)X j (16a)

hN + (Y, it, K, ...)X, at large pT ; (16b)

and

hN + jets, charm, ... . (16c)

The process hN + T X is simpler dynamically than all these others. It is the

best "laboratory" for resolving the factorization question.
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IV. ABSOLUTE YIELDS; K FACTORS

In the previous section I discussed the factorization issue, and I

mentioned the corresponding uncertainties in theoretical predictions for the

overall normalization of the yield of massive lepton pairs. In this section,

I set the factorization question aside at the leading twist level. I revert

to the assumption that the parton model, as improved by QCD, is valid for

processes involving two hadrons in the initial state. I shall review the

impact of higher order terms in the QCD log (M /A ) expansion on predictions

for d u/dM dXp, especially its overall normalization. In Sec.II, I stated

that the leading log contributions are all included when scale dependent

parton densities are used, as in Eq.(6). In this section, we shall be

concerned with the next-to-leading logarithms.

It has become popular to discuss normalization questions in terms of a

"K-factor". This notation is unfortunate. The symbol K is often used to

denote a constant, whereas the K factor may, and probably does depend on s, T,

and xF. Second, on the theory side, the higher order dynamics which produces

a factor K > 1 is distinct physics, by no means proportional to the physics of

the annihilation term qq + y*.

A. Experiment

The experimental K factor is defined by

d2o /dM2d
exp

d2o /dM2dx_
exp F

P d "lead log/dM d xF

The theoretical cross section in the denominator of Eq.(17) is that provided
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by the leading log annihilation model, Eq.(6). Although Eq.(17) is explicit

enough, there are ambiguities in its application. For pN + Y*X, the required

q(x,M2) and q(x,M2) parton densities in the denominator must be obtained from

an extrapolation outside the regions of x and |Q I In which they are measured

in deep inelastic lepton scattering. Moreover, the antiquark density q(x,>r)

is not well determined in deep inelastic scattering experiments. For example,

non-trivial systematic uncertainty in q(x,Q2) is associated with assumptions

made about the ratio R - oL/a.j.. Sensitivity to these assumptions is

particularly strong at small x, where the q(x,M ) distribution is large.

For all processes, pN + y N, pN + Y N, and iK + y », uncertainty about

the precise nuclear A dependence of cross sections affects knowledge of both

the numerator and denominator of Eq.(17). For irN + y N, Eq.(17) cannot be

used without further theoretical input since the distributions q^Cx.M ) and

q7r(x,M ) are "measured" only in lepton pair production. A normalization

Q 1 Q
condition is usually imposed » whereby the valence part satisfies

1 ,
/ q (x.M^dx - 1 . (18)
n rr»v

Although reasonable, Eq.(18) requires for its application that we make

assumptions about the functional form of qff v(x,M') at large x, and at

small x, where it is not measured, as well as the assumption that K^x.M 2) is

independent of x, in disagreement with theoretical expectations. These

systematic uncertainties on Kĵ J have not been discussed in the literature.
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Table I: Compilation of Kex_(T,xF)

Kexp<T«xF> "
Group Beam Momentum//s Measured cross-section

and target (GeV/c)/(GeV) Lead.Log. Drell-Yan

prediction

NA3
Badier et al 1980

NA3
Badier et al 1979

CFS

Ito et al 1981

CHFMNP
Antreasyan et al
1981

MNTW
Smith et al 1981

A2BCS
Kourkoumelis et al
1981

AFMcMS (E-537)
Annassontzis et al
1982

NA3
Lefrancois 1980

NA3
Lefrancois 1980

NA3
Lefrancois 1980

AFMcMS (E-537)
Annassontzis et al
1982

(P - P ) :

p: Pt

p: Pt

PP

p: W

PP

p: W, Cu,

IT": Pt

u+: Pt

(*" - it+):

it": W , C u ,

Pt

Be

Pt

Be

150

200

300/400

44, 63

400

44, 63

125

200

200

200

125

2.3 ±

2.2 ±

-1.7 (2.

1.6 ±

1.6 ±

""1

2.25 ±

2.2 ±

2.4 ±

2.4 ±

2.5 ±

0.4

0.4

5±>ELB

0.2

0.3

7

0.45

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.5
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A compilation of data6""9'17'19'2" on Kexp(s,i,xF) Is presented In

Table I. Different t and xF Intervals are spanned by the different

experiments. The values of K listed in the table are thote quoted in the

experimental papers. The quoted probable errors in most cases do not include

estimates of the systematic uncertainties discussed above, nor other

systematic uncertainties in the deep-inelastic lepton data from which the

parton densities are extracted. Different sets of parton densities are

employed by the different experimental groups listed in the table. In some

cases, the densities employed to evaluate the denominator of Eq.(17) are

structure functions appropriate at some average M' of the experiment in

question, but M dependence is not included.

The expression

Kfix = 2.0 ± 0.6 (19)

provides a very rough summary of present data. Dependences of Kg on x, on

xF, and on the type of beam particle are not excluded but are not

established. When data were available only from pN * y X, it was tempting to

suggest^ that different ocean quark densities are probed in DIS and In massive

lepton pair production, with qp(DY) = 2qp(DIS). I am still intrigued by this

possibility. However, the data in Table I show that the same value K e x * 2

is consistent with data from both valence dominated processes, such as ir~N *

y X and pN * y N, and valence-sea processes, pN + y X. To obtain the estimate

quoted in Eq.(19) for the uncertainty in K e x , I used the Columbia-Fermilab-

Stony Brook data" on pN + Y X and computed K e x for two different choices of

parton densities, the 1979 q and q densities29 of the CERN-Dortmund-
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Heldelberg-Saclay v,v Collaboration (CDHS), and the 1982 q and q densities

also reported by CDHS.5 I obtain Kexp('79 densities) = 1.7, and K ("82

densities) = 2.5. The substantial change of K from 1.7 to 2.5 is due to

improved knowledge of the deep inelastic parton densities q(x.M^) and q(x,M^

Some of the QCD subprocesses which contribute to Y production are

sketched in Fig.2. The contributions of all processes to d u/dM^dxp through

first order in ag have been computed by several groups. For each

flavor f, they obtain

dxi d x>

dx. dx, , ,

+ // -rr^r h < v M >*(VM > + d-2)] x
xl X2 L Z

- 5 _ _ [i n2S(l-z) + f-q(«)] (20)

dx1 dx, „ , ,

IS ̂ r-r- [(q(x1,M
z) + 5(X,,M^))G(X,,M^) + (i-2)] x

xl * 2

a s ( M 2 ) . , ,
v

Here z = M^/(x^x2s), and OQ - 4ira e|/(9sM )• I will not specify the functions

Jq.(z) and f q G(z). The first term in Eq.(20) is the standard annihilation

model prediction, with scale dependent structure functions. It is the full

leading log result. The next two terms are next-to-leading log contributions;

they are proportional to cts(M
2) « I/in M2. In Eq.(20), G(x,MZ) denotes the

gluon structure function.
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Together, the two next-to-leading log contributions in Eq.(20) are

roughly equal In numerical value to the leading log piece. We may define a

theoretical K factor, K t^
a s^(s,T,x F), by dividing Eq.(2O) by the leading log

result (i.e. divide Eq.(20) by the first term on the right hand side). A

numerical evaluation31 of Ktn^
as^ is presented in Fig.8. For both pN + y*X

and n"N + Y*X, Kth^
as^(T) is in the range 1.8 to 2.0 for 0.02 < T < 0.4. the

Xp dependence of Ktn^
 s (T.XJ.) is discussed in Ref.32. To my knowledge, a

i?ull computation of Kj.^ through order a2 has not yet been completed. The

O(oig) result will involve contributions from qq scattering and is expected to

influence the behavior of K strongly at large Xp.

At least implicitly, the experimental K e x p involves a sum to all orders

in a , whereas KtjJ is computed only through first order. Nevertheless, it is

tempting to compare the values of the two, especially since both are in the

neighborhood of K « 2.0, and tempting to suggest that QCD predicts the

normalization dicrepancy discussed above, Ke = 2. The fact

that Kjj, (T,Xp) is roughly independent of T and Xp in the ranges explored

1/2
experimentally [0.15 < i ' < 0.5, and xF sraallj, may also explain why the

leading log annihilation model provides the correct shapes in M2 and xp of

d2o/dM2dxp. Likewise, the fact that Kth(T,xF) rises rapidly as xF * 1

suggests that care is in order when data on it~N + y X are interpreted. In

particular, the data provide the product K(x)q1I(x,M ), not q^x.M ). If

K(x) - (1-x)"1, then data imply q,,(x,M2) - (1-x)2.

The decomposition of K t n in Fig.8 indicates that the quark-gluon term,

the third term in Eq.(20), is relatively unimportant. For M//s~ Z 0.45, the

dominant contribution to Kt[,
 s is provided by the terms proportional

to 6(l-z) on the right-hand-side of Eq.(20). Therefore, through 0(os),

Eq.(20) may be reexpressed as
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2
d o lead log "d o lead log r. "s 4 2i . „ r l ,,,v
— _ - _ [i + - n j + aj...} , (21)
dtT dM ^ J s

where the term {...} is relatively unimportant for M//1T ? 0.45. For a typical

as - 0.3,

[1 + 2? 7*2] " 1-63 . (22)

Troubling questions about the convergence of the perturbation expansion

are raised by the fact that the 0(as) term in the asymptotic series, Eq.(22),

provides a 63% correction. Important work is being done to identify the

source of the large correction.",34 it is known^1 that the term 4n2/3 in

Eq.(21) arises from an analytic continuation of the 0(g ) gluon vertex

correction amplitude from Q < 0, in deep inelastic lepton scattering, to

Q > 0 appropriate for massive lepton pair production:

CF if

(23)

Here CF = 4/3. At each order n in perturbation theory, such log n Q 2 terms

from gluon vertex corrections should yield u terms having the form

a n 2n
c
n ( S ] I
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This result suggests that the ff2 terras may be exponentiated, and that we

should find

dcr

The task becomes one of demonstrating that dS/dM has better convergence

properties than da/dM2. To verify this, complete computations must be done

through at least 0(a 2).
a

Even if the large higher order ir2 contributions to Kt.j)(s,T,xF) can be

summed, we may note that the -=• ir*og(M ) terra on the right hand side of Eq.(2C)

is only part of the next-to-leading log contribution. Figure S indicates that

at large T the f_r(z) contribution becomes the dominant contribution to K t n in

0(a g). It is unclear whether simple statements can be made about the expected

convergence properties of K ^ for Xj. + 1 or for T + 1.

It is curious that the leading log QCD effects, scaling violations, are

essentially unobservable in hN + y X, but that the next-to-leading order

effects are large. In order 0(a s), they appear to be large enough to account

for the observed K e = 2. On the other hand, such large effects raise doubts

about the reliability of the theoretical expansion. Can theory aspire to

better accuracy than ±30% on K? Experimentally, it is surely important to pin

down the size of Kexp(t,Xp) and its dependence on T and Xp. Present

uncertainties in the data do not challenge QCD. The task requires better

measurements of nuclear A dependence in both hN + y X and in deep inelastic

scattering, as well as control of systematic uncertainties in our knowledge of

q(x,Q2) from DIS. High statistics antiproton experiments would permit the
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best determination of K e x p(T,x F) since the leading log theoretical predictions

for pp + Y X are governed by F2(x,Q ), which is well determined experimentally

in the relevant ranges of x and Q •

V. HIGH TWIST

In the usual leading twist approximation of the QCD improved parton

model, the quark, structure function of the nucleon is expected to behave at

large x as

q(x,Q2) • (1_x)3+c*n*nq . ( 2 5)

The structure function F2(x,Q ) will behave likewise. However, competing

terms may become important at small enough (1-x). These competing inverse-

power high-twist terms behave at small (1-x) as (l-x)2/Q2, (l-x)/Q2, and so

forth. They are associated with hard momentum sharing between more than one

active parton in a given hadron. Their magnitude is determined by typical

hadronic scales, -1 GeV. In analyses of deep inelastic scattering data, it is

difficult to separate the high-twist inverse-power contributions in Q2 from

the more familiar gluonic radiation in Q effects. An extra handle on the

high-twist pieces is obviously desirable. In purely inclusive deep inelastic

scattering, the ratio o-^/^j provides such a filter, but the measurement is

difficult.35

It has been argued that it~N + y X is especially useful for isolating and

studying high twist dynamics.36 The leading twist terra in the pion structure

function is predicted to behave at large x as %(x) * (1-x) , with in £n Q2
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modification. The high-twist contribution adds a term which is independent

of x. As x + 1,

(26)

This implies that the high-twist term should dominate in n~N * y*X at large

xF. Second, the high twist term produces a massive photon with longitudinal

helicity, yielding an angular distribution do/dcos8 = sin^e in the massive

photon rest frame. This prediction contrasts with the usual leading twist

expectation of transverse polarization, and do/dcosO « (1 + cos 8 ) .

Theory and data are compared in Fig.9- The coefficient a in the

expression do/dcos8 ~ (1 + acos 8) is predicted to decrease from « • +1 to

a « -1 as xF + 1. The Chicago-Illinois-Princeton data37 at 225 GeV/c confirm

this expectation, but subsequent data from the CERN NA3 collaboration °

disagree. Poor experimental acceptance in the cos8 distribution near

cos8 « ±1 undermines confidence in the experimental results. A new

experiment designed with excellent experimental acceptance over the full

range of 8 and $ will soon yield definitive data on the x F dependence of

angular distributions.

The magnitude of X2 in Eq.(26) is predicted.36 The high twist diagram

which produces the sin 9 effect in irN + y X also leads to very interesting

phenomena in other reactions, including vN • u~uX, yH * irX at large p T, and

irN + YX at large pT. Some of these related processes are discussed in Refs.36

and 40.
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VI. TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS AND SOFr GLUONS

I summarized data on the energy dependence of the ooments <p^> and <Pj>

in Sec.II.F, and I mentioned that the growth of <Pj> with s is evidence for an

underlying quantum field theory of the strong interactions* In QCD, which has

no intrinsic scale, and which has a dimensionless coupling strength, one

2
expects

sas("Q
2")F(T,xF,as) +(...) • (27)

The term (...) denotes contributions which do not grow with s, including, for

example, high twist terms and parton intrinsic kj effects. It is not a simple

matter to specify the scale "Q2" at which ag in Eq.(27) is evaluated. The

size and functional form of F(x,Xp) in Eq.(27) are determined by (a) structure

functions; (b) hard parton cross sections for the 0(a ) QCD subprocesses qG +

It — it A

Y q and qq • Y G which supply the large pT of the Y ; and (c) higher order
o

"K'(pT)" factors associated with O(a^) and beyond. The theoretical

uncertainties in predicting the slope b « ag("Q ")F(T,xF,as) are at the level

of a factor of 2 or 3. Nevertheless, the 0(os) QCD predictions I made for b

in 1978 are not in gross disagreement with data. A figure from my Vanderbilt

conference talk is reproduced here, Fig.10. At M/v's" » 0.22, ay curve yields

b t h = 1.1 x 10"
3 GeV"2 to be compared with b e - (1.4 ± 0.2) x 10"3 GeV"2 in

n

Eq.(12). Presumably the incorporation of 0(Og) contributions would improve

agreement of theory and experiment.
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A. Extrapolations to Collider Energies.

The empirical fit provided in Fig.5 may be extrapolated to the center-of—

mass energy of the CERN SppS collider, Ss » 540 GeV. One finds <pT> = 14 GeV

at mass M » 120 GeV which is not too far above the expected mass of the W* and

Z°. This extrapolation of the data agrees with the estimate2 I made in

1978. It suggests that the W* and Z° will be produced with non-trivial <pT>

at the SppS and be accompanied by substantial recoil hadron energy. A few

notes of caution are in order concerning the reliability of this

"prediction". The data used in the extrapolation are pN data not pp data.

Purely O(ag) QCD calculations indicate that somewhat larger values of the

slope b, Eq.(lO), are expected for pN relative to pN. 1 do not know what

influence 0(a2) "corrections" have on the difference of the slopes

(b-N - b N ) . Second, 0(ag) calculations (and limited data) show that the

slope b decreases strongly as H/vT is decreased from ~0.2 to zero (see

Fig.10). This effect would tend to reduce estimates of <pT> of the 2° and

W . Third, both the fits and my calculations ignore possible logarithmic

effects; e.g. the slope b may be proportional to Jtn (M /A )• In summary, at

the SppS collider, the W and the Z° are expected to be produced with <p^> in

the range 10 to 20 GeV/c.

At the Fermilab collider, /sT - 2 TeV, the W* and Z° masses correspond to

M//s~ = 0.04. Arguments mentioned above suggest that the slope, b, should be

substantially less2 at M//s~ = 0.04 than that measured at M//7 = 0.22. For an

assumed mass of 90 GeV for the Z", my computations lead to the following

expectations:
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800 GeV
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GeV
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The root-mean-square value, <p£>2 > *s probably an overestimate of the true

mean <pT>. A possible logarithmic factor in b is another effect which may

depress <pT>. On the other hand, my predicted slope b is somewhat too small,

as I indicated above. Putting all these uncertainties together, 1 hazard the

conservative estimate that <pT> = 25 to 35 GeV/c for Z° and W* production at /s

- 2 TeV.

The extrapolations discussed above are appropriate for Xp = 0. Data at

current fixed target energies (/e < 30 GeV) indicate little change of <pT>

with Xp. First order QCD would prefer a decrease , especially dramatic for

Ixpl ? 0.5. At low energies, there are at least two important contributions

to the size and kinematic dependence of <p^>: the intrinsic and high-twist

effects which supply the intercept, a, in Eq.(lO), and the QCD hard scattering

effects which supply the slope b. Since the Xp dependence of the two effects

has not been disentangled at /7 < 30 GeV, it Is difficult to make reliable

estimates of the xp dependence of <pT> at collider energies.

B. Cross Sections as a Function of pT.

Data on the pT dependence of d c/dM dxpp^ extend to p>f = 5 GeV/c in ir~N,

pN, and pp Interactions.6»2° An example Is presented in Fig.11. These data

show that the large pT tail (pT 3> 2 GeV/c) fans out as s is increased,

consistent with QCD expectations. However, the scaling expected theoretically

at large pT,
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3

has not yet been verified. Here x T = 2pT//s. Data are expected soon at

larger values of p T from three experiments in progress: TI~N, CERN-Ecole

Polytechnique-Strasbourg-Zurich, NA-10; it"N, Chicago-Princeton, E-326; and pN,

Columbia-Fermilab-Stony Brook-Univ. of Washington-KEK-Kyoto-Saclay-CERN,

E-605.

In first order QCD, the transverse momentum of the massive photon is

produced by the qq + y*G and qG + y*q subprocesses illustrated in Fig.2. The

qq •»• Y G subprocess is dominant in it N + y X and in pN + y X, implying that

the y is balanced in p-j. by a gluon jet in these two reactions. In pN + y X,

the qG * qY subprocess is prevalent , meaning that a recoil quark jet

balances the p T of the Y • Note that the y is itself a clean unambiguous

"jet".

Many subprocesses contribute to the p^ distribution in second order,

0(Og). A few of these are sketched in Fig.2(f)-2(h). In some, a quark or a

gluon jet emerges in the same region of phase space as the y .

Correspondingly, a study of the distribution of hadronic energy In association

it 7

with a Y at large p T may provide limits on the relative importance of 0(Og)

and higher subprocesses.

Ellis, Martinelli, and Petronzio" have computed the O(ctg) contributions

to the distribution do/dp^. They consider only the difference of the cross

sections for TT~N + y X and TT+N + y*X. In this difference all subprocesses

involving initial gluons are eliminated. Their results may be expressed in

terms of a factor K£ h(p T),
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% r , .

which represents the importance of O(Og) contributions relative to 0(a g).

Inclusion of O(oig) contributions approximately doubles the predicted cross

section in the range 2.0 < p T < 4.0 GeV/c. The relative effect is larger when

final results are convoluted with a Gaussian distribution selected to

represent the non-perturbative intrinsic kT spectra of the initial

partons. As will be noted, the numerical value of K£n is roughly equal to

that of Kt^(T,xF) discussed earlier, in Sec.IV. However, the underlying

dynamics are different in the two cases. There is no "universality" behind

the approximate equalities K£h = K t n = 2.

Turning to a direct comparison of theoretical and experimental

distributions, I begin with results shown in Fig.12. These 0(ag) results

illustrate the serious problems which must be addressed if QCD computations

are to be extended to describe the relatively small values of pT

(pT ? 2 GeV/c) where the experimental cross section is large. In the

computations for which results are shown in Fig.12, the partons are assumed to

be massless, and no intrinsic kT effects are included. After 0(a£)

contributions are incorporated (K'(pj) = 2), theory would probably agree

with data fairly well at large p T (? 3 GeV/c). The p̂ i divergence of the

theoretical results as pT + 0 may be removed if off-shell initial parton

kinematics are employed. A simple procedure for including intrinsic kT

effects, devised by Altarelli, Parisi, and Petronzio, is often employed to
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transform the disagreement apparent In Fig.12 Into a "perfect" fit to data.

Although not inconsistent with QCD such procedures are primarily cosmetic, and

it is generally agreed that they do not test the theory in a meaningful way.

The essential problem is that the 0(as) and 0(a|) QCD computations apply

only when p̂ . ~ M ~ /s, i.e., where there is only one large momentum scale.

Data tend to be confined to much smaller values of pT. Recognizing this

difficulty, several groups are addressing the problem of providing a

predictive QCD description of processes in which there are two different

momentum scales. '~^° the goal is to specify properties of the distribution

do/dp^ in the region

A « pT « cM , (30)

where c is constant. Although it is doubtful that current data fall within

the limits indicated in Eq.(30), the theoretical results should be valuable

when data are extended to larger values of pT and M.

A considerable increase in theoretical complexity is Involved in treating

the region defined by (30). In addition to large logarithmic contibutions

proportional to £n(M*/A ), terras proportional to powers of £n(M /pj) must also

be summed. At fixed M , the cross section da/dp2, receives contributions from

a series of terms having the appearance

1

T (31)

+ b1os«j> (M
2/p2) + O(a2Jtn2) + ...] .
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These terms correspond to physical processes in which an active constituent

radiates soft gluons before the hard annihilation <jq + y . The chain of soft

gluon emissions Is responsible for evolution of the structure functions,

q(x,Az) + q(x,M ); it generates a dynamical component to the parton

"intrinsic" kj distribution; it provides an increase in transverse energy and

associated hadronlc multiplicity) related to M^; and, of interest here, damps

the fx divergence of the 0(as) QCD computation in the small p T region.

When the leading ajj log2tl(M2/p|) contributions in (31) are summed, one

obtains

(32)

The first factor on the right-hand-side of Eq.(32) is the 0(ag) QCD result,

multiplied by the factor K'(pT) discussed above. The second, exponential,

factor is a Sudakov form factor associated with soft gluon radiation. It

vanishes as Pj, + 0, manifesting the fact that the probability Is zero for the

emission of no gluons (and thus no p T ) . When less restrictive approximations

are used in the calculations, the soft gluon "correction" factor vanishes less

rapidly than that shown in Eq.(32). For example, p^(Y ) = 0 may arise from a

configuration in which two hard gluons are emitted with ltT1 » ~^x2"

7 9 9

The cross section in Eq.(32) decreases both as p^ + M4 and as p£ + 0.

There is a peak in the distribution between these two limits. Equation (32)

is known not to be reliable at small p T since all next-to-leading log terms

become equally important in this limit. Systematic analytic and numerical

methods are being developed to handle necessary summations, in momentum and in

impact parameter spaces- It is unclear whether these calculations can be
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iuiproved to the point of providing reliable, quantitative predictions for

n

dor/dp™ In the "small" p^ region, p̂ j. < 2 CeV. Many delicate approximations are

associated with how kinematic constraints are handled, with orderings of the

gluon transverse momenta, with neglect of inverse power contributions, and so

forth.

Xn practice, Impressive fits to data are obtained when the soft gluon

Sudakov effects are included. An example is presented in Fig.13. Ad-hoc

parton intrinsic km distributions must still be incorporated, but the fitted

values of <k^> turn out to be somewhat smaller. One should ask, of course,

how much of the perfect fit to data is due to perturbative QCD, how much is

due to gluon Sudakov effects, and how much, is put in "by hand" as an intrinsic

k-r distribution.

Questions may be addressed in three different regions of pj. In the

large p T region (pT ? 3 GeV/c?), checks of scaling are important, as are

comparisons of absolute yields with 0(ag) and O(dg) QCD predictions. Second,

at somewhat smaller values of p™, one enters the domain of soft gluon

radiation effects. Here it is important to check the expected broadening of

the p T distribution as M is increased, at fixed H//s" and xf. This point has

been emphasized by Collins and Soper.*7'51 Third, there is the small p T

(? 2 GeV/c?) region dominated by parton intrinsic kT distributions.

Measurements should provide relevant information on the x dependence of these

kT spectra, not calculable in perturbative CjCD, perhaps, but at least

approximately calculable in models of hadronic structure, including lattice

gauge theory simulations and bag models. It would be interesting to establish

whether important differences exist in the experimental energy dependence

(scaling properties) of the distribution d3o7dM2dxpdp| at large and small pT-
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VII. L1 ENVOI

More could be written on several items not treated in this report,

including electroweak asymmetries, spin-polarization effects, Higgs phenomena,

the expected properties of the "jets" of associated hadrons (beam, target, and

high pT recoil jets), the emergence of a plateau in the rapidity spectrum of

associated hadrons, and predictions for the growth with Q of associated

multiplicities* I will comment on only one of these items: polarization. In

both the classical and the QCD leading log versions, the qq annihilation model

requires the helicities of the q and q to be opposite, and the asymmetry A L L

at the constituent level is predicted: A L L » -1. Here,

A A A A A ' £

AJJ_ * (a-H- ~ o+_)/("++ + "+_)• Because the dominant contribution to hh + y X

at the next-to-leading log level is of the form as(M
2) j ir2 q(x1,Q

2)q(x2,Q
2),

i.e. proportional to qq, the prediction A L L - -1 is preserved even when the

large next-to-leading log effects are included. Measurements of A ^ would

therefore be an especially valuable check on the basic applicability of the

annihilation mechanism and higher-order QCD corrections to it. My enthusiasm

is tempered by two problems. First, the measurement requires longitudinally

polarized antiquarks as well as quarks. I do not know whether the sea in a

proton can be polarized. Polarized valence antiquarks in an antiproton would

be a solution to this difficulty, but I doubt that intense sources of high

energy polarized antiprotons will be available soon. If experiments can be

done, and AJJ, ™ ~1 ^s verified for the Drell-Yan continuum, then observed

deviations from A L L - -1 as one scans through the range of values of M should

provide useful insight into mechanisms for the hadronic production of J/f, T

and other resonances for which the continuum is just a "background".
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In this report I have focused primarily on recent experimental and

theoretical investigations. As I discussed in Sec.Ill, the parton model

factorization assumption is being scrutinized by at least three groups. It is

not clear whether perturbative QCD justifies this aspect of the model. Some

phenomenological implications of the breakdown of factorization were also

reviewed.

If the validity of factorization is assumed, then QCD justifies the

annihilation model as the correct leading-log QCD model for lepton pair

production. However, the next-to-leading log terms are large. Through first

order in o , their contribution nearly doubles the predicted yields. While

this increase is welcome from the standpoint of data, the large 0(ag)

"correction" raises doubts about the convergence of the perturbation series.

Large higher order terms are found in theoretical analyses of other processes

also, but only, to my knowledge, where data seem to require them. A

systematic understanding is obviously called for.52 Precise data on the size

and kinematic variation of Kexp(x,xF) is desirable.

High-twist terms, with their inverse power dependence on the large

momentum variable Q are potentially important and must be included in

quantitative analyses of all hard scattering processes. The experimental

study of the behavior of the decay angular distributions in the y rest frame

in 7T~N + y X at large xF should establish the size of a particular, calculable

high twist term.36'40

In concluding my discussion of transverse momentum spectra in Sec.Vl, I

defined three different regions of Px(Y ) and listed questions of interest for

each. Considerable progress has been made in attempts to sum soft gluon

effects, but more work must be done to establish a quantitative phenomenology

of p^ spectra at modest values of Pj.
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In many respects, hK + Y*X is the "best hard scattering process", both

theoretically and experimentally, for resolving many of the questions

discussed in this report. The questions are basic to the application of QCD

to all other hadron-hadron hard scattering processes, as well as to hadronic

final states in deep inelastic lepton scattering and electron positron

annihilation.
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Fig. 1. Basic Drell-Yan qq annihilation process for hahj,

with y * v v~•
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(d)

y

(c)

Fig. 2.

a s -
1

(f) (9)
(., The -„ * / -bprocess and (b)-(h), some of the higher

order perturbative QCD subprocesses which contribute to

massive lepton pair production.
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Fig. 7. Initial state gluon exchanges are drawn between active and

spectator constituents in up scattering.
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A COMPARISON OF DIMUCW PRODUCTION
BY 125 GeV/c p and v~ WITH PREDICTIONS

OF THE DRELL-YAI! MODEL

B. Cox
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

P.O. Box, Bitavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract

The measurements of dimuon production (>I > 4 GeV/c ) by 125 CeV/c p and

u performed by Fermilab Experiment 557 are compared to the predictions of the

Drell-Yan model in this report. Vie find that the naive Drell-Yan cross

sections calculated using CDHS and HA3 structure functions are too lo;: by

factors of 2.25 ± 0.45 and 2.50 ± 0.50 to reproduce the levels of our p and -n"

cross sections respectively. The shapes of the da/dx and M do/dM

differential cross sections nre well reproduced by the naive zeroth order

formula. The shape of the do/dp,, cross section for the ctimuons as measured by

E-537 can be fit using the Altarelli, Parisi, and Petronzio 0(a ) prescription
s

2

for calculating p_ distributions but requires a <k_> of the Interacting

constituents of the nucleons and pion of 0.88 (GeV/c) . This <kT> is larger

than the <k^> = 0.59 ± 0.05 (GoV/c)2and <k^> = 0.52 ± 0.05 (GeV/c)2 obtained

from the linear extrapolations of the s variation of the <p"> of the

experimentally observed dcr/dp^ distributions to s=0. This implies that first
order QCD in the for -alisra ot Altarelli, Parisi, and Petronzio is insufficient

2
to explain <p™> of the data.
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High mass climuon production in hadronic interactions has been interpreted

1 2

as proceeding via the Drell-Yan process and higher order QCD processes

(Fig. 1). Measurements of hadronic production of dimuons and especially the

measurement of p production of dimuons test the QCD pictui'e of these reactions

as proceeding via the strong interactions of the constituents of the hadrons.

In the particular case of p!J -• ji \i~ + X the valence quark structure functions

of the nucleons can he determined independently from deep inelastic lepton

scattering experiments, thereby allowing a more complete confrontation of the

theory than is possible in either n or K production of dirauons.

A Fermilab-Athens-McGill-Michigan collaboration has studied the

production of dimuons by p and it" at 125 GeV/c using a special enriched

antiproton beam derived from A * pit decay (Fig. 2 ) . This experiment was

performed in the High Intensity Laboratory at Fermilab. '4e were able to

routinely obtain from this beam 10 125 GeV/c particles per second of spill
12

with 5 x 10 400 GeV protons incident on the secondary beam production

target. This 10 secondary beam had a composition of 2Q% antiprotons and 80$

it" (from K° + it~ii decays). The momentum, direction and identity of this
s

large momentum bite (ip/p * ± 10$) beam were measured and tagged on an event

by event basis. In less than 800 hours of data taking using the large

aperture forward spectrometer shown in Fig. J, the dimuon mass spectra shown

in Fig. 4a and 4b were accumulated. The mass resolution (o •/> 190 MeV/c ) of

the 1)(3.1) was dominated by the error in the dimuon opening angle caused by

multiple scattering in the heavy nuclear targets (Cu, W) and in the 60" copper

hadron absorber. The error introduced by momentum measurement inaccuracy was

minimized by the precision of the' E-537 drift chamber system (a <r 25On) and

the strength of the analysis magnet ( A P T J> 0.8 GeV/c). The spectrometer and
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the beara have 'been described elsewhere '' and will not be discussed further

here.

We have used the standard Drell-Yan formula (Fig. 1 a)

dHdx,
(1)

x1 x2 and x. - x_ to calculate the differential crosswhere T = M /s

sections M do/dpi and do/dx for dimuons production by 125 GeV/c p and IT" . vte

have used the CDHS structure functions for the nucleon and antinucleon and

the NA3 structure functions for the u . These structure functions are given

below in Table I:

Table I

Hadronic Structure Functions Used in the Drell-Yan
Calculations Contained in this Report

xup = u / -
5 2 " 0 - 1 6 5 (i-x) 2' 7 9 + 0- 7 7 i

xd
.52-0.165

xs = (0.26+0.185)

xGp = 3.O6(1-X)
5-0

xS = O.24(1-X) 6- 9

xtt

CDHS (Ref. 6)

Counting rules

1IA3 (Ref. 7)

Counting rules

In Table I the Q 2 = H 2 evolution variable is s = ta t^(M2/A2)/«n(2D/A2)] where A

is taken to be 0.5. Figure 5 shows the do/dx^, differential cross section

obtained by E-537 for the p and ir~ along with the Drell-Yan predictions from
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(1). The Droll-Yan prediction has been multiplied by a K factor = 2.25 ± 0.45

for the p data ana by 2.50 ± 0.50 for the u~ data. The shape of the x

distribution is quite well fit by the Drell-Yan calculation. Figure 6 shown

Mr da/dM from E-537 and NA3 for the antiproton reaction. Once again the

prediction of Eq. (1) for W da/dM matches quite well the shape of the dinuon

differential cross section but the level of the Drell-Yan prediction has to be

multiplied by 2.25 to match the level of the data-

Going beyond the simple Drell-Yan formula (1), we have attempted to

calculate the differential cross section 1/p., da/dp_ that we should observe in

our data using the 0(a ) formula for dimuon production by the Corapton (o_)
S ly

and annihilation (oA) processes (Figs, lb and lc) given below:

f i _ , dgA , doc
dM dy dp* dM dy dp* dM dy dp*

• * i

(2)

We have used (2) in the Altarelli, Parisi, and Petronzio prescription

in order to incorporate the intrinsic k_ of the interacting constituents.

f(pT) ia assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with the normalization
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\-^~^ [ 1 1 -I

Figure 7 shows 1 /p da/dp for the E-537 p ami TT~ data along with the

predictions obtained from u.ii.ng (2), (3) and (4). In order to fit the p and

IT data, do/(dM dy dp,_) has bean multiplied by the K factors mentioned above.

Those K factors have been assumed to be independent of T, X and p and '\j?

has been given the value 0.83 GoV/c . The contributions of the various

components, o , o and the RTjosian describing the intrinsic '«„ are shown in

Fig. 7. As can <3e expected, the QC1) diagrams (Fig. 1b and 1c) begin to

contribute beyond p^ = 2 GoV/c with the annihilation diagram contributing more

than the Clapton diajirrra baciroe of the presence of the valence antiquarks xa

both the p and u~.

The technique outlined abovo requires that <!c_,> = 0.83 GeV/c for the

interacting constituents in order to achieve reasonable fits to the p_

2
distribution. A3 pointed out in Rof. 9, the <k~> of the constituents can be

2

determined by examining the s dependence of the second momenta <p~> of tlm pn

distributions for the existing data for p, r>, and IT production of dirauong.

Figure 8a and b show that the <P-,> data for dimuon production varies nearly

linearly with s for protons and n~. The data from E-537 and NA3 for

antiprotons shown in Fig. 8a is not as precise as that for p and n~. The p
2

data does however appear to have <p™> similar to the IT induced ciiMuons but

slightly lower at the three values of s at which there are measurements. The

extrapolation of a linear fit of this data (<p~> = A+Bs) to s=0 should yield

<1C> of the interacting constituents. As shown in Fig. 8, these intercepts

are 0.59 ± 0.05 (GeV/c)2 and 0.52 ± 0.05 (GeV/c)2 for the v~ and p data

respectively. The difference between these values and the larger value of
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<kj:> = 0.88 GeV/c2 required to fit the E-537 125 tfeV/c p and it" data s

that the 0(ao) prescription of Altarelli et al., is insufficient to explain

the <p2> of dimuon data. Indeed as pointed out in Ref. 9 when (2), (3) and

(4) with <k2> - = 0.59 (GeV/c)2 and <k2> = 0.52 (CeV/c)2 are used to
J. 7T 1 p

2 2

calculate <p_,> as a function of s, the values of <Pn> obtained are

consistently below the existing data at all energies.

In conclusion, we find that the simple Drell-Yan formalism is sufficient

to predict the chapes of the M do/dM ani the da/dx distributions of the

E-537 p and IJ~ data but is unable to predict the level of the cross sections.

Attempts to fit the shape of the p_, distributions require including 0(a ) QCD

i s
effects to make the high p_ tail of the observed distributions. The
Altarelli, Parisi and Petronzio prescription for calculating 1 /p., dcr/dp-,

2 2 2

requires an intrinsic <k_;> = 0.88 GeV/c" which is larger than those (<km>

0.59 ± 0.05 GeV/c2, <k2> = 0.52 ±0.05 GeV/c2) obtained by the extrapolation

of observed linear behavior of <p~> vs. s to s=0. This implies that higher

order QCD effects must be taken into account in order to explain the pT

distributions of dimuons.
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Fig. 5. Differential cross sections do/dx for H > 4 GeV/c dirauon events

from nntiproton and Tt reactions at 125 GeV/c. The curves are the

preaictioi.. obtained using the simple Drell-Yan formula, ths CDH3 and

HA3 structure functions, and the renormalizing K factors given in the

text.
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A High Resolution Study of High Mass pairs
and

High Transverse Momentum Particles

Stephen R. Smith
Fermi National Accelerator Lab

P.O. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60510

Fermilab experiment 605 is a large aperture, high

resolution spectrometer for the study of pairs of

particles at large invariant masses and single particles

at large transverse momenta with high sensitivity for

rare processes. The collaboration consists of physicists

from Fermilab, Stony Brook, University of Washington,

Kyoto University, Saclay, Columbia, CERN, and KEK.

prominent features of the apparatus (see Fig. 1) are a

high intensity incident proton beam capable of

transporting 1 Tev, an open aperture, full particle

identification and elimination of low transverse momentum

particles via a forward beam dump and an intense magnetic

field (up to 10 Gev/c pfc k i c k ) . T h e open aperture allows

the study of all particle types simultaneously, as well

as unprecedented resolution for the study of massive muon

pairs (an order of magnitude better than

Columbia-Fermilab-Stony Brook1). Particles are identified

by:

(1) A ring imaging Cerenkov counter2 which we expect to

provide Tt-K-p separation at momenta up to 250 GeV/e.
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(2) A lead-plexipop and iron-plexipop calorimeter finely

segmented in the shower direction to provide if-e

separation.

(3) A series of absorbers, scintillators, and

proportional tubes to provide muon-hadron separation and

to reject low energy muons which can be deflected into

the aperture by the magnet return yokes.

Particle trajectories are measured in 2mm MWPC's

and small-cell (l-2cm) drift chambers. A second

spectrometer magnet remeasures particle momenta

permitting the rejection of particles which have

scattered off the magnet poles and muons which traverse

the return yokes of the upstream magnet. Fast,

programmable matrix logic finds tracks based on

three-fold coincidences in scintillator hodoscopes

corresponding to acceptable particle momenta and

production angles. These tracks are used singly and in

pairs with pulse height information from the calorimeter

to form a trigger for electrons, muons, and hadrons. A

trigger processor then finds tracks in the bend plane

projection of the wire chambers in order to reject

triggers due to accidentals and particles which have not

cleanly traversed the apertures.

The experiment was tuned up this spring (1982) and

data was taken over the first two weekends in June. A

few million events were aquired and much was learned
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about the apparatus. We expect that this data set

contains on the order of a few million single hadrons

with pT>4 <;eVr a few thousand pairs with M>9 GeV, and

only a few tens of nuon pairs with M>9Gev. This data is

currently being analyzed.

In this initial run, intensities were limited to

10l0 protons per second by background rates. The

detector is shielded from neutrals directly from the

target by the beam dump and from most low energy charged

particles from the target and dump by the field of the

first magnet. However it is relatively easy for a photon

coming from a ir° in the target to shower on the exposed

surfaces of the magnet aperture. This results in a large

flux of low energy photons which illuminate the detector.

We are presently studying the details of shower

propagation in our apparatus and are designing

modifications which will allow us to run at instantaneous

intensities at least a factor of ten higher than in the

last run. Part of the solution is to insure that any

surface in the magnet which is exposed to high energy

photons from the target is not also exposed to the

detectors. Our ability to reduce backgrounds will

determine the eventual sensitivity to rare processes.

Although we intend to study all particle types in

single high transverse momentum particles and in massive

pairs, I will limit further discussion to the subject of
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this conference, that is the study of non-resonant

massive lepton pairs. Experimental results in this field

are remarkably compatible with the naive Drell-Yan model

predictions with a few notable exceptions such as the

broad pfc distribution, the overall normalization of the

cross section, and (possibly) the "higher twist" effects

with pion beams. This is remarkable because it is not at

all clear from QCD calculations why the naive model

should work so well. We will hear many reasons why it

might not at this conference. With these warnings in

mind, we intend to measure lepton pair production over as

broad a range in kinematics as possible. The real tests

of theory may not be the ones which are currently

obvious.

The currently obvious tests which we can approach

are the careful measurement of the pt distribution, the

atomic weight dependence of the cross section, especially

the A dependence of da/dpfcr t h e a n g u i a r distribution in

cose, e-y universality, the dependence of the QCD

correction to the cross section ("K factor") on

kinematics, and (possibly) associated hadron production.

Three classes of lepton pair acceptance are important for

these measurements. First those pairs which bend around

the beam dump (both electron pairs and muon pairs) will

be measured with very high precision (AM/M -0.2%). Events

in this class will provide a sensitive search for and
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study of narrow resonances, and e-\i comparisons at large

q2. Events in the second class contain at least one muon

passing through the beam dump. The third class of events

consists of muon pairs produced in the beam dump. The

latter two classes will have a fractional resolution in

pair mass of about 4% but the larger absolute acceptance

and the broad range of acceptance in pfc/ Cos
6, Feynman X,

and T»M2/S make them most useful for the study of the

Drell-Yan process. The three classes have rather

different systematics with the high resolution sample

providing important checks on the others. M^st of the

measurements of Drell-Yan physics will come from the sum

of the three classes of events. Furthermore we take data

with tungsten, copper, and beryllium targets to

investigate the dependence of the cross section and p.

dependence on the atomic weight of the target.

The pfc distribution provides information on hard

and soft gluon processes and on the intrinsic p. of

confined partons. The distribution is expected to have a

tail at high pfc ,3Ue to the "gluon Compton" effect where

the virtual photon is radiated by a quark struck by a

hard gluon*. This effect is overwhelmed by the

annihilation term in ir and "p~ production of lepton pairs.

The existence of a high pt quack opposite the lepton pair

provides another promising technique for studying this

process. The quark fragmentation functions are hard
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enough that the leading hadron in the jet carries a

substantial fraction of pfc o f t n e quar|<. we are studying

our acceptance for the detection of a leading hadron

opposite a high pfc m u o n p a i r .

Searching for the variation of the QCD corrections

to the naive Drell-Yan predictions as a function of

kinematics requires a broad coverage in both T and Xf

since we must extract the singlet structure functions

simultaneously with the QCD corrections. We cover an X^

range of -0.2<Xf<0#0 £ o r 0.05
<T<0.5. The QCD correction

K(r,Xf) is expected to change about 20% in this range

due to effects first order in cts> T h i s ls roughly at the

limit of our ability to measure deviations from the naive

predictions. Terms of higher order in as may enhance or

suppress the effect. Even if deviations from the naive

prediction are not found, the measurement provides

constraints on the theory.

The angular distribution provides another place to

look for deviations from the naive prediction. Events

with muons traversing the beam dump will allow us to

measure the angular distribution in cos9 over a wide

range of Xf> »?e cover the angular range Icos9|<0.75. It

is unlikely that we will be sensitive to the angular

asymmetry due to the weak-electromagnetic interference in

the near future (before we install a high intensity pion

beam). In any case the measurement deserves to be done

carefully.
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We are looking foward to having results in some of

these areas in the next year and to acquiring much more

data in a long run with the improved detector in a beam

from the Tevatron next fall.
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Ftfmik* 605- Precision Sp*clromel«r (or High PT Particles.
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Fig. 1. The E605 apparatus.
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Fig. 2. Display of a pair event from the track reconstruction program.
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1 - Continuum

Fig. 3. Effect of resolution on the upsilon region of the

lepton pair mass spectrum after subtraction of the

continuum foe E605 (0.18% mass resolution) and CFS

(2.2% mass resolution). The effects of

statistical fluctuations are not shown.
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hodrons

Fig. 4. Feynman diagram for the lowest order "gluon Compton" process.
This type of process is expected to contribute a high transverse momen-
tum tail to the lepton pair cross section.

Fig. 5. Polar angle acceptance for muon pairs at 10 GeV mass in the spring
1982 configuration of the experiment.
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NA10 Experiment

This experiment, which was proposed in 1977, was accepted by the CERN

Research Board in March, 1978. The installation started in the Fall of 1979,

and data taking began early in 1980. First data was collected between

March and June, 1980, with negative pions of 280 GeV/c nominal momentum.

Three targets were used: Carbon, Copper and Tungsten, which allowed a

study of the nuclear dependence of the inclusive cross-section for muon

pair production [Ref. 1] . The value of a obtained from the parametrization

a = constant x A° was 0.94 ± 0.02 t 0.02, whereas the parametrization a =

ao(Z/A) Aa , where ao(Z/A) is given by the Drell-Yan model, gives a' =

0.97 ± 0.02 ± 0.02, in agreement with the quark additivity rule.

During the long SPS shut-down which took place after this period, the

appararus was modified for data taking at 200 GeV/c and some improve-

ments were made: two additional hodoscopes were installed, some iron was

added to the hadron absorber to cope with the increased intensity and an

improved trigger was put in operation. The data taking was resumed in

October, 1981 and lasted until August, 1982 for a total of about 80 days.

The apparatus [Ref. 2] was exposed to a secondary beam of 194 GeV/c

average momentum consisting mostly of negative pions, with a momentum

bite of ±10 9a. The intensity was for most of the time around 2x109 particles

per burst, for 5x1012 protons of 400 GeV/c on the primary target. The

pion flux is monitored by means of two multifoil ionization chambers and by

a system of scintillator telescopes pointing to the target. The position and

profile of the beam are measured with two multiwire proportional chambers.

The spectrometer is shown on f ig. 1. We used mainly two Tungsten tar-

gets of high purity, of length 5.6 cm and 12.0 cm. A few runs were taken

with a 30 cm Carbon target.

The target is followed by a Tungsten-Uranium Beam Dump, surrounded

by a Graphite-Iron Hadron Absorber. Its total length is 480 cm, i.e. 320

cm of Graphite and 120 cm of Iron.

The Toroidal Magnet used for the momentum measurement consists of six

42° air sectors separated by wedge-shaped iron pole pieces. Its length is

400 cm and the field integral is 3 T.m at a radius of 75 cm.

Before and behind the magnet are located four Hodoscopes R1-R4 which

are used for triggering. They total 714 scintillators. A 120 cm thick Iron

Wall in front of the last hodoscope R4 acts as a muon filter. In addition,

two hodoscopes P1 and P2 equipped with 96 radially positioned scintillators

are used presently for a precise determination of the trigger efficiency.

The trajectories of the particles are measured by means of two sets of

four hexagonally shaped Multiwire Proportional Chambers located before and
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behind the magnet. Each chamber is made of three gaps tilted by 120° froi i

each other. The wire spacing is 0.3 cm and there is a total of some 20000

active wires. The chamber efficiency was measured to be 97 t 2 % at an

incident flux of 2x109 particl&s per second.

The apparatus may be scaled along the beam direction to get similar

acceptances at different beam momenta.

The trigger principle is shown schematically on f ig. 2. It is made in

two steps: the first level, fast trigger makes use of the hodoscopes R1-R4.

A coincidence between corresponding scintillators of R1 and R2 selects

tracks originating from the target, with a rejection of 2x10* for tracks com-

ing from the beam dump. This coincidence gives an estimate of the produc-

tion angle of the particles. A further coincidence between R1*R2 and R4

measures the deflection in the magnet, and combined with the measure of

the production angle yields an estimate of the transverse momentum of the

particle. The coincidence (R1*R2)*R4 is further constrained by the hodo-

scope R3. In addition, the trigger logic requires at least one particle in

two different sextants. All these requirements allow a rough cut on the

effective mass of the muon pair.

The second level trigger is made with a fourfold Event Buffer-Micropro-

cessor system, which allows a rejection or a flagging of the events. Possi-

ble criteria are, for example the total number of words in the event, the

number of scintillators fired in R1-R4, the mass of the muon pair, etc.

Thanks to this selection at the trigger level, between half and three-quar-

ters of the events written on tape can be fully reconstructed.

The acceptance of the apparatus is displayed in f ig. 3 as a function of

the muon pair M, of the Feynman variable Xp and of the transverse

momentum of the dimuon p., integrated on all the other variables. They

were computed with a Monte Carlo program using the known structure func-

tions and p^ distributions. All experimental effects are included, in parti-

cular the requirements of the trigger logic. The curves labelled high reso-

lution refer to events where both muons travel through the air sectors of

the toroidal magnet.

Table 1 presents a summary of the number of events obtained during

the period of data taking 1981-1982; the numbers quoted are estimates

based on a partial analysis of the data. Final cuts and selections may

reduce these numbers by some 10 to 20 %.

The figures quoted below (fig. 4 to f ig. 7) are intended to give an idea

of the quality of our data. They reprer jnt only a fraction of our total sam-

ple, and are not corrected for acceptance. Fig. 4 shows the distribution in
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Table 1:

Target

Summary of

Total number of pions

Number of events on

J/iJJ, total
J/ijj, high resolution

M > 4 GeV/c2, total
M > 4 GeV/c2, high

T, total
T, high resolution

tapes

resolution

Data Taking

W 5.6 cm

1.48x10"

4.2x10*

1.42x10*
0.94x10«

92700

61100

1100
700

in 1981-1982

W 12 cm

1.68X101"

6.2x10*

3.43x10*
2.27x106

222500

146700

2500
1800

W total

3 .17x10"

10.4x10*

4.85x10*
3.21x10*

315200
207800

3600
2500

mass of the high resolution opposite-sign and like-sign [background)
events, for dimuon masses above 4 GeV/cs. An amount of events equal to
the number of like-sign events was subtracted bin by bin from the oppo-
site-sign events. The signal from the T family is clearly visible.

The next figure (f ig. 5) displays a sample of high-resolution events
from the 5.6 cm target, in the J/i|i and i|j' region; the curve is the result
of a f i t with two gaussians and an ad hoc continuum. The f i t yields (3.098
± 0.004) GeV/c2 for the mass of the J/ifi, (3.696 ± 0.015) GeV/c2 for the
mass of the i|j' and a = 0.109 ± 0.001 for the standard deviation, giving a
resolution of 3.5 %.

Fig. 6 shows a similar f i t in the region of the T family, on high resolu-
tion data from the 12 cm target sample. The values obtained for the masses
of the T and T' are respectively (9.35 ± 0.07) GeV/c2 and (9.95 ± 0.10)
GeV/c2, with a standard deviation a = 0.29 ± 0.05, giving a resolution of
3.0 %.
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Finally, f ig. 7 shows the distribution of the transverse momentum
squared, for the high resolution opposite-sign and like-sign events. A
background subtraction was also made for this distribution.

The analysis of the present 200 GeV/c data is now well under way and
results will be available soon on the structure functions and the K factor
as a function of the mass and of the transverse momentum, on the tran-
sverse momentum distribution, on the angular dependence and on the T
production. For 1983, about 55 days of running are allocated to NA10 and
will allow a study of scaling, nuclear effects, etc. The operation of the
SPS at 450 GeV/c will provide a substantial increase of the flux, for secon-
dary beam momenta above 200 GeV/c. The possibility of using other types
of beams (positives, antiprotons and heavy ions) is also under study.
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NA10 Trigger

2 .
Schematics of the trigger logic principle.
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PT«<2 (GEV/C)"2

7. Transverse momentum squared distribution. The full line is for oppo-
site-sign muon pairs and the broken line for like-sign muon pairs.
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ABSTRACT

Initial state interactions are shown to violate

standard factorization for massive lepton pair

production and hadron-induced hard-scattering

inclusive reactions order-by-order in QCD pertur-

bation theory. Initial and final state inter-

actions lead to a number of new physical phenomena

including k fluctuations, color correlations,

anomalous nuclear number dependence of inclusive

cross sections, and induced hadron production in

the central rapidity region.

1. Introduction

A basic tool of QCD phenomenology is the factorization ansatz, which

allows inclusive cross sections at large momentum transfer to be computed

directly in terms of the structure functions and fragmentation functions mea-

sured in deep inelastic lepton scattering. For example, the Drell-Yan cross

section for massive lepton pair production in p nucleus collisions is written

da ,-. . „,:,., _ x .' r- ... ,- ... Gq/A(xa,Q)

where

da = •=• «- «(x x, s - Q ) 4(xT - x -
3 r,n*- a b i> a

Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract D r AC03-76SF00515.

Work supported by the National Science Foundation.
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is the qq •+ JU subprocess cross section, and the distributions G , and G_._ =

G , are measured in deep inelastic lepton-nucleus and lepton-nucleon scattering.

The factor of 1/3 results from assuming that the annihilating q and q have uncor-

related colors. Derivations2'of this result in QCD perturbation theory are

based on the observation that the logarithmic dependence of the distributions

G(>:,Q) arising from collinear gluon radiation is process independent and that,
2

at least to leading twist (i.e., leading order in 1/Q ) , all infrared divergences

cancel. The distributions can also be related to the Fock state QCD wavef'unc-

tions for each hadron defined at equal time on the light-cone. In principle,

one can compute the radiative corrections to the subprocess cross section do as
2

an expansion in powers of a (Q ) (although one may need to sum certain large

corrections to all orders). Given Eq. (1), one can predict the normalization,

scaling and logarithmic evolution, and nuclear number dependence for the cross
2 ~ 1 2 - —

section. In particular, one predicts dff/dQ (pA+££X) = A do/dQ (pN->-*.JlX) in the
2

region of large Q where deep inelastic lepton scattering is additive in the

nucleon number.

Although these results are familiar, they are nevertheless puzzling

from a physical standpoint. Intuitively one expects that the incident p should

be strongly affected by hadronic interactions upon passage through the nucleus —

i.e., its Fock state structure should be profoundly disturbed by upstream

elastic and inelastic collisions. One expects (A-dependent) modifications of

the k and x. distributions of the quarks in the beam and target, accompanied

by inelastic hadronic radiation. Certainly in the case of a macroscopic target,

where one observes rsdiation losses, multiple scattering, and secondary beam

production, Eq. (1) cannot be correct,

2. Initial State Interactions in QCD Perturbation Theory

In order to understand the above questions, we have recently investi-

gated the effects of initial state (elastic and inelastic) interactions in the

context of perturbative QCD.3' The result to any order in a s can be organized

into the eikonal formalism when one uses time-ordered or light-cone perturbation

theory and physical gauges, although the final results are gauge and frame

independent. The leading initial state contributions at high energy due to

gluon exchange between quarks of the interacting hadrons comes from the eikonal

region of near-on-shell propagation. In the CM system the i.m\ jrtant region of

exchanged gluon 3-moraentum is finite transverse momentum ij_ (of the order of

the inverse hadron size) and "wee" longitudinal momentum lz £ O{% //s). The

contributions from the region \z | >> i, l*s are gauge dependent and factorize

in the sense that they can be included in the structure functions defined in
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deep inelastic scattering when all contributions, including final state inter-

actions, are taken into account.

The result of summing the elastic initial state interactions from the

Glauber region is that the standard Fock state wavefunctions for the incident

hadrons are multiplied (in impact space) by an unitarity eikonal phase:

where the z. are impact distances measured relative to the annihilation point.

The phase U is a unitary color matrix constructed from a path ordered exponen-

tial of the eikonal potential

U(^) = ^ exp -i/1 dx V(^,t) (3)

integrated over the particles' trajectories up to the time of annihilation;

in general, U can depend on log s. The (two-particle irreducible) eikonal

potential includes all pairs of constituents, one taken from each of A and B:

2 V . . ( ^ - ^ + 2T) (4)
ieA, 1J 2

JeB

where A is along the beam direction. Explicit evaluation of the lowest order

eikonal potential is given in Ref. 3. We note that the trigluon coupling and

cross graph diagrams (Figs. l(h) and 1(1)) do not contribute to the order a

eikonal potential in physical gauges, whereas the reducible contribution of

Fig. K g ) is the iteration of lie) in the eikonal phase.

Since the eikonal phase varies with impact parameter, it obviously

modifies the transverse momentum of the quarks. Thus the measured Q =

ica + it distribution of the lepton pair cannot be identified with the trans-

verse momentum intrinsic to the Fock state wavefunctions. One expects that

the fluctuations induced by initial state interactions would be increased in a

nuclear target (6<Q^> « A ' ) . There is some empirical evidence1*^ for such

an A-dependent smearing of the Q^ distribution (see Fig. 2).
2 _

For the lepton pair cross section do/dQ dx^(A + B •* ££X) (integrated

over transverse momentum) the effect of the eikonal phase is to replace do by

U +(%) da U(%) (5)

da = da(qq -• S.S.) is the subprocess cross section; U and U are to be evaluated

at the same impact coordinates. For an Abelian theory this replacement has

no effect on the cross section since U and da commute and U +U=l. Physically

this corresponds to Che fact that even though the transverse momentum of each
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quark is modified by the eikonal inter-

actions, the total flux is conserved. In

lowest order this can be seen explicitly

since the square of the amplitude of

Fig. l(c) is cancelled by the interference

of l(g) with the Born amplitude l(b).

However, in the case of non-

Abelian gauge theories such as QCD, U and

dff do not commute, since the eikonal phase

is a color matrix. Thus initial state

interactions involving color exchange can

introduce color correlations, dramatically

affecting the normalization of the Drell-

Yan cross section. For example, consider

the contribution of the eikonal potential

in lowest order (two loop corrections).

In an Abelian theory, the interference con-

tribution 2R M. M_, cancels the positive

e le lb
contribution of MJ* M. . In SU(n ) , the

J-C XC C

interference contribution is < .anged in
Fig. 1. Perturbative QCD expansion

sign and reduced in magnitude by a factor of the elastic eikonal initial state
2

of l/(n^-l
the Abelian result. Since the eikonal

2
potential involves a (£ ) evaluated at

low momentum transfer, we cannot reliably

calculate the eikonal phase in perturba-

tion theory. We can show, however, by

unitarity, that the effect of the color

correlation in the initial state is

bounded: the standard Drell-Yan factor

of 1/n could be enhanced by a factor as

(h)

1/8 in QCD) relative to interaction for the Drell-Yan process.

2.0

i.e

' 1.2 -

large as n = 9 or reduced to zero. On

Fig. 2. Chicago-Illinois-Princeton
data for the mean square transverse
momentum of a muon pair produced in
pion-nucleus collisions. (From Ref. 4).the other hand, the final state eikonal

interactions do not change the deep inelastic cross section.

Flavor-changing initial state interactions also affect the Drell-Yan

cross section. As an extreme example, consider the Drell-Yan process for two

mesons whose valence states are sd and cu. If we neglect sea quarks, the pro-

cess cannot occur without initial state interactions.5' However, W-boson
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exchange between an active quark and spectator (as in Fig. l(c)) leads to a

finite Drell-Yan cross section at high energies. More generally, the Drell-Yan

cross section is modified by any quantum number exchange components of the lead-

ing (Pomeron) trajectory for quark anti-quark scattering.

As emphasized by Mueller,6' the color correlation effect in the Drell-

Yan cross section is likely to be suppressed at asymptotic Q by a quark ,

(Sudakov) form factor |s(Q ) | once hard gluon radiative corrections are taken

into account. The critical point is that

once a color correlation appears (as in

Fig. 3(a)) the usual cancellation of

double logarithms between real (Fig.

3(b)) and virtual (Fig. 3(c)) gluon cor-

rections to the hard-scattering cross

section (qq •+ U.) is spoiled. Assuming

that the high energy behavior can be

obtained by summing such logarithms to

all orders, one finds that the actual

correction to the Drell-Yan cross section due to color correlations is reduced

by a. Sudakov form factor

(6)

(c)

Fig. 3. Illustration of hard radia-
tive corrections to the qq •• Jtl sub-
process after an initial state
interaction.

where C. = n
A c

3, Bp = 11-2/3 n f, A is the QCD scale parameter, and Q Q is the

scale of the typical momentum transfer relevant to initial state corrections.

For typical parameters (A ~ 100 MeV, Q ~ 400 MeV), |S(Q 2)| 2 ~ 1/3 at Q 2 = 10
2 2 2

GeV and ~l/10 at Q = 100 GeV . The color correlation effect could thus make
a significant effect on the normalization of QCD processes at current energy

2 2

scales, and might be negligible only at very large Q . In addition the Q

dependence of |s(Q ) | introduces an important new source of scaling violation,

quite different from that expected from conventional QCD structure function

evolution.

3. Inelastic Initial State Effects

Central to the entire anal/sir- outlined above is the fact that the

longitudinal momenta of the active quarks are unchanged by initial state

eikonal collisions. However, in gauge theories even the softest of collisions

between high energy quarks can induce gj'.uonic bremsstrahlung carrying off

large fractions of the quarks' longitudiial momenta. Such radiation, if it
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could occur in an initial state collision before the qq •* !.! annihilation, would

greatly soften the quark x distribution, destroying any semblance of factoriza-

tion. In fact, there is insufficient time for hard collinear radiation to occur
2

in a target of finite length if Q is large enough. To see this, consider the

diagrams of Fig. 4.. Figure 4(a) corresponds

to radiation induced by an initial active-

quark spectator-quark collision, followed by

near on-shell propagation and annihilation.

In Fig. 4(b) the radiation is associated with
Fig. k. Cancellation of induced

the annihilation process. It is> t3,y to c o lii n ear radiation. Figures

check that these two process destructively (a) and (b) represent two dif-

interfere, provided that the longitudinal f f e n t G l a u b « contributions of
the same Feynman amplitude,

momentum transferred to the spectator quark

of the targec (I /(x. •'s) in the CM) is smaller than the resolution scale

(L /is/M.) of the target wavefunction. The condition for no induced collinear

radiation from the beam quark is then

*b SAB " <*!> V A • <7>

For a hadron interacting in a nuclear target, this is equivalent to the condi-

tion

where L A is the nuclear target length. This condition is easily satisfied
2

for a nucleon target, but significantly larger Q is required to avoid induced
2 2

collinear radiation in a heavy nucleus (Q > x 24 GeV for uranium). It is
a

also apparent from this condition that hadronic radiation is inevitable as the

beam hadron passes through a macroscopic target. The condition (8) is a basic

constraint for the validity of QCD formulae for hard scattering hadron-induced

processes.

The absence of induced collinear radiation at sufficiently high

energies is related to the concept7' of the "formation zone" — the fact that the

state of a system cannot be modified significantly (as in q •+ q + g) in a tiî e

(in its rest system) less than its intrinsic scale. Thus at high energies

collinear radiation occurs outside of the nuclear target; its effects can be

factorized into structure functions (or in the case of final state processes,

fragmentation distributions).
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Initial state Interactions create gluons in the central rapidity

region (i.e., particles of limited longitudinal momentum in the CM) even when

condition (8) is satisfied. An example of a con-

tributing diagram is shown in Fig. 5. These

inelastic interactions tend to destroy the co-

herence of the active q and q wavefunctions, and

diminish the Drell-Yan cross section and quark

momentum at large x and x . The effect is

negligible provided that

8-82 <3<S1A5

Fig. 5. Diagram leading to
induced radiation in the
central region.

(9)

The central region multiplicity produced by these interactions should grow as

the number of collisions in the nucleus (~A ) . Radiation at large transverse

momentum is also not suppressed, according to condition (8); however, these

effects are associated with the standard QCD radiative corrections to the hard-

scattering process or the Sudakov form factor, as discussed above.

4. General Remarks Concerning Initial and Final State Interactions

A systematic approach to elastic and inelastic initial and final

state interactions in QCD is discussed in Ref. 3. The net result is that the

eikonal phase U is not only a matrix in color space, but in Fock space as well;

it can create or destroy spectators in the central region as indicated in

Fig. 6.

An intriguing and impor-

tant feature of the eikonal inter-

actions is their range. Since the

essential scale of longitudinal

momentum transfer, in the CM is
A£z , the effective longi- (b)

tudinal range in this frame grows Fig. 6. Inelastic eikonal initial and
, . , / — , . , , , final state corrections to lepton pair
like vs. becoming much larger than , . , . . . . .

' 6 & production and deep inelastic scattering.

the Lorentz-contracted lengths of

the target or beam. Thus in pA •* JIXX, the beam antiquark interacts with the

entire nucleus even if the annihilation is at the front lacs.. The initial-

state color correlation thus has non-trivial A dependence. A large n analysis

in QCD suggests, however, that any deviation from the A dependence of deep
1/3 2

inelastic scattering is suppressed by a factor A /n ; thus the nucleon cross

section for massive lepton production coulcl still be roughly additive in the

nucleon number A.
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It is clear that very high precision nuclear target measurements are

necessary in order to analyze the initial and final state QCD effects. Such

tests include measurements of the A-dependence of the lepton pair cross section,
2 1/2

the pair transverse momentum <Q > , the associated central region production,

and the depletion of the quark momentum distributions at large x. It is also

important to investigate the transition between low and high Q physics as set

by condition (8). In the case of deep-inelastic scattering, the final state

interactions of the outgoing quark as it passes through the nucleon target

leads to analogous effects (see. Fig. 6(b)), including associated central region

radiation and k_ smearing.

The development of hadronic multiplicity in deep inelastic lepton

scattering in the nucleus is particularly interesting, since one can study the

influence of hadronic matter on quark jet propagation. As we have emphasized,

formation of leading particles occurs outside the nuclear volume at high

energies. The inelastic final state interactions correspond to cascading in

the nucleus and demonstrate that, contrary to the usual assumptions made for

the analysis of hadron-nucleus collisions, particle production in the target

and central rapidity region cannot be directly correlated to the number of

nucleons "wounded" by the beam. A model for the shape of the rapidity distri-

bution based on "color cascading" is given in Ref. 8. We also note that inter-

actions between quark or gluon constituents of a given hadron do not occur

(to leading order in 1/s) during the transit through the target volume. Thus

high energy interactions within nuclei are correctly described in terms of

constituent quark and gluon propagation.

Although the discussion here has been limited primarily to the Drell-

Yan process, virtually every inclusive hadronic target large momentum transfer

test of QCD is affected by initial or final state interactions. The color

correlation effects may be largest for processes such as gg •* x which have

strong color suppression in lowest order. [The usual color factor for these

processes, 1/8, could be increased by a factor as large as 64.3 The normaliza-
-4

tions of the leading p T processes for high p_, hadron and photon production are

also modified by initial state color correlations. In addition to the change

in normalization of the leading twist subprocess cross section, hadron produc-

tion at large transverse momentum in a nucleon or nuclear tacget collision is

increased by the k smearing effects of the initial and final state interactions.^'

The multiple scattering series in a nucleus A leads to terms roughly of order

A1, A /p , etc. The coefficient of the A a terras with a > 1 can be large,

since one is smearing a cross section that falls very rapidly with p .
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Inevitably, the most strongly suppressed cross sections (such as pA + p"X and

pA •*• K X) receive the largest nuclear enhancement from quark and gluon scatter in

effects.

The nuclear initial and final state effects are, of course, enhanced

in processes such as A A . •* HX. Nuclear targets also enhance the effects of

multiple scattering processes that lead to multiple jets in the final state.

On the other hand, the part of the valence state of a hadron that consists of

constituents at small transverse distances can pass through the target with no

color or hadronic interactions. An application of this idea to diffractive

dissociation processes in nuclei is discussed by G. Bertsch et al.10'

More generally, any hard scattering inclusive process is accompanied

by soft hadrons in the central rapidity region, which are the result of the

initial state or final state interactions of the quark and gluon constituents.

Even though the hard scattering cross section can be computed as if a single

interaction occurs, the associated multiplicity distribution reflects the full

scope of the actual QCD dynamics.

Finally let us briefly discuss the effects of initial and final state

interactions on exclusive or semi-exclusive processes. Large momentum transfer

exclusive reactions are controlled by the Fock states with the minimum number

of constituents at transverse distances bx ~ (1/Q ) . n * The initial and final

state collisions can probe transverse distances no smaller than the typical

hadronic scale. Thus they cannot resolve the internal structure of the hadrons

in exclusive reactions, and they do not couple to these color neutral objects.

Formally, the initial and final state interactions cancel to leading order in
2

1/Q if one adds the contributions coming from all constituents of a color

neutral hadron. This also implies that large momentum transfer quasi-elastic

reactions such as eA •* ep(A-l) and nA •* np(A—1) can occur deep inside a

nuclear target without multiple scattering or bremsstrahlung in the target.12'

Color singlet cancellations also eliminate initial and final state interactions

of hadrons interacting directly in hard scattering inclusive reactions.*^' For

example, the "direct pion" has no initial state interactions in n_g •+ qq (in

itp -> qqX), and no final state interactions in gq •+ n_q (pp •+ nX). In the case

of direct y production pA •+ yX, the photon has no final state interactions,

so only initial state interactions of the active q and g constituents are
it 0

important. Similarly, the higher twist F^ ~ 1/Q contribution to the meson

structure function is unaffected by initial and final state interactions.

Although their contributions are power law suppressed at large momentum trans-

fer, the initial and final state interactions are expected to play an important
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role in exclusive processes at moderate kinematic values — possibly leading

to non-trivial helicity and interference effects.il(
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This talk describes our recent work on factorization for

the Drell-Yan process fl,2j.

The Drell-Yan model f3J for dilepton production is illustra-

ted in Fig. 1. Two hadrons of momenta p^ and p^ collide. A

quark out of one hadron and an antiquark out of the other annihi-

late to make a lepton pair of momentum qv. The model asserts

that the qq—?)i u cross-section can be computed as if the

quark and anti-quark are free. Furthermore, it asserts that

the distributions of the quark and antiquark in their parent

hadrons are the same as in deep-inelastic lepton scattering.

The model is supposed to apply in a scaling region defined as

follows: Let

where qH is the dimuon's transverse momentum. The scaling

region is where s = (P. + PE) gets larqe while x, and x_ are

fixed.

What happens in QCD? There are factorization theorems

which claim that the Drell-Yan reodel is actually correct in

QCD, modulo calculable higher order corrections. Factorization

theorems have been stated for the cross-section (a) when q,,,

is scaled with Js or is integrated over 4 , and (b) when g is

much less than /s [sj. The form of factorization at low q_

and a method of matching it to the cross-section at large q_ are

described in the talks of Tung and Soper at this conference.

Unfortunately no complete proof of these theorems exists

in the literature, in contrast to the case for the corresponding
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theorems (at least in perturbation theory) for e - e~ annihila-

tion [&]. Indeed, Bodwin, Brodsky and Lepage [7,8] have argued

that the theorm is false. The lack of proof is a serious source

of systematic error in the comparison of theory and experiment

for the Drell-Yan process. Essentially the same problems occur

in other hard-scattering processes with two hadrons in the initial

state.

Soper, Sterman and myself have made much progress towards

constructing a proof. In particular, we have surmounted the

obstacles to a proof that had prevented us in Ref. 6 from extend-

ing our proof for e - e~ annihilation to the Drell-Yan case.

In this talk we will explain our ideas by examining a few

particular, but typical, Feynman graphs. These will also show

why we disagree with the conclusions of Bodwin, Brodsky and

Lepage.

CAUSALITY

There are of course, important interactions between the

hadrons in Fig. 1. It is necessary to prove that they do not

affect the Drell-Yan cross-section at the leading power of s.

The earliest attempts at a proof [9,ioj used what was then known

about the Pomeron. These proofs invoked analyticity properties.

Such properties are the consequences in momentum-space of causality

in coordinate space.

We have found it very profitable to investigate the space-

time structure of the Drell-Yan process, and directly examine

the constraints imposed by causality. In QCD there are important

interactions happening on short-distance scales. There was very
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knowledge of these when Ref. 9 and 10 were written, but to make a

complete proof we must combine our knowledge of both causality

properties and short-distance physics.

Unfortunately calculations are much easier to perform in

momentum space than in coordinate space and experiments are done

with states of given momentum. But intuition is easier to obtain

in coordinate space, so we must combine both pictures. Heisenberg's

uncertainty principle reminds us that simultaneous exactness in

momentum and position is impossible. Therefore, in the following

discussions it must be borne in mind that the states we are

talking about are wave-packet states.

Graph A

Fig. 2(a) is a simple Feynman graph model for a Drell-Yan

interaction. Each hadron has a certain amplitude to consist of

two partons, and in the rest frame of a hadron, the partons have

some typical time t between interactions.

Let us now view the process in its overall center of mass

frame—Fig. 2(b). There are three very different scales of time

and distance. The shortest is that of the annihilation. This

is set by the lifetime of the virtual photon and is of order s .

The longest scale is that of the interaction of the partons

within their hadrons. Because of the boost from the hadron

rest frame this scale has a time dilation factor sVM, where M

is a hadron mass. The remaining scale is that of the transverse

distances between parton interactions. These are unaffected by

the boosts.
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The factor of order s between the scales of the annihilation

and of the interactions within the hadrons is what suggests

the Drell-Yan model: The quark and antiquark can be regarded

as free when they annihilate. On the other hand, in the rest

frame of a hadron the annihilation of one of its partons is

an essentially instantaneous process. Therefore the same impulse

approximation as in deep-inelastic scattering may be used, to

show that the same parton distribution functions should be used

in the two processes.

This picture is valid provided that the hadrons don't com-

municate. However, in any theory like QCD that has vector gluons,

there is significant communication, so that we must turn our

attention to graphs with gluon exchange. For example:

Graph B

In Fig. 3(a) we dress Fig. 2(a) by exchanging a gluon bet-

ween an active parton in one hadron and a spectator in the other.

(This graph is one of those considered by Bodwin, Brodsky and Lep

Lepage.) Let us suppose that we fix the gluon's transverse

momentum k_; this means that we are restricting our attention

to the finite-range part of the gluon interaction. The story of

the infinite range tail of its interaction is a somewhat different

and more complicated tale [*2,llJ.

There are three possibilities for the times of the inter-

action of the gluons. The first (Fig. 3(b)) is that the gluon

is emitted by the spectator a long time, CHs1*), before the

annihilation and travels close to the light-cone. It meets the

quark a short time, 0(s ) before the annihilation. The active
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quark is thrown far off-shell. The gluon is really a constituent

of the lower hadron> it is a part of the gluon field inside the

hadron. A related possibility is that gluon is emitted by the

active quark close to the annihilation and is absorbed much later

by the spectator, this is also included in our formalism.

The second possibility is the inverse of the above; Fig.

3(c). The gluon is emitted parallel to the active cruark. But

then it carries momentum of order s in the direction of the upper

hadron. Both the active and spectator partons in the lower had-

ron are thrown for off-shell, and the graph is non-leading in this

region. The corresponding statement in coordinate space is that

because of the large momentum carried by the crluon, there is a

factor that rapidly oscillates in the direction of movement

of the lower hadron. But this oscillating factor is integrated

with the propagator of the spectator quark. This propagator

varies slowly because of time dilation. Again, we see an

suppression.

The corresponding argument does not work for Fig. 3(a).

At the active quark's interaction with the gluon, there is a

rapidly oscillating exponential. But the active quark propaga-

tor is singular when the gluon interaction is at the time of the

annihilation. Thus there is no cancellation.

There are also intermediate possibilities, for example,

Fig.3(d) where all the times and distances are of order one.

We will return to these later.

Momentum-space interpretation

Let us use light-cone coordinates for the longitudinal
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momentum: These coordinates are defined by writing

V+ = (v° + V3) 2"**,

v" = (v° - V3) 2~h "

where Vv is any vector. Then the dependence of Fig. 3(a) on the

minus component of the gluon momentum is of the form

Fig. 3 ̂  / dk+dk" 0(s)

+ k+) (1~ + k") + 0 (1) + ioj (2k+k~-k£+i0)

.' dkH"dk" 0(s)

(s^k" +0(1) + iO) f2k+k~ - k^ + iO)

In the last line we have dropped inessential factors of order

unity, and we have used the fact that k~ is much less than Js.

The region of momentum space that corresponds to Fig. 3(b)

is k ^ /s and k <v< 1/Js. We aall it the collinear region, and

in this region it is a good approximation to replace the pro-

pagator of the active quark by

i

XA^2sk~ + iO

Fourier transformation gives (in this,region)

(3)

That is, the quark can be regarded as a particle moving along a

light-like world line. It suddenly disappears when it gets to

the point of the annihilation.

Factorization

Once we have realized that the off-shell quark propagator

in Fig. 3 is effectively an eikonal propagator (3), we see
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that it does not depend on the details of the upper hadron. It

only knows the color and direction of the quark. Therefore Fig.

3 leads to a contribution to a factorized form for the cross-

section, provided that we use the following form of definition

[l] for the quark distributions.

P(x,kT) = normalization f<-p\i>e
x*A I|I|P> (5)

The integral is same as in the usual light-cone definition of a

parton distribution fl2J. The line-integrals of A are such

that in lowest order we have the eikonal propagator of eq. (3).

The physical meaning of this definition can be understood

by thinking of the Drell-Yan process as a measurement of parton

distributions. A quark distribution in one hadron is probed by an

antiquark out of the other hadron. The antiquark goes through

the gluon field of the quark and its hadron, and the exponentials

of i/A in eq. (5) take account of the gluon field of the probe.

Glauber region

Bodwin, Brodsky and Lepage [7,8j consider the contribution

of the "Glauber region" |k+| |k"| << kT for Fig. 3. In this

region the only dependence on k~ is in the active quark propaqa- •

tor. So eq. (2) collapses to

Fig. 3 ̂  /dk+dk~ 0(s) xO(l)

+0(1) + 10) (-kT
2)

(6)

f-2(P~ - 1~) k+ + 0(1) + ioj [21~ k+ +0(1) + iOJ

The Glauber region clearly makes a loading contribution as
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However we observe that the contour of the k~ integration

is not trapped in this region: the contour can be deformed

away from the pole until the approximation is no longer valid,

i.e. until k~ is of order s. This is the collier region (Fig.

3(b), which we have already considered.

The above argument applies in the Feynman gauge. But

BBL use the Coulomb gauge. There is a term in the gluon

propagator that has a factor

l/(k3
2 + kT

2) = l/£(!c+-k~)2/2 + kT
2] (7)

instead of the covariant form

l/(2k+k~ - kT
2 + iO) .

The contour deformation can only take k to 0(k_) instead of to

0(Js).

At this order there is in fact nc violation of factorization.

But in higher order an instantaneous interaction can correlate

the active and spectator quarks, were it not that QCD is actually

a local theory, we would find a violation of factorization ex-

actly as BBL suggest. But the non-local interactions must cancel

after summing over graphs.

Spectator-spectator interactions

Consider now the graph of Fig. 4(a). The only region in

coordinate space that is important is illustrated in Figs. 4(b)

and (c). Remember that the spectator lines are a transverse

distance (relative to the annihilation) that is of order one.

Therefore the gluon interactions are at spacelike separation

from the annihilation. It is also possible for them to be in

the future (Fig. 4(c)) .
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These interactions occur independently of the annihilation

and therefore cannot affect the annihilation. Technically Ĵ 2j

we commute the interaction Lagrangian at the gluon interaction

with the fields at the annihilation vertex and then use the

cutting rules. Thus a set of graphs for the Drell-Yan cross-

section cancels after a sum over cuts. Notice that we cannot

employ this argument in higher order in Coulomb gauge. For

then the Coulomb potential can instantaneously correlate the

color quantum numbers of two widely separated partons. Fields

at space-like separation do not necessarily commute with

each other. Bodwin, Brodsky and Lepage f7,8j use the Coulomb

gauge, while we use the Feynman gauge.
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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in the study of perturbative

QCD corrections to the Drell-Xan process are

discussed. Particular emphasis is placed on the

question of exponentiation of first order corrections

and on the r6le of spectator interactions.
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1. Introduction

The production of large mass lepton pairs in high energy

hadron-hadron collisions by the mechanism of quark-antiquark

annihilation into a virtual photon, the Drell-Yan process, has

for more than ten years been a subject of much theoretical and

experimental interest . Initially a proving ground for the

parton model, the Drell-Yan process now provides important

quantiative tests of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).

In the parton model, the Drell-Yan cross-section is simply

a convolution of structure functions that may be measured in

deep inelastic scattering:

W ( T ) t T

3S S

(1)

to
d(T

TW(T) = Z

When certain perturbative QCD corrections are included, this

result is modified in two ways. First, emission of collinear

gluons from the incoming quark lines gives rise to large mass-

singularity logarithms. However, these logarithms also arise

in deep inelastic scattering where they can be absorbed into

Q -dependent structure functions. Inserting these structure

functions into the right hand side of eqn. 1 accounts for all

the large Drell-Yan logarithms. Secondly, the emission of

hard and soft gluons gives rise to finite perturbative

corrections. These corrections are different for the two

processes and so the QCD-corrected Drell-Yan formula takes
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2
the form

dQ* 3S

W ( T , Q 2 ) = J e^jdXjdx^z 6 ( X I X 2 Z - T ) (2)

2 - 2 r V Q 2 ) I
,,QZ) S(l-z) + S

2ir f(z) + ...

It is important to understand that underlying this result is

the assumption of strong factorization i.e. that the Drell-Yan

cross-section can be predicted to arbitrary order in

perturbation theory once the relevant structure functions are

known from deep inelastic scattering. For long a corner-

stone of the QCD approach to hard scattering processes, this

assumption was recently brought into question when Bodwin,

Brodsky and Lepage argued that strong factorization is broken

by gluons interacting with spectator quarks at 0(a ) , The
s

effect of these spectator interactions is, however, a topic
4 5of some controversy , and the claims of reference 3 have

since been questioned. Even at first order in a the

problem of spectator interactions is complicated. However it

has been shown that strong factorization is indeed valid at

0(ag) : this will be discussed further in section 4.

In the kinematic regions accessible to experiment, the
a

net effect of the QCD correction j|f is to rescale the

lowest order cross-section by a factor which is large and

only weakly dependent on Q . Thus
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da

dQ
K

O(aJ dQ
(3)

lowest order

where 1.5 < K < 2 . Determinations of this K-factor from

experimental data have been performed by several groups and

the results are summarized in Table X. Although the

uncertainties in the data are quite large, there is clear

evidence for a K-factor, in the range 1.5 < K < 2.5 .

This talk will discuss some theoretical aspects of the

K-factor. In the next section the basic formulae are

presented and discussed . The relevance of large corrections
2

from terms proportional to n , and the possibility of their

exponentiation, is discussed in section 3. The effect of

spectator interactions on the K-factor is discussed in section

4 and the talk concludes with a brief summary.

2. K for do/dQ2

The generalization of eqn.(2) for the process

H2 + l
+l~ + X is

2 f 1

r)O2 9S > 0 -1
Z

s

+ _ s _ _ f q _ ( z )
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Group

NA3

Badier et

Badier et

Lefrancois

»

n

CFS

Ito et al.

CHFMNP

Antreasyan

MNTW

Smith et a]

al. 1979

al. 1980

et al. 1980

1981

et al. 1981

.. 1981

Beam and
target

p : Pt

(p-p) : Pt

7f~ : Pt

TT+ : Pt

(ir~-TT+) :Pt

p : Pt

P : P

p : W

(GeV)

19

17

19

19

19

24,27

44,63

27

2

2

2

2

2

1.

I-I

1.

.2

.3

.2

.4

4

7

6

6

K

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0

i °

+ 0.

- 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

.4

.4

.3

4

4

73

58

2

3

Table I : Experimental Measurements of the K-factor
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U e2 (q^1)(xl,Q
2) + q^l) ixirQ

2)) G(2) (x2,Q
2) + (I** 2)1

<Q2)

IT"
a

where

2
f q _ ( z ) = CF { (1 + — )

- 6-4z+2U+z2)

f q G ( z ) = hi(z2+ (l7z)2ln(l-z) + § z 2 - 5 z + § } (5b)

and the quark densities are measured in deep inelastic

scattering by

x E e 2 (qf(x,Q
2) + if(x,Q

2)) (6)

The first term in eqn. 4 corresponds to gluon corrections to

the annihilation cross section qq •*• y and the second term
(-) *(-)

is the contribution from the subprocess q G •* y q . As

usual, the ( ) prescription is defined by

f1 f1

dx (f(x)) g(x) = dx f(x) [g(x) - g(lQ (7)
JO J0

To analyse this cross-section, it is convenient to isolate

the part of f - proportional to the 6-function i.e. define

ffi = Cp(l + ij-) 6 (1-z)
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i
! Dividing eqn. 4 by the lowest order cross-section gives the
i QCD K-factor

<* (Q2)
(9)

2TT

where

4lr2
R6 = CF(1 + —-) = 18.879 (10)

and, schematically,

q * q

q * G * f r
R = ^ -J2 (lib)

M q * q

If the parton densities satisfy Bjorken scaling then the

functions R depend only on T . Choosing a standard set

of scaling structure functions yields the functions R

shown in figure l. Here the process under consideration is

pN •*• t+l~X for a nuclear target with a 40% proton content.

Consider first the function R - ( T ) . In the limit
qq

Rg- ~ Cp^n^d-T) (12)

independent of the quark distributions. This singular
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behaviour comes from the emission of a soft gluon from the

initial state quark lines. There has been much theoretical

interest in this limiting behaviour and techniques have

been developed for summing the large logarithms in eqn. 12 to

all orders. It is, however, very hard to test the resulting

"soft gluon" cross-sections experimentally since the bulk of

the data corresponds to T < .5 . As T decreases from 1 ,

R - decreases monotonically to a limiting value

dz f -(z) = -6 , (13)

T=0 J°

again independent of the quark distributions. In contrast

the limiting behaviour of R ~ doe

parton distributions. Explicitly,

the limiting behaviour of R _ does depend on the form of the

T+l
(14)

V
U-T)

l im {

x-*0

S

S

+1

(1)

(1)

•Cn(l-T)

(x) ,
(x)

G

S

(2)

(2)
(x)
(x)

lim
T+0 qG

where G(x) and S(x) are gluon and sea quark distributions

respectively. Note that R „ is roughly constant for values

of T < 0.2 .

Putting the three pieces together yields the total

correction function R as shown. The most interesting

feature is that for x z 0.1 , the bulk of the correction

comes from the constant term R^ . Although the curve

increases slowly with t this is largely compensated by the

2
logarithmic decrease which comes from the Q dependence, of
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the strong coupling constant

6

33-2Nf

(15)

The complete prediction for K is shown in figure 2, with

S = 400 GeV2 and A = 300 MeV. In the range .04 < x < .4

K is remarkably constant (a 1.7) only increasing by .1

while T increases by a factor of 10. For values of T

around .1 , the curve is well approximated by the constant

piece of R :

s Q ) 41T
s 1 + — CF (1 + 2L.) (16)

Ts.l 27r 3

This constancy of the K-factor is indeed consistent with

experimental measurements. The only problem is that the

actual value is smaller than most of the data (Table I ) .

In fact values of K greater than 2 can only be achieved by

choosing values for A > 1 GeV.

Other points worth noting are:

(a) The inclusion of scaling violations has some effect on

the above discussion, but mostly at larger T values.

A virtual photon with T = .1 probes structure functions

in regions of x where variations with Q are expected

to be small.

(b) Changing the beam particle has only a small effect on the

value of K in the T range of interest. Typically

KpN " K p N * -1
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(c) For processes such as pN •+ e e X , which involve valence-

sea quark scattering, there can be important contributions

2 * 16
from 0(a ) valence-valence processes e.g. qg •* qqy .

In addition there are higher twist contributions from

* 17collective constituent scattering e.g. qM + y q. Both

effects are especially important in the T •* 1 limit but,

presumably, are only two of many higher order corrections

to the total K-factor in the experimentally accessible Q

range.

Finally, perturbative QCD corrections to the Feynman-x

distribution, d a/dQ dx_ , have also been calculated. It

is again found that the K-factor, K(T,X_) , is approximately

constant and well represented by the constant piece, eqn. 16,

provided that T and x_ are small. Near the kinematic

limits, however, soft gluon effects are important and, as

before, the behaviour is more complicated.

' 3. Understanding the K-Factor

; In view of the fact that first order perturbative

j corrections have been found to produce sizeable effects in both

• the Drell-Yan cross-sections discussed in the preceding section,

• it is important to try to understand the source of such

j corrections and, if possible, to estimate the contributions

i from higher orders in the perturbation series. Some progress

i has in fact been made in understanding a certain class of

i constant corrections, the TT terms which arise in processes
(• 1 9

i involving a large timelike momentum transfer. The simplest
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example of such a process is the total Drell-Yan cross-section

da/dQ2

DIS

Pig. 3

Consider the one gluon corrections to the Born diagrams

shown in figure 3. The loop integrals are infra-red divergent

and using dimensional regularization wijth N = 4 + 2e , the

contributions are, to leading power in 1/e ,

DIS: -Cp -£ (Q
2) . -^ . 6(l-x)

« , e ,
DY : -Cp -2 (-CT) . -± . <5(1-T) (18)

2
where Q > 0 in both cases. Note that these soft gluon

contributions have the same kinematic structure as the Born

diagrams. The contribution to the K~factor is therefore

as 2
2 Re (DY - DIS) = C c — 7T6(1-T) (19)

2ir

2
in the limit e •*• 0 . This "continuation IT " comes from?

the expansion of (-l)e to order e in the Drell-Yan "

term. Comparing
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2 -
R = CFir

z (20)

with eqn. 10 shows that the above piece accounts for the bulk

of the constant part R g and therefore, as shown in section 2,

for a major part of the full QCD correction away from T = 1 .

An important feature of these continuation IT terms is

that, being associated with the most singular part of the

amplitude, they can readily be identified and calculated at

higher orders. For example, the most singular part of the

n-gluon Drell-Yan vertex correction is of the form

2n n! e

Again the corresponding DIS contribution is purely real and so

<* n _2n
2 Re {DY - DIS) = ( — CF) — • 6(1-T) + ... (22)

e=0

Such terms are exactly accounted for by writing

as 2
00 = e2?V JS (23)

dQ^ 6.Q

The observation, discussed above, that at 0(a ) the
2

continuation IT term is a good representation of the full

correction and the lack of any complete higher order analysis,

12 13has led to conjectures ' that the "reduced" cross-section

da/dQ will "converge faster" and therefore that the cross-

section defined in eqn. 23, with da/dQ calculated to zeroth

or first order in a , is a good approximation to the all-

orders QCD prediction.
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To investigate this more closely, consider the general form

of the K-factor for da/dQ2 :

a a 2
K(T) = 1 + _S R(T) + (_§) S ( T) + ...

= 1 + — (T) + (-£)
x J 2ff 2'

(24)

where in the second equation, the continuation IT terms have

been isolated. Factoring off the exponential sum as in eqn. 23

gives:

K = e K ,

K = (25)

Now for T ~ 0.1 it is certainly true that

(26)

[Explicitly, for T such that R(T) = R , the left-hand-side

is 5.7 and the right-hand-side is 18.9 7] However for K

to converge faster than K requires

21
(27)

which is not true if a., is large and negative. The

conclusion is therefore that it is impossible to prove that

K converges faster than K without knowledge of the higher
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order terms in the series.

It is important to distinguish the K-factor discussed above

from the corresponding corrections to cross-sections known to

be dominated by soft gluon emissions. Examples in the present

context are

do

dQ2

Much theoretical effort has been applied to the analysis of

these soft-gluon cross-sections . It has been shown, for

example, that they can be approximated by "Sudakov-like"

exponential form factors. In the limit where power

corrections of the form <q£/Q2)n Qr (1_T)n c a n fae

ignored, a large class of corrections can be calculated,

at least in principle, to all orders. It may be true that

continuation IT terms play a more important role in soft

gluon cross-sections and their exponentiation is more natural

when exponential form factors are present, but detailed

proofs of this have not yet been given.

Finally, there are perhaps indications from the data

that higher order terms are under control. In section 2 it

was shown that first order QCD corrections cannot easily

explain experimental K-factors much greater than 2. Figure 2

also shows the prediction of a hybrid cross-section in

which the continuation IT terms have been exponentiated, i.e.

^ (R(T) _ c 2,
2TT *
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= 1 + -S R(T) + O(cT) (28)
2TT

 S

With the same value for A(= 300 MeV) the prediction is some

20% higher and consistent with most of the data (Table I). The

need for a calculai

by now be obvious.

need for a calculation of the exact O(ag) contribution should

4. Spectator Interactions and the K-Factor

In the calculation of the K-factor defined in eqns. 4-6,

the initial hadrons and spectator partons are ignored and the

active quarks are assumed to be on-shell. However if due

regard is paid to the fact that the active quarks are bound

in the initial hadrons and therefore off-shell, a different

result obtains. Specifically, writing

2 j
R6 = Cp (X + — + CiT) (29)

then for on-shell active quarks C = 1 , whereas for off-shell

active quarks C = 2 , independent of the precise values chosen

for the squared 4-momenta of the initial quarks . Since the

existence of spectator partons and the off-shell-ness of the

active quarks are not unrelated, it is clearly important to

consider whether diagrams where at least one end of the gluon

is attached to a spectator quark make any contribution to K .

Performing such detailed calculations in QCD is made

difficult by lack of knowledge of the hadron wave function.

It is therefore more convenient to use the framework of a

simpler, gauge invariant field theory model . The results
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which follow refer to the Sachrajda-Yankielowicz scalar-field
24 25

model but can be generalised to QCD- In the scalar quark

model the initial hadrons are described by scalar fields <j> and

the "quarks" by scalar fields x • The quarks are colour-

triplet and interact with the colour-octet spin one gluons.

The colour-singlet hadrons interact with the quarks through

a \$x x coupling.
In this model, the deep inelastic structure functions and

Drell-Yan cross-section correspond, in lowest order QCD, to

simple box diagrams. The structure functions satisfy Bjorken

scaling and the simple Drell-Yan relation, eqn. 1, is obeyed.

Adding one gluon to the Born diagrams generates a large

number of diagrams, some of which are shown in figure 4. It

is useful to classify these diagrams as either AA, AS or SS,

according to whether the gluon connects active (A) or spectator

(S) quarks. Each diagram has to be cut down the middle, in all

possible ways. Contributions from the AA diagrams can be

described by the non-scaling Drell-Yan formula, eqn. 2, in the

usual way. That is, collinear gluons give mass singularity

logarithms which are the same for both processes and can be

absorbed into a non-scaling structure function, and hard

gluons give finite corrections which are not the same for

both processes and are represented by the 0(a ) correction

function f(z) . Since the active quarks are off-shell,

C = 2 in eqn. 29.

Consider now the diagrams 'here at least one end of the

gluon is attached to a spectator quark. Comparing the diagrams

for Drell-Yan and deep inelastic scattering, it is clear that
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jnany of these are manifestly factorizable. In other words,

there are Drell-Yan diagrams that have direct counterparts in

deep inelastic scattering and can be written in factorized form

without direct calculation. An example is the self-energy

insertion on the spectator quark line. More important are

those which have no obvious counterparts; for example, the SS

Drell-Yan diagram.

To evaluate these contributions it is convenient to

introduce Sudakov parameters for the gluon four momentum k^ :

AA

AS

SS

V
\

\

1
1
1

DY
j - \

S V

1

s

S / \ f

nis

•
i

i

/

V

Fig. 4 : Examples of one gluon corrections to the lowest order
diagrams. The two spots indicate the vertices at
which the large mass photon is attached.

Pl'kT = P2 # kT
(30)
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where p and p_ are the momenta in the cut final state

quark lines. This definition ensures that the loop integrals

for Drell-Yan and deep inelastic scattering have the same form.

Since the internal transverse momentum in the Born diagram is

small, the variable s defined in eqn. 30 is large, of the
2

same order as the momentum squared of the virtual photon, Q

The loop integration variables of eqn. 30 are formally

integrated over the range 0 < |u| , | v | , k T < ° ° but only a

small subset of this space gives a leading power contribution

in the asymptotic limit s •* °° . Simple power counting gives

a leading contribution from

(a) collinear gluons u =

V =

0

0

(1)

(1/s)
'} o r vice versa

k£ = 0(1)

(b) soft or "Glauber" gluons u,v = 0(l/s)

ky = 0(1)

(c) very soft gluons u,v = 0(l/s)

2 2

Note that cut gluons have k = 0 i.e. uvs = kT and so

can only be of type (a) or (c). It is straightforward to

show that contributions from type (a) gluons are factorizable,

that is, there is an exact Drell-Yan - deep inelastic

scattering correspondence. Contributions from virtual type

(b) gluons have the same real part but differ in the sign

of their imaginary parts. Since at O(a ) only the real part
s

contributes to the cross-section, there is again an exact
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corre spondence.

There is, however, no such correspondence for type (c)

gluons. Since these gluons are very soft, they do not affect

the overall kinematics i.e. they give contributions of the form

(constant) x (Born diagram), which add to the K-factor. A

detailed calculation shows that these contributions are in

fact proportional to TT and so change the value of the

constant C in eqn. 29. The results of the calculation are

AS diagrams : (DY - DIS) C = -2

SS diagrams : (DY only) C = 1 (31)

Adding these to the AA contribution gives the total C = 1 ,

the result for on-shell initial quarks. The conclusion is

therefore that the K-factor is unique; the extra contribution

which arises from taking the initial quarks off-shell is exactly

compensated by the contribution from spectator interactions.

5. Conclusions

The QCD one gluon corrections to the Drell-Yan formula

are finite, calculable and are not affected by spectator

interactions. To the extent that these corrections are large

and approximately independent of x for small T , there is

qualitative agreement between theory and experiment. There

is some indication, however, that the measured corrections

are too large to be explained with conventional values of A

This discrepancy can be explained by involing exponentiation
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2

of certain IT pieces which are associated with soft gluon

contributions in time-like processes. Such exponentiation has

yet to be proved rigorously, but can in principle be checked
2

by a complete 0(a ) calculation. At this order more serious

problems arise, however, concerning the validity of Drell-Yan

factorization itself.

Finally, mention should also be made of perturbative QCD

corrections to the Drell-Yan transverse momentum distribution,

the so-called K1-factor, calculated recently by R.K. Ellis

et al. The analysis here is more complicated but many of

the features discussed in this talk do carry over directly.

Again, K1 is found to be large and approximately constant

in apparent agreement with experiment . There may also be
2 28

a qualitative explanation in terms of TT pieces.
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1. INCLUSIVE LEPTON-PAIR PRODUCTION AT THE ISR

Let me first briefly review the existing CERN Intersecting Storage Rings

(ISR) lepton-pair data, before discussing more recent results on associated

hadrons. Two lepton-pair experiments (R806 and R108) measured electron pairs

and another experiment (R209) measured muon pairs. The programme is being

continued by R807/R808 in area 8 with a completely new detector and by R110

in area 1 with an upgraded detector, while R209 has been completed.

Figure 1 shows a schematic cut view of the four telescopes which were

used in experiment R806 ' ) . The electrons were detected by two lithium foil+

xenon proportional-chamber transition-radiation telescopes, backed by a lead-

strip/liquid-argon calorimeter.

In general, the electron-pair experiments at the ISR suffered from poor

statistics, both because of the limited solid-angle coverage and because of

the tight selection criteria needed to select the electrons. The R806 cross-

section data2^ (outside the J/i(i and T mass range) are displayed in Fig. 2

versus /f - m e e//s. On comparing nige(d
2a/dmdy) | _Q with Fermilab data the

authors conclude that scaling is qualitatively satisfied between /s = 28 and

63 GeV. The highest electron-pair mass observed in this experiment is about

18 GeV; and the overlap with the Fermilab data is limited to the T-range of

about 0.2-0.25.

The angular distribution of the pair is found to fit a 1 + oc cos2 9 depen-

dence in the s-channel helicity frame, with a - 1.15 ± 0.34. For comparison,

one may note that a - 1.0 ± 0.5 is found by R209 in the Collins-Soper frame.

Experiment R806 also finds in the T region (after approximately removing the

contribution of the non-resonant background) a » 0.31 ± 0.35 in the T decay.

Despite the large errors involved, these numbers give an additional indication
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(besides the magnitude and energy dependence of the cross-sections) of an

electromagnetic process giving rise to out-of-resonance pairs, in contrast

with hadronic T-production.

The p-pair average transverse momentum as measured in R806 at /s »63 GeV

is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of m , and compared with lower energy data '.

One observes a clear growth of <px> from Fermilab and SPS to ISR energies, and

a possible growth with m . An indication for (p^) being anomalously large

at the mass of the T is again statistically marginal.

The study of the Drell-Yan process continues in area 8, which is now

equipped with a superconducting low-|3 insertion, with a detector covering a

much larger solid angle and employing different experimental techniques

(Fig. 4 ) . Four calorimeter walls of U-scintillator sandwiches cover 2it in

azimuth and » ±40° around 90° in polar angle. The electrons are detected by

comparing the momentum measured in the axial field magnetic spectrometer with

the shower energy in the calorimeters. Two walls of high-resolution Nal crys-

tals complement the detector on two sides. This detector can study the as-

sociated hadrons in the magnetic spectrometer, and can also detect u-pairs.

The R108/R110 detector3^ is sketched in Fig. 5. Two lead-glass matrices

detect the electrons left and right of a magnetic spectrometer with cylindri-

cal drift chambers inside a solenoid. In R110 the detector has been upgraded

to include two shower counters inside the solenoid that extend the coverage

for electrons to 2ir in azimuth. Also two proportional strip chambers and

additional lead-glass converters in front of the lead-glass matrices improve

the electron/hadron discrimination.

The scaled electron-pair cross-section data of R108 are shown in Fig. 6

as a function of /r *'. There is a qualitative agreement with the Fermilab

lower energy data. The T-range is again limited to 0.2 < /r < 0.25, because

the highest mass data are at m e £ < 15 GeV (/t < 0.25). The <p > data of R108

are shown in Fig. 7. The increase of <p»,) with îs is confirmed, while an in-

crease with m is only slightly favoured. A large progress in statistical

ee

accuracy over R108 is expected in R110, both because of the higher ISR lumi-

nosity (low-0 insertion) and of the increased acceptance by about a factor of

five. Experiment R110 is expecting i> 70 events at m > 20 GeV in one year

(3000 h) of running, if the integrated cross-section equals the upper limit

set by R209 (aB < 40 x 10~ 3 8 cm 2).
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A cutaway view of the R209 p-pair spectrometer is shown in Fig. 8 5'.

After a path of <v 40 cm, hadrons are absorbed and muons are bent in magnetized

iron toroids. The muon momentum is measured in drift chambers in between and

behind the toroids. The charged-hadron tracks are measured in an array of

small drift chambers around the ISR intersection and in a drift chamber tele-

scope downstream along beam 1 of the ISR (Fig. 9) 6^. The coverage of the

hadron detector is about 2tf in azimuth, and -4 < n < 2 in pseudorapidity.

The Vpair mass spectra of R209 at •'s - 44 and 63 GeV are shown in

Fig. 10 7 K By fitting the data above 4 GeV to a form f_A(1 - /r)*°/m3 /r] + B(m)
(B = superposition of Gaussian curves including all T's), one finds that A is

the same at the two energies within 5% [ A - (5.5 ± 0.34) *io~ 3 3 cm2 GeV"1 at

/s = 44 GeV, and A = (5.8 ± 0.17) x 1O"33 cm2 GeV"1 at /s - 63 GeV] and there-

fore that scaling is satisfied to the same level, and that o(T •*• \i*v~) «

= (10.6 ± 3.5) pb at 63 GeV, and a(T •+ V+V~) = (2 i 2) pb at /s > 44 GeV.

The three events at m > 20 GeV at /s • 63 GeV (one would be expected from

extrapolation of the continuum) allow one to set an upper limit to the mass-

integrated cross-section of states heavier than 20 GeV decaying into two

muons of O(x •+ ]i+v~) < 40 x 10~38 cm2.

Figure 11 shows the scaled cross-sections versus /f 7 ) . The data at

44 and 63 GeV scale well with each other (although the overlap in /r is

small), but the expected cross-section from the Drell-Yan formula using the

structure functions determined in neutrino scattering is 1.6 times lower.

The K-factor determined by NA3 is K = 2.2 ± 0.4; however this happens at

/r > 0.2 (where also the H209 data tend to be high) and of course at lower

energies. The K-factor was determined in R209 by using uv(x) = 2.13 /x(l-x)2'8,

d (x) = 1.26 ^x(l-x)3'8 as determined in deep inelastic neutrino scattering,

and assuming for the sea u = u * d « d • A (1-x) , with a strange quark

contribution s » s » 1/4 Fu (x) + d (x)l. The Drell-Yan formula
s s

• — U '

9 s{
4u + d + - ^

v v 4

was fitted to the data using the approximation xi = X2 = /r. The results of

the fit are the two parameters A and b, giving u (x) = (0.42±0.05)(l-x)8'3±1-0.
s s

One derives the K-factor on comparing with the neutrino result, where A =0.27.
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The xp distribution of the data was also fitted to a (1- | x _ | )
a depen-

dence for various intervals of mass, and one finds a = 2.7 ± 0.3. 3.3 ± 0.3,

2.1 ± 0.3 for 5 < m < 8, 8 < m < 11, 11 < m < 25 GeV, respectively, corre-

sponding to the fits (full curves) shown in Fig. 12 •'. The large statistical

errors do not allow one to determine a possible weak dependence of a on m .

However, there is an indication of a steeper distribution at the T. The

Drell-Yan predictions fit well qualitatively, provided they are increased by

a factor 1.6.

The m and Js dependence of (p ) as measured in R209 is displayed in

Fig. 13 8'. One sees a clear increase from SPS and Fermilab to ISR energy,

and possibly an increase from /s - 44 to 63 GeV as well as an increase with

m . The curves are quantum chromodynamics (QCD) calculations at /s = 27.4

and 58 GeV, for an intrinsic q of 300 MeV/c (dashed curves) and 500 MeV/c

(full curves).

At /f - 0.2, (p™> is measured both at Fermilab and at the ISR over an

energy range from /I » 19.4 to 63 GeV. The energy dependence can therefore

be consistently studied, as shown in Fig. 14 7'. A line with slope 0.027 runs

smoothly through the data, showing that a good fit can be obtained as <PT) •

= a + bi/s. Given the relatively large errors, however, other fits (such as

a + b lg s) should certainly be possible.

In conclusion, we can summarize the available results on out-of-resonance

lepton pairs at the ISR as follows:

i) scaling holds between >^ = 44 and 63 GeV; however a K-factor of

1.6 ± 0.2 is required (as determined mostly by data in the range

0.07 < /f < 0.2).

ii) (pT) grows qualitatively as /s from lower Fermilab to upper ISR energies.

In addition, there is an indication of an increase of (p~) with m.j.

2. ASSOCIATED HADRONS IN LEPTON-PAIR EVENTS

Let me now discuss some features of the associated hadrons in Drell-Yan

events. For the time being, essentially all these data are from R209, whose

hadron detector can only detect tracks (and not momenta) of charged second-

aries. Part of these data have been published9 . The first order in a cor-
s

rections to Drell-Yan production would predict either a gluon jet (annihilation

diagram) or a quark jet (gluon-Compton diagram) recoiling against the p-pair.
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The study of associated hadrons is primarily aimed at establishing correlations

of hadron multiplicities and angular distributions with the lepton pair that

would be indicative of such phenomena.

In R209, a close examination of the multiplicity dependence on the kine-

matic parameters of the events rather favours the total energy and transverse

momentum of the hadronic system as relevant variables, for instance, than the

mass of the ii-pair and its vector momentum. The dependence of the charged-

hadron multiplicity on the invariant mass of the hadronic system M, •

« v4 + m* - 2/s E is displayed in Fig. 15 9'. Note that these are raw

data, i.e. not corrected for detector efficiency (of the order of 80% overall)

and for background contamination of fake ji-pair events (which can be neglected

to a first approximation in the qualitative arguments that follow). On the

other hand, the muon tracks (pointing at the muon trajectories in the spec-

trometer) are removed from the sample. For large hadronic energies (M, i> /s) ,

one sees in Fig. 15 a multiplicity increase over minimum-bias events by ^ 50%

(the corresponding increase for non-diffractive inelastic events is ^ 10%).

For smaller R , the multiplicity decreases with a slope that seems steeper

than the multiplicity dependence on /s for minimum bias inelastic events

(dashed curve in the figure).

A possible dependence of (n^) on m at fixed M, is studied in Fig. 16,

separately for low-pT (pT < 1.5 GeV) and large-p (p > 1.5 GeV) of the u-pair.

At any M^, the data for m < 4 GeV, 4 < m < 7 GeV, and m > 7 GeV nearly

superimpose, excluding any strong mass dependence. On the other hand, the

multiplicities at p T > 1.5 Ge
v are consistently higher than those at p <

<• 1.5 GeV. The p_ dependence of <ncn) in the azimuthal hemisphere opposite

to the transverse momentum of the y-pair is displayed in Fig. 17, where one

sees that (ncn) grows with p., in a very similar manner at any K . We

will see in a moment that all the multiplicity increase with p T is confined

in this away azimuthal hemisphere. Notice that the precise values of the

slopes of <i»c}]> versus H^ and p T (about 0.3 GeV"
1 in Fig. 14 and "\< 0.6 GeV"1

in Fig. 17) should be taken with caution, since one is dealing with raw data.

To search for any correlation of the hadrons with the direction of the

y-pair momentum one must study azimuthal and polar distributions of tracks.

In this study the transverse momentum of the p-pair sets the reference (j) = 0,
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while the c m . ISR beam direction is at 0 » 0. The acceptance of the appar-

atus is such that the u-pairs are confined in the range 15° < 6 < 45°.

Figure 18 shows the azimuthal distribution of tracks for the events with

P T > 3 GeV at /s - 63 GeV. The track flow is normalized to the flow in in-

clusive events at the same 4>, which is therefore represented by the dashed

circle of unity radius. One observes an excess of flow in the away hemisphere

(quadrants 2 + 3 ) compared with the toward hemisphere (quadrants 1 + 2 ) . This

backward peaking in azimuth depends on p™, being larger at larger p,_. This is

shown in Fig. 19, where the away and toward multiplicities are plotted separ-

ately versus p T. The data show that all the increase of associated multi-

plicity with p_ is confined in the away hemisphere, as already mentioned.

Although there may be quantitative differences that are at present being

studied, this behaviour is reminiscent of the multiplicities associated with

a large-p_ IT0 trigger, as observed in the Pisa-Stony Brook experiment10'.

The (raw) data from that experiment are shown in Fig. 20. Preliminary data

from R110 confirm the effect, as shown in Fig. 21 M ) . All tracks in the cen-

tral detector (additional to the electron tracks) are combined to give an

overall momentum, whose azimuthal distribution relative to the pair is dis-

played. One sees (over 25 events of large mass m > 12 GeV) a very pronounced

backwards peak.

In order to study longitudinal correlations, the single-particle distri-

butions normalized to minimum-bias events are shown in Fig. 22. One sees that

the excess of multiplicity is confined to the central region -2 < n < +2. In

Fig. 23, the polar-angle distribution of tracks is plotted separately in the

toward (upper half-plane) and away (lower half-plane), azimuthal hemispheres,

for large-p (p., > 3 GeV) events. The track flow is normalized, as usual, to

minimum-bias events. The already discussed away-toward azimuthal asymmetry

is again seen as the different (3 + 4) - (1 + 2). A polar asymmetry favouring

short-range positive correlation in rapidity with the li-pair in the away

hemisphere is indicated:
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One might also see in these data an indication of a similar although weaker

asymmetry in the toward hemisphere

±

Any further understanding of p-pair correlations with hadrons requires a

study of each event separately. To proceed along this line one plots the

track distribution in rapidity distance from the u-pair, for out-of-resonance

events (m > 4 GeV), separately for the away and toward hemispheres (Fig. 24).

At all p 's in the toward side, and at p_ < 1 GeV in the away side, the tracks

show a smooth distribution in An, with a broad maximum at An • 0, consistent

with uncorrelated production. However, for large-p events (p_ > 3 GeV) in

the away hemisphere one sees not only an increase of the distribution (cor-

responding to the already-noted increase of multiplicity) but also the onset

of a narrow (An < 1) peak at An « 0. This can be taken as an indication of a

small bunch of particles produced in the away hemisphere very near in rapidity

to the li-pair. It is interesting to note that no such effect is present in

J/iJ; events (m < 4 GeV, Fig. 25).

In the absence of any information on the momentum of the hadrons a proper

search for jets in y-pair events is impossible. However, an attempt to define

such jets using the track directions was made in R209 9'. In each event, only

tracks at 6 > 39° were retained in order to exclude beam jets. All combina-

tions of hadrons in groups of 2 or 3 particles were considered as jet candi-

dates. For each jet candidate, a pseudothrust axis was found as the axis

maximizing the average value of the direction cosines of the two or three

tracks. In each event, the jet candidate with the largest average value of

the direction cosines (pseudothrust) was retained as the "associated jet".

The azimuthal and polar distributions of the angle of the so-defined associated

jet were studied relative to the y-pair. In Fig. 26, only events showing a

narrow (T > 0.85) associated jet are retained, and the jet azimuthal distribu-

tion is studied for M, > 56 GeV (mostly J/ty events), and for Drell-Yan events

(M, < 56 GeV). In the Drell-Yan events one sees a tendency (̂  30 effects) to

backward peaking with increasing p T, which is absent in J/i|) events. The cor-

relation of the associated jet with the y-pair in pseudorapidity is displayed
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in Fig. 26 9'. For all events at 63 GeV, the average pseudorapidity of the

"associated jet" is plotted as a function of the dimuon rapidity (full points).

The data show a positive correlation, which is slightly stronger than the

correlation of separate single tracks (open points). This behaviour is well

reproduced by a simple Monte Carlo in which a small jet of average multipli-

city 2.5 is generated with an opposite azimuth to the y-pair (and spread ±TT/2)

and the same rapidity as the y-pair (spread ±1), and is superimposed on a

background distribution of tracks as in minimum-bias events (dashed curve in

Fig. 26).

From the overall picture of the associated hadrons as studied in R209,

one concludes that there are significant indications for a narrow jet being

produced locally in rapidity and away in azimuth in a sizeable fraction of

Drell-Yan events. This study is being continued, in particular in an attempt

to remove background and to work out absolute multiplicities. Important —

perhaps decisive — progress is also to be expected when the new data from

R807/R808 and from R110 become available.
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Fig. 1 : Schematic cut view of the four telescopes used in experiment
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Fig. 2 : Electron-pair scaled cross-section (outside resonances) at

/s = 63 and 44 GeV from RS06 2', compared with Fermilab data.
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Fig. 3 : <pT> data of R806 at /s = 63 GeV
 2 ) , compared with Fermilab

data.
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Fig. 4 : Section (schematic) of the experimental set up of R807/R808.

Shower counter Cryostol

Lead glass

50rm
Strip chamber

Fig. 5 : Section of the R110 experiment. In R108 the shower counters

inside the coil and the strip chambers and lead/glass front

converters were not there.
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Fig. 6 : Electron-pair data (outside resonances) at /s - 63 GeV of

R108 "*), showing qualitative scaling from Fermilab to ISR.
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Fig. 7 : Data of E108 on <p_) 't>, compared with Fermilab data.
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6.5*

Fig. 8 : Cutaway view of the R209 muon spectrometer. (1) beam pipes,

(I) inner detector, (A, B, C, D, E) trigger counters, (4) mag-

netized iron toroids, (F) muon drift chambers. Superimposed

is a computer reconstruction showing a dimuon event of 24.5 GeV

mass and p_ - 1.2 GeV.
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Fig. 9 : Schematic view of the inner (lower figure) and of the small-

angle (upper figure, on one ISR beam only) hadron detector6'.
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Fig. 10 : Mass spectra of u-pairs from R2O9 7^.
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Fig. li : Scaled ^i-pair cross-section at /s = A4 and 63 GeV from R209 7 ,

compared with the Drell-Yan prediction (dashed line). The full

line is the Drell-Yan cross-section fitted to the data, giving

K - 1.6 ± 0.2.
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Fig. 12 : Muon-pair distributions in x^ from R209 e). The full lines

are fits to the data of the form (1- |x|)a, the dashed lines

are Drell-Yan predictions scaled up by K » 1.6.
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Fig. 13 : Dependence of (p™) on dlrauon mass as measured by R209 8^, com-

pared with data at lower energies (19.4 < /s < 27.4 GeV, lower

points). ^ /s = 63 GeV, ^ îs = 44 GeV. The curves are QCD

calculations for /s = 58 GeV (a) and /s = 27.4 GeV (b), for an

intrinsic (qT) = 300 MeV (dashed lines) and 500 MeV (full lines).
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Fig. 14 : Dependence of <pT> on /s at /r = 0.2, from Fermilab (lower

energy points) to ISR energies, as determined by R209 7 ) . The

hand-drawn straight line with slope 0.027 indicates that a

linear fit would be excellent.
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Dependence of raw charged-hadron - ' .xp l ic i ty on available had-
ronic energy £R209 data at /s = 63 GeV 9 ) ] .
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Fig. 16 : Dependence of raw charged hadron multiplicity on M, for differ-

ent bins of m , as measured in R209 at /s = 63 GeV 9 ) . Data

at p T < 1.5 GeV (left) and at p T > 1.5 GeV (right) are plotted

separately.
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Fig. 17 : Dependence on p_ of the raw charged-hadron multiplicity in the

azimuthal hemisphere away from the muon transverse momentum,

for various values of 1^ [R209 *)].
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Fig. 18 : Diagram of azimuthal flow of tracks, normalized to the H o w in

minimum-bias inelastic events (shown as a dashed circle). The

(11.2 ±1.7)%away/toward asymmetry is <ncj,> ~ ̂ nch^ i

(R209 data at /s

/<n ,)
it c h

63 GeV and for p T > 3 GeV).
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Fig. 19 : Dependence on p_ of raw multiplicity at î s » 63 GeV in the away

and toward azimuthal hemispheres £R209 9 ]•
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Fig. 20 : Dependence on p T of raw multiplicity at /s = 63 GeV in the away

and toward azimuthal hem'.spheres for a TT° trigger ^Pisa-Stony

Brook experiment R801

Fig. 21 : Azimuthal distribution of the axis of the hadronic system rela-

tive to the electron pair in 25 events with m > 12 GeV T R U O
-,_ ee

preliminary dataxl^J.
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Fig. 22 : Pseudorapidity distribution of hadronic tracks at /s = 63 GeV

and for a sample of events with (M, > ~ 56 GeV (R209). The data

are normalized to the distribution of minimum-bias inelastic

events (dashed horizontal line).
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Fig. 23 : Polar flow of hadronic tracks, not alized to the flow in minimum-

bias inelastic events (dashed circle), in the toward (quadrants

1 and 2) and in the away (quadrants 3 and 4) azimuthal hemi-

spheres. The insert in quadrant 1 shows the polar distribution

of dimuon momenta (R209 data, /s - 63 GeV, p > 3 GeV).
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Fig. 24 : Distribution of the tracks as a function of their distance in

pseudorapidity from the p-pair in Drell-Yan events (m > 4 GeV)

at /s = 63 GeV, in the away (upper figure) and in the toward

(lower figure) azimuthal hemispheres. The full histogram is

for p > 3 GeV, the dashed histogram is for p < 1 GeV (R2O9).
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Fig. 25 : Track distribution as in Fig. 24, for J/> events (m < It GeV) .
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F i g . 26 Azimuthal discribution of the axis of the "associated jet"

relative to the ^-pair transverse momentum at </s = 63 GeV ' .

Data at &> and $ + 180 are plotted together. The asymmetry ̂

quoted in the inserts is the relative excess of events at

90° < if < 180° over 0 < $ < 90°. Only events with large

pseudothrust, T > 0.85, are displayed. The left-hand figures-

are for J/ip events (M > 56 GeV) , the right-hand figures are

for Dre]l-Yan events (K < 56 GeV).
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Fig. 2 7 : Dependence of average pseudorapidity of the "associated jet"

(full points) and of the hadronic tracks (open points) on the

dimuon rapidity at /s = 63 GeV . The dashed curve is the

Monte Carlo predicted distribution of the jets.
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ABSTRACT

A general discussion of the calculations and phcnomenologicnl consequences
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contributions to the meson structure function in the region of large X.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most serious complications in testing quantum chromodynamics is the

presence of power-law suppressed contributions. There are numerous dynamical and

kinematical sources of such terms: finite mass corrections, transverse momentum smear-

ing effects, resonance contributions, low relative velocity threshold effects, endpoint in-

tegration region corrections, contributions from initial and final state interactions among

the active and spectator constituents, multiple-scattering processes [see Fig. l(a)],

pinch singularities, interference contributions from different subprocesses [see Fig. l(b)],

higher-particle number subprocesses such as "direct" meson reactions airi exclusive

channel contributions. In some cases, such as deep inelastic scattering, the power-law

terms directly correspond to higher twist contributions in the operator product expan-

sion. ' In addition there are power-law suppressed nonperlurbative contributions unique

to non-Abelian theory from vacuum fluctuations (instantons) and effects related to

confinement and jet fragmentation.

Empirically, the power-law suppressed contributions can caraouflnge the logarithmic

scale-violating behavior predicted by QCD for the leading twist contributions. This

is a particularly serious problem in the analysis of deep inelastic structure functions

at moderate Q~. One of the reasons the value of the scale constant As of QCD is

so difficult, to determine unambiguously is that the kinematic region most sensitive to

the parameterization of Oca(Q ) is the same region where the higher twist terms are

large. In some cases, higher twist contributions can actually dominate the leading twist

contributions. For example, meson structure functions and fragmentation functions

near the x ~ l kinematic limit are predicted in perturbative QCD to have the nominal

behavior (ignoring logarithmic corrections) •
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where the sczsle X is set by the hadronic wave function. Thus the higher twist term can

dominate for

(1-2)

In the case of single particle hadron production at large transverse momentum in

hadron collisions, "higher twist" dir. „ pr^esses such as gq—*Mq can dominate the

usual hard scattering process contributions qq—*(iq, gq—*g<] etc. at moderate pj- because

of the "trigger bias" suppression aj. iinst processes requiring jet fragmentation. Such

power-sr ^pressed terms may help to account for the power-law scaling behavior observed

for py<?GeV/c in the FNAL-1SR energy regime [i/o-/rf3p/E~p^8f(TT ,Oc .m .) for

meson production, —p^- " / ( f j - , K f .mJ for proton production), and the strong charge

correlations observed between the (rigger particle and away side jet particles.

Although higher twist power suppressed contributions are usually regarded as unwel-

come complicate:-1! in QCD piienomenology, we will take the view here that such effects

should be isolated and studied as novel and interesting probes of hadronic dynamics.

Among the coherence effects which can be studied are (1) the muitiparticle correlations

of the hadronic wave fu'jciJms, (2) the analytic connections between semi-inclusive and

exclusive phenomena, (3) color transparency effects in semi-exclusive reactions, and (4)

novel forms of QCD evolution.

In the next sections we will review a convenient <-alculational framework for higher

twist processes and discuss their phenomenological consequences, especially in massive

lepton pair production.
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2. PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS

Contributions to inclusive processes which are analyzable in perturbative QCD

can be organized in terms of a hard-scattering expansion <fcr~ £ „ Gn ® dbn where

the overall power-law scaling behavior of each (quasi-on-shell) subprocess cross section

dcrn{Q) in the mont-ntum transfer Q is controlled by the number of elementary fields

experiencing tlie momentum transfer [see Fig. 2(a)]. The nominal scaling behavior in

Q~~ is given by the dimensional counting rules. The Gn are probability distributions

computed from the hadronic wai'e functions. Equivalently, one can use the operator

product expansion to identify the basic short distance subprocesses; the QCD equations

of motion are then used to eliminate derivatives corresponding to /r i smearing and

off-shell effects in favor of operators which correspond to near on-shell mullipartiele

scattering processes. A consistent operator basis which can eventually lead to a solu-

tion of the operator mixing problem and full QCD evolution structure of leading and

power suppressed contributions is given in Ref. 13.

A central question in QCD is the nature of corrections due to uonperturbative

effects, whether from hadronic wave functions, fragmentation processes, instantons, or

other effects due to the nonperturbative vacuum. The nonperturbative effects could

be sufficiently singular to give important power-law suppressed contributions or modify

the evolution of higher twist contributions. From a phenomenological point of view,

analyses of jet data are strongly dependent on the models used for fragmentation

distributions, leading to variations of order ±50?t> in the magnitude of as extracted

from e+e~—> 3 jet events. In addition, as shown by Gupta and Quinn,17 the standard

picture of jet hadroniz3tion cannot be correct if all quark masses are large compared to

the QCD scale A. Thus there must be a hidden analytic dependence on the quark mass
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beyond what is indicated by perturbation theory.

The general question of nonperturbative effects is t'.ius a central problem for cal-

culating higher twist terms. In this review we will focus on multiparticle scattering

contributions whose leading power-law behavior is unafTectcd by mass and scalar inser-

tions so that perturbation theory could be reliable. In addition, in many cases we will be

able to avoid many questions of nonperturbative effects by evaluating the higher twist

contribution in terms of measured quantities, such as the mesoL form factor.

The basic dynamical structure of the required multiparticle scattering amplitudes

and their hadronic matrix elements follows immediately fro:.: the formalism given in

Ref. 18 for exclusive scattering amplitudes. Hadronic matrix elements are given by the

convolution of a niultiquark/gluon hard scattering subprocess amplitude Tfj with the

QCD Fock state wave functions of the hadrons V' n)(-r'> ^ I ) defined at equal 7 = i + ;

on the light-cone. For example, the higher twist subprocess 7 + ((/9)—>Q + Q which gives

a contribution to the cross section for ') + p~*Jet + Jet + X can be written in the form

[sec Fig. 2(b); a = active; s = spectator]

(2.1)

where Tjj{xa,Q) is the connected hard scattering amplitude for f +

q computed for the "active" quarks collinear with the incident proton, and V?n)(x
a, kai ; r*, k't )

is an n-particle proton Fock state defined at equal 7 which contains the two active quarks

as well as "spectator" quarks and gluons. By the deGnition of T/j, the transverse momen-

tum of the active constituents is limited internally in tp" to fcV < Q". The contribu-
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tions from (fcj)~ > <?2 are contained in 7//(z", Q); in fact, since all the virtual legs in

Tf{ are hard, Tij(xf,Q) can be expanded in perturbation lUeory in powers of ae(Q).

The form (2.1) is of course generalizable to multihadron processes.

The amplitude M/n\ in Eq. (2.1) is dependent on the wave function for finding all the

active quarks at impact separation 6 j ^ ~ O ( l / Q ) and light-cone momentum fractions

xa. The subproccss cross section is then computed hy squaring M/n\, integrating over

the spectator momenta, and summing over the contributing Fock states ijw
n\. The net

result for the ")]>—* JetX cross section is thus a series of the nominal form [0c.m.~(i'/2),

whore X is the hadronic scale controlled by the correlation of the active quarks in the

wave function. Despite their faster fall-off in pj1, the power suppressed contributions

can become important at the edge of phase space if—>-l, since a large fraction of the

incident hadron momentum is carried by the active constifueuis. Rules for counting the

powers of py and (1 — Xj) including modifications due to spin mismatch are given in

Ref. 19.
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3. DIRECT HIGHER T W I S T PROCESSES

One of ihe most interesting examples of higher t^ist phenomena is the set ol

"direct" processes in which all of the valence quarks of a hadron participate in the

hard scattering process. ' " ' ^ An example [see Fig. 3(a)J is the subprocess Trj)g—*qq

which produces large py jets in ;rp collisions without associated hadron production in the

forward fragmentation direction; i.e., the pion's momentum is completely consumed in

tht hard-scattering reaction. Direct hadron reactions are analogous to direct or prompt

photon processes. The entire Fock state at small impact parameter appears in the hard

scattering reaction without accomprr^ing colliaear hadrouic radiation.

The required wave function for calculating a direct hadron subproctss amplitude is

the "distribution amplitude'1

| | f l "K I (5(Efc I J ^ y ( l 1^1 ^ (3-1)
a

where W ' s ' n e l°west particle number \qq) or \qqq) Fock state amplitude. The distribu-

tion ampl'*ude, originally deGned for exclusive processes, is Ihe probability amplitude

for finding the valence quarks of a hadron at small impact separation 6 j ^ ~ l / ( J .

The jet cross section based on the Tpj—»<J5 (and T£)?—*ff?) subprocess in Fij . 3 can

be absolutely normalized in ter^s of the pion form factor since the same integral of the

pion distribution amplitude appears in each case. Averaging over color the subproccss

cross sections are°

di 27 s^ Is u-J

and

(3.3)
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i .e. ,

do(itDV-*Jet + Jet + X)&Fx(px)da(leadingtwist), , (3.4)

independent (in leading order) of as(pj) and the pion wave function.

The direct process thus scales as (d<r/d p / E ) ~ p ^ 'f(xj-, 0c.m.)- U is experimen-

tally identifiable by conservation of the p+ = p° + p3 components between the pion

and jet fragments, and the close transverse momentum balance of the high p-j- jets. No

spectator jet emerges along the beam axis direction. Observation of the these unique

events at the predicted rate is important since it tests t... basic principle that a pion has

a nonzero probability to exist as a q and q Fock amplitude with small transverse separa-

tion. In the case of nuclear target reactions, e.g. XpA—*qqX, the valence state with

6j_~O(l/p7-) should penetrate the nuclear volume without elastic or inelastic hadronic

interactions. The absence of induced reaction in the nucleus for the direct processes thus

tests the idea of "color transparency", i.e., color singlet states of vanishing radius have

no strong interactions.

The corresponding direct baryon induced reaction based on the subprocess pj)q—*qq

is shown in Fig. 3(c). The cross section for ppp—*Jet + Jet + X scales roughly as

Fplpr) times the leading twist cross section and gives a measure of the valence amplitude

of the antiproton. Similarly, the amplitude for finding three quarks in the proton at

small separation together with a pionic spectator {qq) system in the Fock state can

be measured by ?n analogous process p[)P—>q<jffX. The normalization of such higher

Fock state components is required to compute the amplitude for baryon decay in grand

unified theories.25
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ln the case of badroa production at large py, the direct subprocesses gq—*irj)q [see

Fig. 4(a)] and qq—>Tt£>g produce pious unaccompanied by other badrons on the trigger

side. These py QCD processes are again absolutely normalised® in terms of the feson

form factor, and for certain regions of phase space (moderate py, large Xf) can dominate

jet fragmentation processes. More generally, an entire set of hadrons and resonances can

be produced by the direct subproccsses(ffg—•Af'g, qq—*M*g, qq—*B*q, qB—*gB*, etc)

and can constitute a serious background to leading twist single particle cross sections.

Since the hadron valence state interacts directly at small constituent separation, the

directly produced hadrons have no final stale interactions or accompanying collinear

radiation to leading order in

Detailed, absolutely normalized QCD predictions have also been worked out for the

direct meson production of high transverse momentum prompt pbotons and lepton

pa i r s ' " ' •"" [see Fig. 4(b)], and direct photon production of high transverse momentum

prompt mesons." In each of these cases the higher twist contribution can be a

significant contribution compared to the standard leading twist result and is a useful

probe of QCD dynamics.

A similar analysis can be given for direct meson production at large transverse

momentum relative to the quark jet axis in e+e~—>qq—*qqM [see Fig. 4(c)]. The tail

of the meson production distribution is of the forra^

(3.5)

from qqg jet fragmentation and qqM higher twist contributions respectively. The

direct meson contribution thus has a k\ power-law fall-off rather than the Gaussian

parameterization usually assumed for q—*q + M fragmentation. The power-law higher
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twist background summed over all hadrons and resonances may not be large in mag-

nitude, • but it could imply that the probability of three jet e*e~—*qqg leading

twist events and thus as{Q ) has been overestimated in standard perturbative analyses.

4. HIGHER TWIST CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS

An important test of QCD dynamics is the behavior of the quark and gluon dis-

tribution functions of hadrons at tight-cone fraction i^- ' l . The distribution functions

can be conveniently deBned in terms of the light-cone Fock state wave functions

£ «(*•-*>) (4.1)

integrated over all unobserved momenta and summed over all Fock states. (The Ylj is

over all constituents of type a in the Fock state n.) In the endpoint region Z a ~ l the

wavefunction is evaluated far off-shell:

provided (k% + m )j^a~[l is nonzero. It is thus reasonable to compute the leading

xa—>1 behavior from perturbative, hard-gluon exchange diagrams. The nominal power-

law behavior computed from the valence Fock state is

{(1 — x) parallel quark, proton helicities

(4.3)
(1 — x) antiparallel quark, proton helicities

and

(4.4)
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Thc higher Fock states either give QCD evolution corrections (radiation from active

quark) or higher power-law fall-off contributions at x—*l.

One can also identify another contribution to the distribution functions at z o ~ l

'rom the soft integration region (k . ) , ^ a < O ( l — xa)fi . Note that in this region en

s nearly on-shell if the quark mass terms can be neglected. Integration over the phase

space of the spectator quarks then gives

(4.5)

where n3 is the number of spectators t j ^ a in the valence Fock state. The function

FJJ[X) presumably gives additional fall-off due to the behavior of the wave function

for small spectator momentum, but it is incalculable in perturbation theory. The

SLAC-Yale measurements of the quark spin correlation in deep inelastic polarized e-p

scattering, however, gives support for the dominance of the perturbative contributions,

Eq. (13).

The pcrturbative analyses of structure functions in the endpoint region can be

justified n detail using the operator product expansion or from the light-cone pertur-

bation theory formalism used to derive QCD evolution equations for the distribution

amplitude. We assume that the nonperturbative wave function falls off rapidly in the

endpoint region. For large off-shell energies we can then calculate the valence wave func-

tion from the loading behavior of the interaction kernel in the wave function equation

of motion. For example, for the meson wave function at z ~ l , £ 2 ~ ~ ' - j / ( l ~ x) a n d

to leading order in f"A(2)
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1 - . - . ( 4 6 )

+ [x-[l-x), y-(l-y)]

where Cp = 4/3 . Thus for ( x ~ l ) we have the (absolutely normalized) contribution

to the meson structure function

,2 (4.7)

The infrared divergence at y—>z in the valence wave function (4.6), as defined in

the light-cone gauge (A+ = 0), cancels in the meson structure function (4.7) when

one includes a corresponding contribution from soft-gluon radiation. In addition, QCD

radiative corrections lead to the further logarithmic evolution of G-i^x, Q~) at large

Q2 30,33 EqU a( jo n (4.7) gives the contribution to the structure function from large off-

shell energy \t2\ = k^_/(l - x), i.e., k^_ > |f2 | ( l - x).

Alternatively, we can compute the deep inelastic structure functions of a meson at

J - - 1 from the convolutit-D of il>2(y,)'x.) a n c ' l^e Tlliqq + T*—*9 + ?) hard scattering

amplitude, as in F,q. (2.1) [see Fig. 5(a)].

W" = — I dzf y-kM^M" ir6\^-- ±~ (4.8)
2K JO J 2(27r 3 h z z(\-z I y '

where
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? ~ « = fo d*4»• TT-t I

We have clrosen the frame (p* = p° ± p3)

(4.10)

with - g 2 = Q 2 = ?j_, x — Q2/2p • q, and j = f+/p+- To leading order in

Qa(^l / ( ' ~ *)) t D e important region of integration in the wave function is / j / ( y ( l —

t/)) 4C t",/(z(l — ?)), which together with wavefunction renormalization, is absorbed

into the meson distribution amplitude. !n addition, to this order T-)*qi)->qH fan be

computed from the lowest order tree graphs with the incident q and </ co'linear with

The leading behavior of the meson structure functions can then be computed from

H++ = ( p V / P ' QW2, W— = {Qyx2p+p+)FL, and F2 = 2x(Fi + FL). We

obtain (x~-l)

here G ^ j ^ is again given by (4.7) and3 ' [\V2 ~ (1 - I ) Q 2 / I ]
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(4.12)

In the case of the longitudinal structure function of the meson, we have eliminated the

distribution amplitude <j> in favor of the meson form factor (to leading order in as):

j 12

where f'=rj_/(l-i).

The result (4.12) gives an absolutely normalized contribution F ^ ~ I ~ X " / < 5 ~ to

the longitudinal meson structure function which will dominate the normal leading twist

transverse contribution F j ~ ( l — x) at large x for fixed W . ' In rough magnitude

X* ~ 0.1 GeV". It is interesting to note that in light-cone perturbation theory and

/I"*" = 0 gauge, the I—>1 contribution to F ^ is given entirely by an instantaneous

fermion contribution [see F 5{a)], i.e., an effectively local photon-gluon coupling.

Since the instantaneous fcrmion does not radiate gluons, this contribution does not

evolve to lower x in the standard way. In a sense the Q 2 F ^ contribution is similar

to the point-like Born driving term in the photon-structure function, although the

operator mixing structure for Fff is cvidentally more complicated.

5. PHENOMENOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES

The dominance of the higher twist longitudinal structure function of mesons in

the endpoint region is a striking prediction of QCD. This result has implications for
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a number of observable processes MB-*(lX, (B-+CMX, e+e~—MX, and / / +

//—*A1X. In each case the effective meson distribution or fragmentation functions

have the form

- J (5.1)

-(l--~f+^ (5.2)

where the (1 — z)~ and X"/Q" terms are associated with transverse and longitudinal

(iirrents, respectively. Evidence for dominance of the longitudinal current at large i

has been reported in a Gargamelle analysis of the quark fragmentation functions in

vp—*ir'*'(i~X. In c~"~e~ annihilation the leading meson at z ~ 1 should have a sin'0

angular distribution relative to the bean) direction.

In the case of the Drell-Yan process the cross section has the angular form8

= 0T{\ + cos'O) + IT[ sin"0 + (T[TCOs0sin0cosit> (5.3)

where 6 and <p specify the leptcn direction in the virtual photon center-of-mass with

the z-nxis along the meson beam. With the definitions implied by (5.3), the total lepton

pair cross section is a = cry + (l/2)<7£. In general, a fourth term is present in the

angular distribution proportional to sin'0 cos14>- This term is not enhanced relative

to (Tj- by the high twist effect we investigate here. For large z = X], the contributions

corresponding to Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) predict

2v 2
aTcc(l-x)2 , trioc--— (5.4)
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with the normalization given in Eqs. (4.7), (4.11) and (4.12). Although (r^ can be

absolutely normalized to the meson form factor, aj depends in detail on the shape of

the distribution amplitude. If 4>(y)C>:!>[y — | ) (the weak binding approximation)

where (k~i ) is defined as the mean photon transverse momentum in d(Xf/dk~, for

,\fq—*-]*q. In general the longitudinal contribution should become visible when the

measured meson structure function O^in({x,Q) (or fragmentation function) becomes

of the order of the predicted size of the higher Iwist contribution X2 / (?2 with X2 =

0(0.1 GeV-).

The present data4 1 '4 2 for i:N—+f(X are shown in Fig. 0 in terms of the parameter

a = (0-7- — 0l)!(&T + °7,)- A model prediction, assuming (A"jJ~l GeV" in Kq.

(5.5) is also shown for comparison, although this is likely an overestimate of the QCD

effect. The results from the two available measurements unfortunately disagree on the

presence of a longitudinal component at large Xj. A third experiment, currently running

at FNAI., should provide a definite test.

The interference contribution Cj/p gives additional sensitivity to the longitudinal

current signaled by the sinid cosfi dependence. We find from just the tree graphs

<T[X = \foiP~T- However, as emphasized recently by Pirc and Ralston4"' this contribu-

tion is sensitive to the phase ul between the longitudinal and transverse currents:

We also note that this (1 — z)/Q contribution should be observable in

distribution at z—»1 and moderate Q", and in IN—>(?MXr.
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We can also use the transverse momentum dependence of the virtual photon relative

to the pion direction to further discriminate the leading and higher twist contributions.

From Rqs. (4.7) and (4.13) we see

±%J^1 , *^_ i !_ / (5.7)
2n2Q2Q2±

i.e., the higher twist longitudinal contribution has the same power-law fall-off in Q \ as

that obtained from gluon jet recoil. The absolutely normalized longitudinal subprocess

cross sections for Ttq—>ttq (color averaged) in the kinematic region Q": < Q~ is

=s& o , ( f )a 2 e; F?[t) sin26

* d't JQ°- 'dcosf 9 " & ' QT ' 4 J T '

where t = [p^ — px) = —Q~i/(l — I j ) . The transverse cross section depends, again,

in detail on the form of the meson distribution amplitude:

rlx )==tidy MyW-z?MH[xi - *_ + «!1 (51

where /Q dy 4>{y) = [l/2y/hc)fa is normaliied to the pion decay constant. Note that

the fff contribution contains an integral over a Glauber singularity from the initial

state interaction diagrams [Fig. 5(c)]. There is also a corresponding contribution (at

Q . = 0 ) from the interference diagrams [Fig. 5(d)j. A more general analysis of such

contributions including non-Abelian effects is given in Ref. 44.
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Finally, we note that the F£ contribution is dependent on the valence wave function

at small impact separation and is thus only sensitive to a relatively compact part of the

meson wave function. Surh small Fock components should have relatively negligible

color interactions, suffering little effect from initial state induced radiation or transverse

momentum smearing. As in the case of all the direct hadron-induced reactions discussed

in tMs talk, there should be no associated central region multiplicity induced by collisions

in (he nuclear target.
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( a )

1. Examples of higher twist dynamical processes (a) multiple scattering multijet produc-

tion in pp collisions; and (b) iuierference (eaej) contribution to deep inelastic

lepton-proton scattering.
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(o)

1. Examples of multipartirle higher twist reactions. In each case the hard scatter-

ing subprocesses can be computed perturbatively. The lighveone wave functions

V'(jr,-,fcj_i) provide the required hadron distributions.
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(a)

(b)

3. Examples of direct hadron higher twist reactions: (a) Kg—+qq, (b) Ttq—>gq, and (c)

qp—tqq. In each case the valence Fock stat: enters directly in the hard scattering

subprocess.
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A
vwv

4. (a) Direct high pf meson production via gq—mq. (b) Higher twist contribution

to high pf direct photon and lepton pairs via nq—*"t*q.
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e+

e"
4434A4

M

(d) 1-83

(c) and (d) Leading and higher twist contributions to the transverse momentum distribution of

direct mesons relative to the quark jet in e+e annihilation.
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(a)

(b) (c )

1-83 (d)

5. (a) Calculation of higher twist contribution to the pion structure functions it

x—*l. The vertical quark propagator in the last figure indicates instanteous fc r-

raion propagation in light-cone quantization, (b), (e) and (d): The corresponding

contribution to Icpton pair production TTp—>f£.V at large z\. Diagram (c) contains

an initial state Glauber contribution. Diagram (d) is the unitarily counter term to

(c).
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TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM SPECTRA OF DIMUONS PRODUCED
IN HADRONIC INTERACTIONS AND COMPARISON WITH QCD

P.K. Malhotra*
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract

We have reviewed comprehensively the data on the transverse

momentum spectra (p ) of high mass lepton pairs produced in

hadronic interactions. The data are extensively compared with the

predictions of Quantum Chromo Dynamics to O( a s), including some

0{ag) effects through the use of a p_ independent K factor.

Sensitivity of the calculations to variations in the parameters

used is discussed. A compilation of the K factor is given,

possible nuclear effects which can contribute to cross section or

alter differential distributions in pT, xp or mass for the dimuon

production in nuclear targets are discussed. Linear fits to the

data on <p3> vs. s and <P T
> vs. /s~ for IT~N and pN reactions are

presented. Using the average value of the intrinsic transverse

momentum squared deduced from fits to <P™> vs. s, predictions of

the QCD are calculated and compared with the data. An important

conclusion arrived at is that QCD to 0(a ) is not able to account

for the observed features of the pT distributions in a

satisfactory manner.

*On leave from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, flomi
Bhabha Road, Bombay-400-005, India
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1. Introduction

Interest in dimuon (y+u~ pairs) production in hadron-hadron

interactions began with the pioneering experiment of Lederman and

his collaborators1 in 1970. This field received a big boost from

Drell and Yan* who suggested a quark-antiquark annihilation

mechanism based on parton model for the dimuon continuum. The

early experiments provided a strong support for this simple

picture, some of the predictions of the model which have been

verified ire approximate scaling, charge asymmetry, linear

dependence of the cross section on mass number A of the target and

angular distribution. However, it is now well established that

this model is unable to account for the absolute normalization and

the high average transverse momentum (pT) of the dimuons. This

last feature has led to the Drell-Yan model giving way to the

Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) because of the inherent mechanism of

gluon emission and absorption which provides a natural source for

high pT of the dimuons. Because of this reason and uniqueness of

the signal, the production of high mass lepton pairs is regarded

as one of the most important testing ground for the ideas of QCD.

The main aim of this talk is to review the data on transverse

momentum spectra of dimuons and to confront it with the

predictions of the QCD to O(as) including some 0(a|) correction

(c*s is the QCD running coupling constant). We shall see that the

QCD to 0(as) is unable to account for the p_ spectra convincingly

and that it is necessary to include higher order effects including

those due to soft gluon emission.
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For a mote complete understanding of the field of dimuon

production, the reader is advised to refer also to some recent

reviews3"6 and rapporteur talks '"''.

2. Experiments - recent, current and near future.

Table 1 gives a summary of the dimuon continuum

experiments12*13. Some of these experiments 13—13,20,2^21 have

provided valuable data on the transverse momentum spectra of

dimuons. Experiments NA1019 at CERN, E32617 and E615'8 at

Fermilab have accumulated a fair amount of data which is now being

analysed. Experiment E60522 has had a short run in 1982 and is

expected to run in 1983 with beams from the Tevatron-II.

3. QCD formalism

In this section we shall present the QCD formalism with which

the data will be compared.

3.1 Leading order QCD expression for dimuon production

The dimuon differential cross section integrated over pT to

leading order (i.e. order as (Q
2) lnQ2) is given by2S

a)

and
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? 9 1 / 7

where, y=ln ((E+pJ/M ) , M = (P^+Mz) L/ *
T=M2/S = XJJCJ, Q2=M2

I— +V

\ ± x = /r e

and where the q^XjQ2) are the QCD evolved parton distribution

functions as obtained from the deep inelastic lepton-proton

scattering experiments.

The expression (1) and (2) are the same as the Drell-Yan

expressions corresponding to the diagram of Fig. l(a) except that

the distributions have now acquired a Q dependence.

It is now well established15 that although the eqs. (1) and

(2) do manage to reproduce the shapes of the experimental

distributions, the experimental cross sections are higher than the

predictions by a factor K=1.6-2.6 (see the compilation in

Sect. 3.3).

3.2 Transverse momentum dependence in perturbative
QCD to order <*„

In the simplest version of Drell-Yan model (Fig. l(a)) the

dimuons have no transverse momentum. However, since the

annihilating quarks are confined inside a hadron they are expected

to have some intrinsic transverse momentum (k ), whose vector sum
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will be the transverse momentum of the lepton pair. There is

evidence26 that <k2>=0.16 (GeV/c)2 and therefore <p2> of the

lepton pairs from this contribution will be only 0.32 (Gev/c)2.

Moreover, if kT is indepenent of the parton's x, then
 <P T

> will be

indepenent of x and of M except near kinematic boundaries.

However, the observed <Pm> is much larger than <k2> and

furthermore, <P™> clearly increases linearly with s. These

features are qualitatively expected on the basis of QCD to O(ot ).
s

The hope was that this would be adequate to explain the data even

at the quantitative level, AS we shall show later this is not the

case.

The O(as) diagrams are shown in Figs. l(b) and l(c). The

perturbative expression for differential cross section to O(a )

for dimuon production can be written as27 (we assume Q =M )

dap(s,M
2,y,pT)

dM dy dp2
M iff f27 M ifn X l

<t-M2)2+(u-M2)2

Xls+u-H
2

2a2 s 1

T M If
xix2as

xlS+u-M

s2+u2+2M2lt

I e?^. 1
( X i f Q

2 ) G i
2(x2,Q2)+(1^2)] (3)

where q.'s and G-'s are quark and gluon distribution functions,

and
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<mln= -u/(s+t-M2), x2=(-x1t-(l-x1)M
2)/(x1s+u-M

2)

t= M 2 - / T M T e"y, u=M2-/s-MTe
y,

s- x l X 2 s , t=x1t+(l-x1)M
2, u=x2u+(l-x

T= P | + M 2 a n d a s=12V<25 ln(Q
2/A2)) •

The expression (3) is useful only for large p since it has a

singularity at pT=o. Furthermore, it ignores the intrinsic

transverse momentum (kT) of the parton. Altarelli, parisi and

Petronzio28 have given a prescription which

to regularize the pT=o divergence leading to

Petronzio28 have given a prescription which uses the intrinsic k

dMdydp2

DY+ TT f(p ) —El . (4)
dMdy

Here qT=pT-'£Tf a D y is the Drell-Yan cross section (with Q 2

dependent distribution functions) as given by eq. (1) and f

represents the soft k? distribution which is assumed to have a

gaussian form with the normalization:

Jf(k )d2kT = J d
2 ^ (exp -k2/(4B2)) /(4TTB 2) = 1

T
(5)

Note that integration of the expression (4) over p yields

just the Drell-Yan cross section (eq. 1 ) .
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3.3 K-factor

Although the Drell-Yan formula is able to reproduce the shape

of the experimental distribution for do/dMdy, the experimental

cross section is higher than the prediction by the so-called

K-factor, i.e.

K = (Observed cross section)/(Dtell-Yan prediction).

The suggestion for the existence of the K-factor was made

most clearly by the NA3 Collaboration15, although the results of

the CFS Collaboration20 could also be interpreted in the same

manner. In Table 2 we have compiled the existing measurement of

the K-factor. The values range between 1.6 and 2.6. Although the

errors are large there is some indication that the value of the

K-factor for pN reactions may be somewhat smaller than that for

TT~N reactions.

In principle, several effects could get folded into the

determination of the K factor. For example, nuclear effects could

contribute to the K factor (see sect. 9). The fact that the

values of K with hydrogen and nuclear targets are of about the

same magnitude would lead us to conclude that overall this is not

a large effect (<25%). The experiments with pion beams could in

principle suffer from the lack of ar. independent knowledge of the

pion structure functions. But the fact that ir+N and ir~N reactions

yield about the same value of K leads to the conclusion that the

contribution due to this uncertainty can not be significant
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(<10%) . Since the K factor deduced from the difference of a(lr~N)

and o(it+N) has a similar value, it rules out any significant

hadronic contribution to the dimuon continuum since it would

largely cancel out in the difference. Thus, we conclude that the

existence of the K factor can be considered to be fairly well

established.

Theoretical explanation f:or the K factor has been provided by

several authors29 who have carried out the so-called full order a

calculation. These calculations yield a value of K of the order

of 1.8-2.0 independent of T=M 2/S for T<0.5. The origin of this

large correction lies in the fact that whereas one uses structure

functions defined for the deep inelastic scattering process, there

are suttle differences between this and the Drell-Yan process.

The full O(os) calculation leads to two large terms. The first is

the famous it term which arises from the continuation of the form

factor from space-like to time-like values of Q . This term is

associated with the vertex correction diagram. Its contribution

decreases with x and dominates for mO.3. The second term is

associated with the phase space effects in the soft gluon emission

from the initial qq pair. There is also a third term due to gluon

Compton scattering, which is small and negative. The sum of all

these terms leads to a value of K~l.8-2.0 which is almost constant

for T<0.3 i.e. in the range of the current experiments. Because

of the nature of the origin of the different terms it is clear

that the large correction is applicable mainly to the soft p

distribution arising from the intrinsic pT of the quarks.
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A summary of the theoretical calculations29*39 for the K

factor is given in fig. 2. An important feature of these

calculations is that the value of K is expected to increase

dramatically for T>0-5, a region not easily accessible for

experiments because of the rapidly falling cross section.

The O(a_) correction is so large that it is necessary to

carry out higher order calculations to ensure that the agreement

is not destroyed. These calculations are difficult and only

limited attempts have been made.

Ellis et.al.10 have shown that for the non-singlet case,

a(TT~N-w+N), the order a2 diagrams lead to a fairly large

correction to the pT distribution given t>y

K'(pT)=(dc/dMdp2) , /(da/dMdp^) = 2. (6)
'• 0(o/)+0(as)

 T 0(as)

More correctly, K1 decreases from about 2.3 at p=2.5 Gev/c to 1.8

at pT=4.5 GeV/c. To our knowledge, no calculation has as yet been

attempted for the singlet case which would be required, for

example, for the reaction pN+jj+JJ~x • Nevertheless, we shall assume

the validity of eq. (6) for pN as well as n~N reactions.

In view of the fact that K'(pT) and K have about the same

values, we shall assume the K-factor to be independent of pT.

Furthermore, we shall use the K-factor as deduced from a

comparison of the data with the Drell-Yan prediction. Although

not strictly correct, in view of the above assumption our

calculation can be considered to correspond to O(a^) QCD.
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4. structure functions

The present knowledge of the structure functions has been

reviewed recently by F. Eisele3l and h. Lyons3.

The nucleon structure functions for quarks have been

determind by the CDHS collaboration from deep inelastic neutrino

scattering experiments32, since the Drell-Yan cross section

(eq. 1} depends on the product of the quark structure function of

one hadron and the antiquark structure function of the other

hadiron, the Drell-Yan mechanism can also be used to determine the

structure functions I6>2V*. In fact this is the best method known

to determine the structure functions of n~, K~ etc. The NA3

collaboration15 have used pN-pN subtraction method to deduce the

valence u and d quarK structure functions for the proton since

this difference is indepenent of the quark sea in the beam and the

target. The results are consistent with those obtained by the

CDHS collaboration from neutrino experiments, although the overall

normalisation of the data is too high by a factor of _2.3, the

so-called K-£actor. similarly, the sea quark structure functions

for the proton deduced from the dimuon experiments20*15 are

consistant with the CDHS results.

The valence, sea and gluon structure functions15 for the

proton used by us are as follow:

x up = uo x0-52-0.16 I(1_x)2.79+0.77 I

* dp = 0 o x
0-52"0-16 s(1_x)3.79+0.77 i

x Sp = (0.26+0.18 i) (l-x)
7- 8 + 0- 7 8 s
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x G p = 3.06 (1-x)5-0

x V = V o x°-4(l-x)0-9

IT °

x S = 0.24(I-x)6'9

x G^ = 2.0(l-x)3-0

where s = In (ln(Q2/0.25)/ ln(20/0.25)) .

The valence and sea components for the proton are consistent with

the CDHS results32 and the gluon structure functions are based on

counting rules. The proton structure functions given above imply

that valence, quarks, sea quarks and antiquarks, and gluon carry

34%, 15% and 51% of the proton momentum at Q2=20(GeV/c)2. As Q 2

increases the valence and sea distributions become softer and the

fractional momentum carried by valence quarks decreases to 30% and

that carried by sea qq increases to 17% at Q =70 (Gev/c) . The

pion structure functions are those obtained by NA315. We have

assumed that ss pairs are suppressed by a factor of 2 compared to

uu or d3 pairs. The Q dependence is small over the range 'j,: Q ,

16<Q2<70 (GeV/c)2, OF interest here. We shall later comment upon

the effect of the Q2-independent gluon structure function on the

transverse momentum spectra of the dimuons.

5. QCD fits to the data on p spectra of the lepton pairs

We will now briefly outline the main ingredients of the QCD

fits carried out by us. The differential cross section is given

by eq. (4) together with eq. (1) and (3). This involves a time

consuming kT convolution over the annihilation and the Compton

terms. Because of this it is not practical to do a minimisation
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fit. The approach followed is to fix most of the parameters and

to vary <k^> only. Although, we have identified <k^> w i t n t n e

contribution from the intrinsic transverse momentum of the

par tons, it includes possible other contributions as well.

The value of the scale parameter A in the QCD running

coupling constant in not well known. Values ranging from 0.1 to

0.5 Gev/c have been obtained in the literature. Overall

consensus" favors a value of A *0.35 Gev/c. We have used in

general a value A=0.5 GeV/c but have also indicated the effect on

the results if a value of A=0.3 Gev/c or lower is used.

We use structure functions given in sect. 4 above. The

K-factor is assumed to be independent of the transverse momentum

of the dimuons and in this sense our calculation can be considered

to be to order a| (see sect. 3).

The parameters A and <k^> are strongly correlated. since,

for a given Q , ct increases, as A increases, a lower value of A
s

would require a higher value of <k,I> to fit the data.

5.1 p-N-*-M+u"x

Fig. 3,(a),(b) and (c) show the data of

Columbia-Fermilab-Stony Brook Collaboration20 for p spectra of

the dimuons produced in p-pt collisions at 400 Gev/c for M=5.5,

6.5, 7.5, 8.5 and 11.5 Gev and y=0.03. Also shown are QCD fits

with z/A=0.40, A=0.5 GeV/c, K=1.6 and <k^>=0.88 (Gev/c)2. As can
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be seen the fits are all quite good. The value of K=1.6 is also

in good agreement with that obtained by Ito et al.z° although they

have used somewhat different structure functions. In this

connection it should be mentioned that the authors quote a

normalisation uncertainty of +25%. The Q dependence of the

structure functions plays a significant role only for the

M=11.5 GeV data.

Fig. 4 shows the data of CERN-MIT-LAPP-Harvard-Naples-Pisa

Collaboration2V for pp+y+u~X at /sf=62 Gev and 44 GeV(ISR).

These data sets are among the few available with a hydrogen

target. The data at /s"=44 Gev have not yet been published2"1. The

authors have carried out fits of the form da/dp,;=A»exp(-ap_,) for

PTi0.5 Gev/c.

Fig. 5 shows our QCD fits with K=1.8 and <k|>=1.5 (Gev/c)2.

The main conclusions that we can draw from these fits are:

(a) the fits require large values of <k~> and (b) the required

value of <k,r> increases with the beam energy.

5.2 Contributions of different terms and sensitivity to
the parameters

The contributions of the different terms to the differential

cross sections for 400 Gev/c pN collisions, M=7.5 Gev, y=0.03 are

depicted in fig. 6. The solid line is the fit shown already in

fig. 3(a). The curve labelled "intrinsic" corresponds to the
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spectrum if only the non-perturbative contributions with

<k^>=0.88 (Gev/c)2 were present. The QCD contributions are

clearly the dominant contributions beyond PT~2 Gev/c. The major

contribution to the tail comes from the Compton term as expected

for pN collisions.

The sensitivity to the A parameter can be seen by comparing

the two curves for A=0.5 and 0.3 Gev/c. The change in the

differantial cross section varies between 0 and about 18%. Fig. 7

shows the sensitivity to <k'> when its value is changed from 0.9

to 0.6 (GeV/c)2, keeping A fixed at 0.5 GeV/c. The percentage

change is about the same as for the above two values of A. Thus, A

and <k > are highly correlated. A lower value of A would require

a higher value for <k,z> to obtain an acceptable fit to the

differential spectrum.

As mentioned in sect. 4 we have used gluon distribution based

on quark counting rules. The gluon distribution given by Badier

et al.'s based on CDHS results is somewhat softer and has a fairly

significant Q dependence (becomes softer as Q increases). if

this were used the fit would require even higher values of <k,z>.

Since we have used a value of A (0.5 GeV/c) which is larger

than indicated by experiments31 and a gluon distribution which is

harder than indicated by the CDHS results32, the values of <km>

deduced in this study should be considered as lower bounds. The

significance of this remark will have a bearing on our

conclusions.
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5.3 pN + y
+
M x

The antiproton-nucleon annihilation is interesting because

the dominant conribution to lepton production here comes from the

valence partons in the initial state nucleons. Since the valence

q distribution in an antiproton is identical to that for a valence

q distribution in a proton, predictions are not affected by

uncertainties in our knowledge of the nucleon sea.

There are only two experiments which have been done with p

beams, E-5371'1 at Fermilab and NA315 at CERN, but results on p_,

distribution are so far available only from the former experiment.

Fig. 8 shows the preliminary results from the experiment E537 on

the transverse momentum distribution of dimuons (4.0<M<8.5 Gev,

y^O) in pW collisions at 125 GeV/c. The solid curve is thj QCD

fit with K=2.3 and <k,?> = 0.88 (GeV/c)2. The dominant contribution

to the tail here comes from the annihilation term in contrast to

the pN case where the Compton term provides the major contribution

to the tail. A notewworthy feature is that because of the low

projectile momentum the QCD contribution to the p is quite small.

5.4 •7!~N->-ii+u x

In IT N collisions the dominant source of the dimuons is the

annihilation of the valence u of the TT~ and valence u's of the

nucleon. An important difference between pN, pN and TT~N

collisions is that whereas in the first two one needs only the

nucleon structure functions which are known from deep inelastic
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scattering experiments, in the ff~N case one needs also the pion

structure functions. But because the nucleon structure functions

obtained using the Drell-Yan model agree with those obtained from

the deep inelastic scattering experiments, one can use the

Drell-Yan model to obtain the pion structure functions. Table 1

summarises the dimuon experiments with pion beams12*19. The data on

PT distributions is available mainly from NA31S and E-SS?11*

experiments.

Fig. 9 shows the preliminary results, from the experiment

E537'V3, on the pT dist ibutions of dimuons (4.0<M 8.5 Gev, y^O)

in ir~N collisions at 125 GeV/c. The solid curve is the QCD fit

with K=2.5 and <k^>=0.88 (GeV/c)2. The quark structure functions

for the IT" are those determined by NA3 collaboration and given in

s»ct. 4. The sensitivity to the pion and nucleon sea is small as

expected. The sea conribution is about 13% for M=4. 5 GeV and only

2% for M=8.0 Gev. The tail of the pT distribution clearly

requires the QCD conribution which comes dominantly from the

annihilation term as was found for the pN case.

Since the valence u distribution for IT" is much harder

compared to valence antiquark distributions of the p, the QCD

annihilation term is relatively more important in the case of ir~N

than in the case of pN. The effect of the harder quark

distributions in IT" compared to p is even more dramatic in the x

distribution of the dimuon1S33.
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NA3 collaboration has provided some of the highest statistics

data on Lhe p distribution of dirauons in T~N reactions.

Figs i-U(a) and (b) show their new plots presented at the Paris

Conference'5. Fig. 11 shows their results for ir~Pt-».(J
+p""X at

150 GeV/c for y^-0.6 and for 4.1<M<5 GeV, 5<M<6 GeV and

4.1<M<8.5 GeV. Also shown are our QCD fits with K=2.3 and

2 2

<k >=1.0 (GeV/c) . Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the data15 at

150,200 and 280 GeV/c, y^-0.6 and 4.1<M<8.5 GeV together with our

QCD fits (K=2.3). The fits require values of <k|>=1.0, 1.1 and

1.2 (GeV/c)2 at 150, 200 and 280 Gev/c respectively.

Thus we conclude that for TT~N to O(ag) QCD yields good fits

to the data but it requires <k^> which increases with lab momentum

of the IT".

9
6. Dependence of <p_> and <p~> on rapidity and mass of the dimuon

The dependence of the average transverse momentum squared on

*„ and mass of the dimuon has been previously considered by

BergeLSlt and Halzen and Scott27*35.

We have shown before (fig. 2) that 0(as) QCD with K-factor

indepenent of pT and <k,?>=0.9 (Gev/c)2 is able to fit the

400 GeV/c pN data quite well. We can therefore predict the

dependence of "^P^ and <R£> on rapidity for a given dimuon mass.

Fig. 13 shows the predictions for M=6.5 Gev. Whereas the

dependence of <Pm> on y is feeble, there is a fairly strong
2

dependence of < P T > o n v" T^ e data of
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Seattle-Michigan-Northeastern-Tufts2' on <P T
> vs. xp for 400 GeV/c

pN agrees quite well with the above prediction. unfortunately,

there is :o data on <p,r> vs. y or xp for pN reactions with which

the prediction could be compared.

Fig. 14 shows the data of NA3 collaboration for <Pm> vs. y,

0.25<T<0.37, for u~N reactions at 150, 200 and 280 GeV/c. Our QCD

predictions are also shown in the figure. The agreement of the

theory and the data is quite good.

Fig. 15 shows the data and the QCD predictions for the

dependence of <pT> on dimuon mass for pN collisions at 400 GeV/c
20

(<y>=0.03), 300 GeV/c (<y>=0.21), 200 GeV/c (<y>=0.40) and pp

collisions at /i"=62 GeV*3 (y>0). The predictions and the data are

in reasonable agreement within errors.

Fig. 16 shows a comparison of the QCD predictions with the

TI~N data15 for <P^> vs. M. The two disagree rather violently.

7. Energy dependence of <p_,> and <p_>

We have seen in sect. 5 that while O(as) QCD is able to fit

quite well the data on p distribution of dimuons, the fits

require a <k,~> which is large and which increases as s increases.

This failure of the first order QCD can be demonstrated

graphically in a different manner36.
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A well known prediction! 8,3 <.,3 7 of perturbative QCD to 0 (a )

for the dimuon production is that

<p%> = <k2> + <xs(Q
2) • f(T,xp,lnQ

2) • s (7)

where <k > is the non-perturbative contribution arising from the

transverse momentum of the constituents taking part in the

interaction. The eq. (1) implies that <P^> should increase

linearly with s for a given T and xp. This expectation of a linear

relationship has indeed been confirmed using the data available

then38;13;15. There is now additional data available from experiment

E537.

Fig. 17 shows the measurements of <p^> for / T = 0 . 2 8 and x_>.0

at different values of s for ir~N reaction13"16. Fig. 18 shows the

same for pN dataI3.20i23 for / T = 0 . 2 2 . The three points from CFS are

for <y> ranging from 0.03 for 400 GeV/c to 0.40 for 200 Gev/c.

Since the QCD predictions are able to reproduce the dependence of

<Pm> on y, we have used the theory to correct CFS points to

correspond to x ^ 0 . Linear fits of the form <p,z>=A+Bs are shown in

the figures for both TT~N and pN data. The details of the fits are

given in table 3. The values of the intercept are equal within

errors for TT~N and pN data bu'_ the slope of the increase of <p^>

with s is approximately twice as large for the ir~N as for the pN

data.

Since within errors the intercepts for TT~N and pN data are

equal and since from eq. 7 the intercepts can be interpreted as

equal to <k2>, we have set <k2>=0.59 (GeV/c)2 in the QCD
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calculations. The results of the QCD calculations with this

assumption and for two different choices of ^ (0.3 and 0.5 GeV/c)

are shown in figs. 17 and 18. The predictions of the QCD fall

well below the data in the case of pN as well as ii~N reactions.

However, the calculations do show a steeper slope for u~N than for

pN in qualitative agreement with the data.

The value of <k "> = 0.59±0.05 (GeV/c) deduced here implies a

value of <k2> =0.30±0.03 (GeV/cj2 for each of the parton

participating in the interation. This value is considerably

larger than the value of 0.16±0.01 (GeV/c)2 which has been

determined26 for the average intrinsic transverse momentum squared

of the quarks from the pT distributions of the meson resonances.

Fig. 19 and 20 show the data on the dependence of <PT> on /s

for it~N13~16 and pN13>20>23 reactions, respectively. Fits of the

form <pT>=A+B/s are shown for both sets of the data. The details

of the fits are given in the table 3. As can be seen the linear

relationship fits the data quite well.

The important conclusions of this section are: (i) <p~> of

dimuons grows linearly with s in qualitative agreement with QCD,

(ii) the growth of <P™> with s is much faster than predicted by

0(as) QCD for any reasonable value of <k^>.
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8. Soft gluon effects

We have seen that 0(ac) QCD, even with the inclusion of ^

through the assumption of a pT independent K-factor, is unable to

account for the observed transverse momentum spectra of the

dimuons. The fits require <k,~> which increases with s both for pN

and IT~N reactions. This may indicate that the higher order QCD

diagrams and/or the contributions of the multiple soft gluons are

important. The soft gluon effects are non-perturbative and are

therefore difficult to calculate. Ambitious attempts are being

made to calculate the soft gluon effects by C. Collins, D. soper,

W. Tung and their collaborators and M. Greco, G. Curci and

P. Chiappetta, and R. Odorico (e.g. see the talks of Collins,

Soper, Tung, Greco and Odorico in the proceedings of this

Workshop).

Greco and his collaborators39 have evaluated the soft gluon

effects by using the so-called Double Leading Logarithmic

Approximation (DLLA) which resums in each order only the dominant

terms of the expansion. They keep track of the exact momentum

conservation by working in the impact parameter space. With this

approach they have been able to obtain reasonable fits to the data

of CFS and NA3 collaborations on pT spectra, <p^> vs. y and <p^>

vs. M. They include the QCD hard term to fit the tail of the pT

distributions. An important feature of their fits is that they

need a fairly low value of the intrinsic transverse momentum,

<k^>=0.4 (GeV/c)2 i.e. <k^> =0.2 (Gev/c)2 which is in agreement

with the results of Malhotra and Orava26.
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9. Nuclear effects

Since the cross section for dimuon production in a proton

target is small, dimuon experiments are generally carried out with

nuclear targets to take advantage of the expected A dependence

of the cross section. The question arises whether the use of the

nuclear target could significantly affect the predictions for the

dimucn cross section as well as the differential distributions.

For example, one might expect that the elastic and inelastic

collisions suffered by a hadron propagating through a nucleus

could modify the transverse and longitudinal distributions of its

constituents as well as their color quantum number correlations,

possible nuclear effects have been considered by Michael and

, Bodwin et al. * 1 and Godbole and

Bodwin et al.*1 have argued that whereas quarks and gluons

within the incoming hadron have no time to interact with each

other during their passage through the nucleus, initial state

interaction can occur between the constituents of the beam and

those of the target. Such initial state interactions can modify

not only the transverse momentum distribution but also the p

integrated cross section da/dQ2dxF, because of the changes in the

color wave function of the active quarks. However, the nuclear

cross sections for Drell-Yan could still scale roughly as A 1 in

agreement v:ith the experimental observations. The expected

increase in the p^ is 6 (p^) _ (0 . 2) 2A1//3 _ 0.23 (Gev/c) 2 for a

platinum target.
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Michael and Milk1*0 have used a simplified approach to

calculate the effect of multiple scattering and absorption. The

exponent a in the A dependence is a function of M, xF and p_. For

400 Gev/c pA collisions (A=216), M=7.5, x =0, the values of a are

found to be about 0.96, 1.0 and 1.07 for p=0, 1.2 and 4.5 Gev/c,

respectively. Averaged over the p distribution, <a> = 1.0. The

— 2 2

effect is slightly stronger for a n beam, 6<p^>=0.4 (GeV/c) for

A=216. The effect tends to saturate with A, i.e. the change with

A for large nuclei is small.

2
There is some evidence for the increase in <P™> with A from

the results of CIP collaboration »V l who used C, Cu and W

targets. However, the results of NA3 collaboration15, presented

in table 4, for <pi> for n~ beams with W and proton targets at 150

and 280 Gev/c beam momenta, do not show the expected dependence of

<p^> on A.

Godbole and Sarma1*2 have considered a somewhat different

nuclear effect. They have suggested that the sea qq pairs could

be enhanced in the nucleus due to the mutual interactions of the

nucleons of the nucleus. The additional sea, xs, (x) = ((A-l)/2)

3.5x10 ( 1 - x ) , is much softer than the nucleon sea (the exponent

15 is only a rough estimate). If this is true then its effect

would be to enhance the dimuon production at large x and small M.

In particular, the exponent a in the Aa dependence would be

expected to increase with xp and decrease with M at a fixed s, and

increase with s at a fixed M. Also, the effect would be more

pronounced for the beams of p, n+, K+ compared to p, n~, K~
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respectively. AS an example, for a 226 n beam impinging on Cu

and W targets, a is expected to increase from 1.0 at x 0.1 to

1.10 at xp>0.7 (a=1.08 to 1.2 for TJ
+> and to decrease from 1.10 at-

M=4 to 0.98 at M=8 (ot=1.18 to 1.05 for ir+). The .xpectation of an

enhanced sea in the nucleus may in fact have already been seen by

the EMC collaboration*1' who find that the structure functions for

deep inelastic muon scattering off iron are significantly softer

compared to those off deuterium target.

It is clear that a number of interesting A dependent effects

are expected for the dimuon production in hadronic collisions. An

important emphasis of the next generation of Drell-Yan experiments

should be to look for A dependence in pT, xp and M at different

energies and using different beams. There is a need for a careful

experiment to study the dependence of <P~> on A with tr (or TT ) as

beam and hydrogen (or deuterium, perhaps even better), C and W as

targets. Another useful experiment would be to look for enhanced

nuclear sea by studying the A dependence for x using ir+ (or ir~)

and p beams and above mentioned targets. Note that if the

analysis is carried out assuming A dependence, then one should

see the effect in the K factor which would b^ expected to have a

larger value at low mass (4-6 Gev) and also at high xp (>0.8).

These experiments would be particularly interesting with higher

energy beams which would become available soon from the

Tevatron-Il at Fermilab.
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10. Conclusions

We have comprehensively reviewed information on the

transverse momentum spectra of high mass lepton pairs produced in

hadronic interactions. The details of the calculations based on

O(cts) QCD, including 0 (a2) effects through the use of a pT

independent K factor, are outlined. Sensitivity of the

calculations to the parameters used is discussed. A discussion of

the possible nuclear effects which can influence various features

of the dimuon production with nuclear targets is included. Our

main conclusions are briefly mentioned below.

1. The data on transverse momentum spectra of dimuons produced in pN,

pN and TT~N reactions can be fitted quite well on the basis of QCD

predictions to 0(a ) obtained using Altarelli et al. prescription

for regularization based on a gaussian form for the intrinsic

transverse momentum (k ) of par tons.

2. While the fits are good, they require a large value of <k,z>.

Furthermore, the value of <km> required increases with /s from

0.9 (Gev/c)2 at low /T to 1.5 (Gev/c)2 at /s"=62 Gev.

3. For fixed values of /T", <PT> and <PT> are found to grow linearly

with s and /s~, respectively, for both pN and IT~N reactions.
2

4. The intercepts of <Pm> a t s=0 a r e found to be

<k^>=0.59±0.05 (Gev/c)2 for IT~N reactions and 0.52±0.11 (Gev/c)2

for pN reactions. These are equal to each other within errors.
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5. The slope of the rise of <p,r> with s is approximately twice as

large for u~N data as for the . data;

6. Assuming k^=o.59±O.O5 (Gev/c)2 we have calculated QCD predictions,

for TT~N and pN, for the dependence of <P™> on s for two different

choices of A=0.3 and 0.5 GeV/c. The QCD predictions fall well

beow the data with the disagreement increasing as s increases.

7. Thus, the QCD to 0(a ) and in some sense to O(a^) is unable to

account for the observed features of the pT distributions in a

satisfactory manner. There is therefore a need to extend the

calculations to higher orders and to include soft gluon effects.

8. A striking and rather surprising feature of the data is near

absence of the nuclear effects.

We conclude this talk by emphasising that there is a need for the

next generation of dimuon experiments to, (a) concentrate on looking

for nuclear effects in certain kinematic regions and (b) study

detailed features of associated hadrons.
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Table 1. Current and recent lepton pair experiments.

Collaboration

Rochester-Brookhaven-Washington

Birrainghara-CERN-Ecole Poly.

Atnens-Fenailab-McGill-Michigan-
Shandong

Sacljy-CERN-CdeF-Ecole Poly.-
Prsay

Chicago-Illinois-Princeton

Experiment
Reference

RBWU2)

BCE(S1, (13)

E537(14)

NA3(15)

CIP(16)

Chicago-Fermilab-Towa State-Princeton E615(17)

cnicago-Princeton

CERtt-Ecole Poly-Strasbourg-Zurich

Athens-Fer;»ilab-McGill-Michigan-
Shandong

SCCEO

SCCEO

Columbia-Fermilab-Stony Brook

Seattle-Michigan-Northeastern-Tufts

CERN-Colurabia-Ferrailab-KEK-Kyoto-
Saclay-Stony Brook-Seattle

CERH-MIT-Annecy-Har vard-Flor ida-
Naples-Pisa

E326U8)

HA10(19)

E537U4)

NA3 (15)

NA3 115)

E28B[20)

E439I21)

E60S(22)

S209(23)

Reaction

«* Cu

"pt

l7It,p±)C,Cu

It"

tl"c,Cu,W

P «

p Pt

p Pt

pBe,Cu,Pt

pW

(p,S*)Be,Cu

PP
PP

GeV/c

16,22

* 39.5

125

NO. Of
events

-

3582(2<M<2.7|
257(H 4)

1257

150 22000
200 S600
200 2000
280 19000

150,280 549,706

,W 22S

225

225

280

125

150

200

200
300
400

400

,H >400

/s -
/a »

-

-

-

-

416

275

1300

-

-

2.105

-

44 336
62 1836

4
4
4
4
4

Mass
GeV

<4

2-7

4-8.5

1-8.5
1-8.5
1-8.5
1-8.5
1-8.5

2-11

> 4

High Mass

4

4

4-15

4-8.5

.1-8.5

.1-8.5

4-15
4-15
4-15

4-16

M>6

5-17
5-25

Xp or y

xf> -0.2

xp> 0

xF>0

y> -0.6
y> -0.6
y> -0.6
y> -0.6
y> -0.6

xp>0

High xp

-
xp>0

V°
xF>0

y> -0.6

0.2<y<0.6
0<y<0.4

-.2<y<.2

-.2<xF<.9

v°
xp>U
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Table 2. Compilation of measurements of the K-factor.

plab

(Gev/c)

39.5

125

150,200

150

150

150

125

150

200

400

400

2050

Reaction

TT~N

Tt~N

1T+N

(Tl"-T+)N

Tt"p

PN

pN

pN

pN

pN

PP

K

2.6±0.5

2.5±0.5

2.2+0.3

2.4±0.4

2.2±0.4

2.4±0.4

2.3+0.5

2.3+0.4

2.2+0.4

1.7

1.6+0.3

1.6(1.8,our fit)

Reference

13

14

15

15

15

in

- •

15

15

20

21

23
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The results of the fits of the type
(T)S and <pT>=A'+B' to the data.

F i t

<PT
2>

<PT>

Reaction

Tr~N

pN

n~N

PN

/T

0 . 2 8

0 . 2 2

0.28

0.22

In te rcep t

0

0

0

0

.59±0.05

52±0.11

48±0.05

46±0.07

Slope

(2.CI0.2)

(1.4±0.2)

(3.4±0.3)

(2.5±0.3)

10"3

10"3

lo- 2

lo- 2

X2/NDF

1.2
0.3

0 .1

0.4

Table 4. NA3 results for <p|> for it beam with W and
proton targets at 150 and 280 GSV/c beam momenta.

Reaction

n ~W

n~p

<p2> (Gev/c)2

150 GeV/c 280 GeV/c

1.44±0.02 1.80±0.03

1.55±0.13 1.73±0.13
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(0)

q — -

(b)

(d)

Fig. 1. (a) Drell-Yan process qq-̂ -y+y p , where y is the victual
photon. (b) QCD annihilation process qq+g^. (c) QCD Compton
process <3g+<3Y- (̂ ) vertex connection qq*Y» involving a
virtual gluon.
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M=5.5 GeV

£ 288 DATA

4 0 0 GeV/c
y=0.03
K=I.S

10'

PT (GeV/c)

Pig, 3, Transverse momentum distribution of muon pairs produced
in p-Pt collisions at 400 GeV/c for y = 0.03 and mass
equal tc (a) 5-6 and 7-8 GeV. The data are from CFS
collaboration. 2 0 Our fits based on 0 ( a g) QCT) , des-
cribed in the text, are also shown.
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10

E 268 DATA

2 3 4

PT (6eV/c)

Fig. 3(b)

Transverse momentum distribution of muon pairs produced
In p-Pt collisions at 400 GeV/c for y = 0.03 and mass
equal to (b) 6-7 and 8-9 GeV. The data are from CFS
collaboration 2 0. Our fits based on 0 (o s) QCD, des-
cribed In the text, are also shown.
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E288 DATA
p N — /i* f£ X

y=0.03
K=l.6
OUR FIT:

Via. 3(c)

T r a n s v e r s e m o m e n t u m d i s t r i b u t i o n of m u o n p a i r s p r o d u c e d
in p - Pt c o l l i s i o n s at 4 0 0 G e V / c for y = 0.03 and m a s s
e q u a l to ( c ) 1 1 - 1 2 G e V . T h e d a t a a r e f r o m C K S c o l -
l a b o r a t i o n 2 0 . O u r f i t s b a s e d on 0 ( a 3 ) Q O D , d e s c r i b e d
in the t e x t , are a l s o s h o w n .
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A . T r a n s v e r s e m o m e n t u m d i s t r i b u t i o n s of d i m u o n s f o r
pp + u + M ~ x at / s = 6 2 G e V and 4 4 G e V f r o m M L H N P c o 11 a -
bo*" it i o n . ̂  ! '^ S i m p l e e x p o n e n t i a l f i t s s h o w n a r e d u e
to L h e a u t h o r s .
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10

§

x>

8<m<ll
• GeV

0 1 2 3 4 5

PT (GeV/c)

Fig 5. Data as in Fig. 3. i'he curves are 0( Q s) QCD fits with K=1.8
and <k^>=15 (Gev/c)2and <k^>=1.5 (Gev/c)
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Fig.
6. Contributions of the different terms to the p distribution

of the dimuons in pN collisions at 400 GeV/c for M=7.5 GeV
and y=0.03. Sensitivity to the A parameter is also shown.
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pN—MV X

400 GeV/c

M=75 GeV,y = 0
K= 1.6
A=0.5(GeV/c)

3 (GeV/c)2

\

i i

0 1 2 3 4 5

PT(GeV/c)

Fig. 7. sensitivity to the <k̂ > parameter for 400 GeV/c pN
collisions, M=7.5 GeV, y=0,03, A=0.5 Gev/c.
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73
3
C

I
(3

or
or
b

E537
p W—

125 GeV/c

M = 4.0-8.5 GeV

y>0

K=2.25±O-45

<K?>=0.88 (GeV/c)z

Fig. 8. Dimuon p_ distribution in pW-i-p u~X reaction at 125 GeV/c,
4.0<M<8.5 GeV, y>0 from E537 collaboration1* . The solid line
shows the QCD "Fit with K=2.25 and <k^>=0.88 (GeV/c) .
Contributions of different terms are also shown.
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i6334
E537
TT-W-U+U-X
125 GeV/t
M=4.0"8.5 GeV

K=2.5±O-5

Fig 9 Same as in Fig. 7 but for it W-vy + u x reactions at 125 Gev/c
from E537 collaboration1". The value of K factor is 2.5±0.5.
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0 < y < 0.4

4.1<M<4.7 GeV/cJ

2. 3.

PT(GeV/c)

I
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I

Fig. 10. New plots from the NA3 collaboration15 for n Pt+p y X at
150, 200 and 280 GeV/c.
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Id391
2 3 4 5

PT (GeV/c)

Fig. 11. Dimuon p distribution in ir pt-<-y+y X reaction at 150 GeV/c,
y^-0.6 for M=4.1-500 Gev, 5-6 Gev and 4.1-8.5 GeV from NA3
collaboration15. Our QCD fits with K=2.3 and
<k^>=l.o (GeV/c) are also shown.
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Fig. 12. Dimuon p distribution in it~pt+u V * reactions at 150, 200
and 280 GeV/c, 4.1<M<8.5 GeV and y>-0.6 from NA3
collaboration15. The.curves show QCD fits carried out by us
with K=2.3 and <lC>=i.or l.i and 1.2 (Gev/c) for 150, 200
and 280 Gev/c respectively.
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2.0

1.6

1.2

8

400

~~ M = 6

-

/

' /

GeV/c

5 GeV ^ — ^

l , I 1 i ..
-1.6 -.8 O 0.8

y

Fig. 13. Predictions for the dependence of <PT> and <P™> on y based
on our QCD fits to the 400 GeV/c pN data20 forTM=6.5 GeV.
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:5

Fig. 14. NA3 data for the dependence of <P^> on y, 0.25<f<0.37, for
TT N reactions at ^50, 200 and 280 Gev/c. The curves shown
are predictions based on our QCD fits.
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2.1

1.9

1.7

A 13

R 209 • 62 GeV
R209 • 44 GeVj
E 288 O 400 GeV/c
E 288 a 300 GeV/c
E288 • 300GeV/c

8 lo 12 14 16

M (GeV)

Fig. 15. <p_> vs. M for pN collisions at 200, 300 and 400 Gev/c and
pp collisions at /s=62 Gev23. Predictions based on ouc QCD
fits are also shown.
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2.2

2.0

1.8
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NA3 DATA
. 280

200
150
OCD

-

....

- — • —

- *

GeV/c
GeV/t
GeV/c
FITS

>

i i " ' " * • • • • • . A

L__'_';

1 1 1 1

5 6 7

M (GeV)

Fig. 16. <Pm> vs. M for Ti N collisions at ISO, 200 and 280 GeV/c15,
The curves are predictions based on our QCD fits.
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25

20

1.5
ID
CD

M^
 l 0

V

0.5

/r=0.28
- - - 1 QCD

i (GeV/c)2

<PT >=(O59±O.O5)-KQOO28±QOOO3S|

, 0 3

A OMEGA

• E 537 (Preliminary)

o NA3
X CIP

100 200 300 400 500 600

.2,
S (GeV

Fig. 17. < P T > v s• s E o r ^ N reactions13 1 6 for /T=0.28 and xp>^0. The
solid line shows our linear fit (see table 3 for fitted
parameters) . Also, shown are QCD predictions obtained using
<kT>=0 (Gev/c)".
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400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600 4000

S Gev2

Fig. 18. <p,?> V S . S for pN reactions13'20'23 for /T=0.22 and x > 0. The
crosses give the CFS 2 0 points corrected for the fact that
their data corresponds to y<0.4. The solid line shows our
linear fit (see, table 3). QCD predictions obtained using
<k,r>=0.59 (GeV/c) are also shown.
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15

0.5

12 16 20 24

(GeV)

Fig. 19. < P T
> v s .

our linear fit (see table 3).

for TI N data13""16 for /7=0.28. The curve shows
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3.0

2.5

pN—,uV"x

V? =0.22

A OMEGA
O CFS
D R2O9 (ISR)
X CCOR(ISR)

IO 20 30 40

ys GeV
50 60 70

Fig. 20. <p_> vs. s for pN data13'20'23 for / T = 0 . 2 2 . The curve shows
our linear fit (see table 3).
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Status of Experiment 615 at Fermilab Production of Muon
Pairs in the Forward Direction

Presented by W.C. Louis

C. t . A d o l p h s e n , j . P . A l e x a n d e r , K. o . A n d e r s o n , , . Conway , J . h e i n r i c h ,
K. w. ferritt, J . E ••' i c h e r

U n i v e r s i t y o t C h i c a y u

J . t l i as

f e r m i 1 ah

L. I . K o s e n b e r g , u . T . S impson

Iowa S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y

C. b i i n o , j . F. G r e c n h a l g h , n . r . L o u i s , K. T . M c D o n a l d , S. P a l e s t i n i ,
F. C. Shoemaker , A. J . S . S m i t h

P - i n c e t o n U n i v e r s i t y

Eo i 5 i s a e s i y n e u t o s t u d y h i g h x muon p a i r p r o d u c t i o n i n p i on

i n t e r a c t i o n s . The i , ,a jo r g o a l s i n c l u d e a h i g h s t a t i s t i c s a n a l y s i : o f t h e muon

p d i r d n j j l d r a i s t r i D u t i o n s i n 8 and <f a t h i g h x , a s c a l i n g c o m p a r i s o n w i t n

i n c i d e n t p i on momenta o f 7b ana 250 b e V / c , and a c o m p a r i s o n o f muon p s i r

p r o d u c t i o n v . I t h i n c i j e n t n + and n " Deanis t o e n s u r e t h a t i. , i Lire 11 -Yan p r o c e s s i s

t h e u u ' i i i n a n t s o u r c e o f muon p a i r s .

F i g u r e 1 shows t r i e l a y o u t o f t h e e x p e r i m e n t , w h i c h i s l o c a t e d i n t h e

i - e r i i - i l j u P r o t o n west a r e a . I n c i d e n t p i o n s w i t h momenta o f 75 o r 250 GeV7c e n t e r

r run. m e l e f t and i n t e r a c t i n a 2ucm W t a r g e t . U p s t r e a m o f t h e t a r g e t a r e t h e a

•jnd s s c i n t i 1 I a t o r s w h i c h v e t o e v e n t s w i t h h a l o muons i n t h e beam. Downs t ream o t

t r i e t a r g e t i s t h e ' ' iass S e l e c t i o n Magnet w h i c h i s made f r o m ZGS r i n g i i a g n e t s ana

nas ,jn a p e r t u r e o f 1.30 * O.bb m 2 . The m a g n e t , f i l l e d w i t h Be, BeO, a i c C, has a

'?.1 beV .c i : ;o inent jT ^ i c k ana i s d e s i g n e d t o e l i m i n a t e h a a r o n s f r o m t h e i n c i d e n t
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pion interaction and to enable the mass processor to function. The mass

processor uses hodoscope information and will be implemented in future runs to

trigyer on only muon pairs with mass > ?.5 GeV/c 2.

Following the Selection Magnet are 9 planes of MWPC's, the analysis maynet

KOSIE, 12 planes of arift chambers, and the C and U scinti1lators. The magnet

ROSIt has a 0.8 GeV/c momentum kick and an aperture of i.H * 0.9 m 2. Located

farthest downstream are the E and F scintillates with Fe blocks in front to

filter any remaining haclrons. For our preliminary run the trigger was simply a 2

track pattern in the I, L), E, ana F scinti11 - .urs.

E615 has just recently come into operation; the major data taking will oegin

next year. The detector installation began on April 1, 1982 and was completed on

May 20, 1982. This allowed a few weeks of data collection before the Fermi lab

shutdown on June 14. Approximately 17 million events were written on tape during

this preliminary test run with a pion intensity of about 1 0 8 iT/burst of 260

GeV/c for 2 * l O 1 2 protons on target. The main objective of this first run is to

check with a few times more events than experiment E444 the observation that the

muun pair angular distribution changes from a (1 + cos 29) form at low x toward a

sin 28 form at high x. Figure 2 displays a "typical" event from Run 169 where the

pion intensity was more than 1U 8 iT/burst. Although events were not always tnis

clean, the Selection Magnet was very effective in preventing hadron punch-

tnrouyh.

The raw mass distribution from 1.1.3 * l'J5 triggers is shown in Figure 3

after a x2 cut has been imposed requiring that the two muons reconstruct to the

target. This represents U . K of the present data sample. The J/1> has a FWHh of

~ 450 MeV/c 2 wnich corresponds, to a b% mass resolution. A 3% mass resolution is

expected at 9 beV/c 2. The mass resolution is very sensitive to the target-

absoruer configuration, and we hope to improve the resolution for the next -un.
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There are about 10 3 J/i|>'s ana 29 events above 4 GeV/c2 in Figure 3. Therefore,

we expect ~ l.b * 10 5 J/*'s and ~ 4 x lu 3 events above 4 tieV/cz from the present

data sample. Furthermore, we expect ~ b times the nunber of events at high x as

experiment 1.444.

The raw x P cos8, and $ distributions of J/ j> events are shu»,'n in Figures

4-7. These Distributions are uncorrected for acceptance and show indirectly the

acceptance of the apparatus. The acceptance rises with increasing *_., resulting

in in -x^.' of ~ 0.4u, but decreases slowly with pj, where the \pj> is ~ 1.0

beV/c. Tne»-e is acceptance over the full ran^j of 8 and $>.

Experiment E615 is ready to continue data taking as soon as beam returns

next year. With better mass resolution and a trigger processor to reduce Ui^

number of low mass evenfs, we expect to obtain 10 times as much dat , at jj '_.ci//c

as with this first, test run. Also, there wi 1' be data runs at 7b GeV/c with

incident n~ ana n+ beams. The apparatus will be capable of handling a u

intensity u
; 109/sec which should correspond to more protons than the total

pro on intensity of the Fennilah "Tevatron hra".
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The Q Distribution in the !>re!3.-Van i'rpcess

J.C. Collins
Physics Department

Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago, Illinois 60616

Davison E. Soper
Institute of Theoretical Science

University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Oenrge Sterman
Institute for Theoretical Physics
State University of New York

Stoney Brook, New York 11794

presented by Davison E. Soper

ABSTRACT

" We d iscuss the s t r u c t u r e of the Q d i s t r i b u t i o n of Drell-Yan dimuon

pai^t that is predicted in QCD, provided that certain factorization proofs

work as anticipated.
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In this talk 1 will discuss the QCD prediction for the transverse momentum

distribution of diir.uon pairs in the Drell-Yan process, A t- B -*• p + u + X. These

predictions are bated on a form of factorization, which raay be called factorization

at measured Q , that is more powerful than the usual integrated-over-Q. factorization

Arguments at all orders of perturbation theory have been presented []]

tD establish factorization at measured Q in the case of the crossed process

+

e + e -» A + B + X. As the participants at this workshop know very well , factor-

ization in the Drell-Yan process is a controversial topic because the effect of

soft gluon exchanges between the incoming hadrons i*; not fully understood. 1 will

not discuss that controversy in this talk. 1 will simply assume that factorization at

measured Q holds in QCD and that the factors representing partori distribution

functions f /«^x'^"^ a r e t n e same hadron matrix elements of operators that appear

in the QCD formula for deeply inelastic lepton scattering.

PARTON MODEL

I will begin by analyzing dimuon production in the parton model. Most of the

ideas in this discussion date back to the original paper c" Droll and Van [2], 1

want to remind the readers of these ideas, and to establish some notation that will

be useful when we discuss dlmuo:- production in QCD.

The carton model for dimuon production is illustrated in Fig 1. Hadron A has

a large momentum P in the +z direction and hadron B has a large momentum P in the

Of

Fig. 1 The parton model for dimuon production
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+ -S o 'i _u n 3

-z direction. Thus Pft = 2 (P^ + P^) and P = 2 '(P. - P ) are large. In the

c m . frame, P = P s (s,'2) ~". It is convenient to use the variables 0" = Q •-,

v = 'iln(0 /') ) and '.i to describe the- dimuon momentum 0 .

In the Orell-Yan model, a parton from hadron A m< < hi I -: r e.-> with a parton

from hadron B. The parton from hadren A carries a large + component of momentum
k = x ,P and a much smaller transverse monu-ntum k ; '"he pnrton f r \ii hadron ii carries
A A A ~A

a large - component of momentum k. = :•• ", and a misch smaller transverse momentum k .
B D li ~*Tl

- + +
tine neglects k compared to the large momentum k and neelecus k ; compai--d to k,.

In addition, ) is the sum of the parton transverse momenta

f.e t (*• ( K , k ) d x Gk . i ^ - n o t o t l i e p r o b a h i i i t v [ o f i n d .1 p ! r : 1 n >•: : •,-pt- n i n ,1

h a d r o n < f̂ t v n e A , < a r r v i r m r n o i n e n t u n i f r / i r t i o n x a n d L r m s v o r s t ' "".."'infn tu rn V , T i i e i i t h e

D r e ] 1 - Y a n m o d e l r h a t I h a w j u s t d o . s e r i h u d g i v e s

k B i

w h e r e :< a n d x a r e g i v e n b v ( l i . H e r e t h e n o r m a l i z a t i o n .\ i s
A B

9w s (AJ

A pn rton model en thus Last of some venrs ago would have p ropesed the [ire 11-Yan

median ism as the dominant median i sm for u-pair produc t ion x̂ hen '"' •'• i.i „ However

there could be other mechanisms at work tci produce those few dimuon pa i r s that have

large t rans ve rse uiomcn ta , Q "" Q. f hese other rr.. c'l-i'--. i^rs are represented by the
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term Y(Q^'/. So f a r , working e n t i r e l y within the parton model, we don ' t know what form

the large Q cor rec t ion term Y might t ake , but we do i n s i s t tha t '•' he negl igable

compared to the f i r s t term in O> -..I,en Q̂ , <( Q.

I now want to rewr i te the parton model r e su l t (3) in a form that turns a k ' -

convolution in to a product . I wr i te

do
.- . . . -„_.. . _

a a | ~ - - »- u.- - .- . - w /
2 T

dQ dyd(.)

Then the e s s e n t i a l information about the cross sec t ion is contained in the function

W, and UT is a product

Here

is r.he f:ourier transform of the parton distribution.

Let us denote by f , (x)dx the probability to find a parton that carries a

momentum fraction x. That is,

fa/A ( x ) =

This function is measured in deeply inelastic lepton scattering. (] continue here

to assume the parton model;. It will prove useful to define functions g ,,(x,b)

bv

(9)

Then, because of (8), g , (x,b) obeys the normalization condition
a / A
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The function exp(-g ; (x,b)) i s the Fourier transform of the t ransve i se momentum

d i s t r i b u t i o n of the p.irtons that carry momentum fract ion x. V\>r ins tance , suppos

1 _ k
2 / 2

fP ( x , k T ) = f , . ( x ) — e V i . ,
a/A I ;i " 2

> 2
where = -' i"*̂  - is possiblv x dependent. Then

8a/Afx.b) » ',.>
2 •

'. r,c-w summd i' i ztj t he pa rton moa _i resu 11 :

"me funcLi •'ii-; ' •••),: ,\ "if independent of Q" in the model. This (j~ independence is

the parton model's fatal flaw. At b = 0, W'.xA,xB>0) is in fact observed to be

2
more or less independent, of 0 . however, experiment indicates that the b dependence

of W( :< •, ,xR ,b) cii.m^es ns Q" increases. We must therefore Kive up the naive parton

mode] and look to QCP for an explanation of the experimental results.

QCD

The behavior of the t ransverse momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n of dimuon pa i r s that i s

predic t ! d bv OCI) is qui te d i f ferent from that predicted by tht1 parton model. The

difference a r i s e s from the case of emi t t ing bremsstrahlung ^Juo- s :n hard processes

in ocn. The 'Temsstrahlung gluons e a r n away t ransverse momentum and thus broaden

the observed Q d i s t r i b u t i o n when i)1" is l a rge .

I wi l l s t a t e the QCD r e s u l t on the assumption that everything works for

+ + - *
A +B ->• a + y + X in the same simple way tha t i t works for e + e -*-A + B + X.

*This faclo- : : :a t ion for e "e ' annih i la t ion i s described in [ 1 ] . I t i s t r ans l a t ed to
the Diell-Yan process in f^ l .
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We are working on proving this factorizati on-at-mensured-Q.,, result for Lhe Drell-

Yan process, and ha^c made some progress [3]. (I remind the reader, however, that

factorization in the Drell-Yan process is ( onrvu\ >-r.,' ai. ) 'nhe QC.D result is

suncosed to hold for ail values of Q (including Q = 0) in the limit Q" -* °°.

Tv -tate the QCD result, one again writes

I: e 2 do e 1^ " ~ V + Y (Q'") . (12)
a 3 , "" a

dQ2dydQT

T T
The large Q correction terir, is easily computable. One thinks of Q as

large and computes the cross section in the usual factorized form, working, say,

to order a . This computed cross section is singular as Q,_- 0. It behaves like

2 2

1/Q... times logs as Q.r -* 0 with 0" and y held fixed. Now one subtracts the singular

" 1/Q '- lot;;" terras fror1. the computed cross section. The remainder' is Y. (7 he

singular terms art- included in W).

The V term in (12) contributes most of the cross section when 0-p •- 0. In

the parCon model, W scaled: it was ind-i-per'.dent rf Q", h: QC1), W depends on
Q"~. It assumes the factorized form

W./x^.x ,b,Q) = V(Q) [Q"h'"]UbJ V(l/b)" ( 2")~^,/ AC
x
A'

b ) (2") »a/B < xB' b ) ( 1 3 )

This form holds for all b. The function L(b) and V(L/b) are perturbatively

computable when b << L/J.. All of the information on the structure of hadrens if.

contained in the functions " /A(
x
Aib) and &. , (x ,b). These functions do not depend

on Q. When b <* I/A, one has

^a/A(XA'b) -" fa/A(xA; 1 / b ) ( I 4 )

with corrections that are computable in an expansion in powers of ^ d / b ). Here
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(assuming what may be called strong scaling) the function f ,.(x;l/b ) is the same

hadron matrix element of operators that is measured in deep inelastic scattering.

2 2 2

The renortnalization scale "Q"" in f(x;Q ) has been set equal to l./b . The structure

of eq.(13j is described in more detail in ref [I],

We now have the following problem. When b 2 I/A > W has a ceitiin structure

as indicated in eq. (13), but the various functions of b are not perrurbatively

computable. When b <^ I/A , much more information is available from the use of

perturbation theory in ci ' 1/M . We must find some way of joining the ?• neral form

at large b to the specific formula at small h. One way to do this is to define

a variable

w h e r e Qn/<- m a r k s t h e b e g i n n i n g of t l i " r e g i o n i n w h i c h ~ t _ ( l / b ) i s " s m a l l e n o u g h "

t o i u R t i f y p e r t u r b a t i o n t h e o r y . F o r s m a l l b , o n e l i a s b , ~ b . But b , s 2/Qn

a l w a y s , s o t h a t a p e r t u r b a t i o n e x p a n s i o n i n p o w e r s of a ( 1 / b . ) i s a l w a y s j u s t i f i e d .

One now w r i t e s W(b) i n t h e fo rm

VJ(b)

W(h) - W(
W ( b . •>

One can vise perturh-ation theory to wr i t e W(b^) in tlie form

where S(O,b ) i s a ce r t a in pe r tu rba t i vely computable funct-ion. Using eq. (13) , we

see that the second factor assumes the factor!zed form

- g a / B ( V b ) (18)
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We cannot compute tho functions gj(b) g . (x,b), but, since bft/b ' 1 as b * 0,

we do know that

g2(b), g]/A(x,b) - 0 as b •• 0. (19)

SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION' O1' QfD KFSULTS

Our QCD r e s u j t now t a k e s t h e form

(20)

which is to be inpert^d into eq, (12). (Here and below there appear ctrtain

"presciption fixing" constants c. and c . The value of these constants is arbitrary.

They were set equal tc 1 in the previous section.) The variables x and xn are given

in eq. (1). At higher orders of pe.rturbation theory, f.i/A(x) Is replaced

by a convolution.

of f with a per'urbatlvely calculable Wilson coefficient r .

I would lik" to provide some intuitive interpretation for the fattor= in tb

forTtuj a:

(1) r | l / A(* A;c^) e-^/A<V">

This is the (Vourier transform of the) "primordial" parton distribution that

one would see using a parton probe that has a time resolution I/At ~ Q

(2) 2
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The Drell-Yan process probes the annhilating quarks at a time resolution I/it ~ 0.

At this high resolution one can see the k kick given to the annihilating quarks by

gluons emitted just before Che annihilation; if the probe had worse time resolution,

these kicks would not be seen because there would be enough tine for the quarks to

reabsorb the gluons. The factor given above represents the kT smearing due to soft

(HJ < -Vj) <;'uy!P as the resolution is increased from I/At ~ Qp to I/At ~ Q.

(3) e~" ̂ ' *'

This factor represents the k smearing due to hard (q... > Q ) gluons as the

resolution is increased from n to Q. It is perturbatively calculable and has the

form

2^2

(See r e f s [ 1 ] , [ 4 ] f o r more d e t a i l s ) .

QUKSTTONS

I now have r.cme ques t ions fe r experiraenta] i s t s :

I . ')o we see th» proper p e r t u r b a t l v r behavior when q i ? l a rge?

'••.'hen 0 and Q are larf>e, tti<" c ross s e c t i o n should be dominated by f i r r t

order p ? r t u r b a t i v * ^rsph". 1 ike t h a t shr<wn in Kit;. 2 . 'iliis i s a good p lace tc

coni^'irt*. theor1/ ar d r;-:per ime:i! because l-.pre the t hrorv i s r t^pecinl! ; si-nplr

' assuming factririzsti en) .
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'• 'ig ?. A typical •j-if. 0. i,-raph that c(ntri'\:tfs 'J tie Trell-"Hn cross

section -vUen 0 T is "!«rg<?

The first order graphs dominate the cross section da/dQ dydQ only when Q is

large. For instance, the ratio R of second order graphs to first order graphs is,

2
verv roughly, R a a (Q) ln*"(Q/Q ). Therefore R << 1 only if Q >> Q = Q exr

s T 1 H1N

{-fa (Q)] 2 }. Thus for Q = 10 GeV, say, first order perturbation theory is

relevant when 0 is several Ge . Unfortunately, the cross section is qui'.e small

when 0 is th.'t large.

2. Do we see l/0,t behavior when Q << 0 <'<Q?

9
The first order graphs are all proportional to 1/Q^ times a logarithm when

0 <<Q. This scaling law is characteristic of field theories that are renormalizabJe

but not superrenormalizable Q> 1 However, this simple 1/0 behavior is only to be

expected when there is a large range of 0 such that Q <<0 <<Q. This requires

a verv large value of 0.

3. In cases (1) and (2), do we see the opposite side jet?

A. Do we see 0 broadening as Q and s increase?

Let us no1..- shift our attention from the large Q regior to the region of small

and moderate Q , O < Q < 0 . T h i s r e g i o n c o n t a i n s m o s t o f t h e d a t a . L e t u s
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consider the cross section as a function of Q at two different values of 0 , We hold

Q /s and y fixed so that x. and x in eq (1) are kept the same. 1 er.Tihnsize that the
A D

complete shape of the 0 distribution is of Interest here, not just the value of

2
The prediction of eq.(20) is that the Q distribution should broaden as Q

increases. See Fig 3. (That is, the peak in W(b) should become narrower).

This broadening arises mathematically from the factors exp(-S(Q,bj.)) and

Q.'

Fig 3 Broadening of the 0 distribution

exp(-ln(Q /Qii) SiCb)) in eq. (20). Physically, the Q T broadening arises from the

increased gluon bremsstrahlung as the annihilation is made more violent. Thus this

broadening is characteristic of a gauge theory.

The function g,(b) in eq.(20) is not known since it is not useful to calculate

gj(b) in low order perturbation theory. Instead, one must measure this function.

2
Data at two different values of Q suffice for this measurement.

5. Is the broadening independent of beam, target, x, and x ?

2
The perturbatively calculated function S(Q ,b]V) in eq. (20) is independent

of beam, target, x^ and x^. The function g-,(b). as fit from experimental data,
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should be independent of these variables also. The physical reason for this

independence is that the add-tional bremsstrahlung that is responsible for the

broadening happens at the last moment before the annihilation. The annihilating

quarks are involved in this process, but information about the hadrons1 momenta

or flavor cannot be communicated on such a short time scale.

6. Is the Q dependence of the Q broadening correctly given by eq.(20)?

2
One can test the prediction for the Q dependence by using data that has a big

range of Q. For instance, data at Q = 8 and 20 GeV could be used to fix gn(b) and

the other functions g / A ^ J , ^ ) , %, •;^xB»b) i n ecJ'(20)- Then one has a prediction

with no adjustable parameters at the Z mass, Q z 90 GeV. (I assume for siiv.plicitv

tlv-c the value ct A. is taken from other experiments).

7. How does the primordial k function g . (x,b) behave?
T a/ A

a) What is its dependence on b? An obvious conjecture is that exp(-g) is

Gaussian, so that g ~ h u b.

b) What is its dependence on x? An obvious conjecture is that ^ is x dependent

and increases as x increases. This corresponds to the physical picture of

a closely bunched core of large x partons surrounded by a large fluffy

cloud of small x partons.

c) What is its dependence on the hadron flavor A ani quark flavor a?

d) What if the "hadron" A is a nucleus, A = Cn, Pb etc? Here one can offer

the conjecture that

where p denotes a proton and A is the nucleon number of the nucleus A.

To understand this conjecture, one must know that the parton distribution

functions used in deriving eq.(2~ contain a mathematical representation of

a color 3 probe, the incoming antiquark from the other hadron. The probe

enters the nucleus and annihilates with a quark inside r . of the nucleous.

Following the physical picture presented by Bodwin, Brodsky and u Dage
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at this workshop and in earlier publications [6], we notice that the probe

may scatter off of roughtly R. nucleons, absorbing transverse momentum

from each of them, before hitting the target quark. The observed k
T

distribution would be broadened accordingly.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contracts

DE-ATO6-76ER-70004 and DE-AC02-80ER-10712 and by the U.S. National Science

Foundation under contract PHY-81-0911C.
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SOFT GLUON EFFECTS IN HADRON COLLISIONS

M. Greco
CERN, Geneva (Switzerland) and
INFN - Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Frascati (Italy)

Most of the cross section for dilepton production in hsdron collisions is concentrated

at low transverse momentum p , where soft gluon effects in QCD play a very important

role, as recently recognized by many authors . Here we wish to give a short account of

the present phenomenological status of the calculations, which are basod on various

techniques for summing leading and subteading logarithms of perturbative QCD . I will

mainly discuss p effects arising in Drell-Yan processes, giving finally some suggestions

that similar mechanisms are also responsible for the large production of transverse

energy observed in pure hadronic collisions at the SPS and collider energies.

Among the most spectacular QCD effects are the p effects which are caused by

gluon bremsstrahlung. These have been extensively studied in e+e" annihilation and Drell-

Yan processes and can be very easily measured in the latter reaction by observing the

transverse momentum distribution of the Jepton pair. In particular one expects, for the

average p ,

<P i
2

> = a s(Q2)Sf(t ,a s(Q2)) + ... , (1)

where the dots indicate terms which are constant with S and may be ascribed to an

intrinsic transverse momentum of the partons. However the observation ' of a linear

increase with S of < p >, for fixed t, is in qualitative agreement only with first order

results. Furthermore, the x dependence of < p, > predicted by the theory is wrong .
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The comparison of the absolute distributions from first order diagrams with data is also

not very satisfactory. To explain the data one needs quite a large value of the intrinsic

transverse momentum < p. > . ~ 1 GeV , which is also required to increase slowly with

S ( 3 l

However this failure of perturbation theory in accounting for the observed features

of the data is not dramatic. In fact one has to distinguish three different regions in p : (i)
2 7 2 2 2 2 2

p. ~Q(Q ), (ii) A <.<. pi « Q and (iii) A < p . . As well known, it is only in the first region

that a detailed comparison with lowest order perturbation theory makes sense and even

there 0(« ) corrections can be sizeably large. This is the case for.tN scattering at high

p , and indeed a large correction factor K'(p )E da /dp I , /
i 1 L + 1| 0(«>0(asV

do/dp I p 2 has been found in Ref. (4) for the non singlet (.T —T ) cross sections.
L -Llo(a) J

Of course the5worry remains of the possible relevance of higher orders. In particular the

question arises wether the resummation of the most important higher order corrections

could be performed to all orders in a .

This problem is directly related to the question of the relevance of the perturbation

theory at intermediate and small p . This issue has received much theoretical attention
(5)in very recent years and has been discussed in great detail many times . We sketch here

the main lines. In the region A « p, << Q one has two mass scales, and the large

logarithms a" In n" (Q /p.), (k=0,..., 2n-l), which appear in the perturbative parton cross

sections have to be resummed to all order5. The so called double leading logarithmic

approximation (DLLA), which resums in each order only the dominant terms of the

expansion gives , for fixed a^,

The exponential in the above Eq. corresponds to an effective quark form factor. It
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essentially gives the probability that the massive lepton pair is produced without

emission of gl on having momenta k » p . When p. « Q this probability is very small,

and indeed the DLLA predicts a dip at p =0, which however is quite fictitious. In fact

at small pi, the subleading contributions from multigluon emission with ki. > p. and
2

which add vectorially to give a small p. , become dominant and fill that dip.

It is therefore relevant to keep trace of exact momentum conservation. This can be

most easily done by working in the impact parameter space and one finds '.

oo
± p -_ ' y d db y b p±)exp [j(bf q2 max)] , (3)

with

Pmax dq.

and q ~Q is the phase space limit for the emitted gluons.

The above result explicitly shows the relevance of a detailed understanding of the

subleading corrections to Eq. (2). Thus a systematic investigation of such ternns has been

carried out recently .The result is essentially given by formula like (3), with next to

leading corrections evaluated for the integrand of CO. We will come back to this point

later. On the other hand, from a more phenomenological point of view, it has been

shown the relevant role played by the appropriate use of the exact kinematics in

evaluating in Eq. (t) the emission of soft gluons. This observation has been motived by

analogous results obtained in deep inelastic scattering, and for the K factor in Drell-

Yan ' , where a careful treatment of the kinematics in multigluon emission accounts

for the most important next to leading corrections. More explicitly, with ZST/X.X. and y

the dilepton rapidity, one gets for qi m a x in Eq. (*f)
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— - (5)

Wl + z sin hy

Then a simultaneous analysis of the soft effects to all order in a (Eqs. (3, 4, 5))

for p < p and the hard terms to first and second order in a for p > p , with p — 3

GeV, gives an excellent description of all data available so far, both in .TN and pN

collision, after inclusion of an intrinsic < p. ) • ~0.4 GeV . This last term accounts for

the third region (p|£,.1 ) where iion-perturbative effects are expected to be important. It

can be sirnpiy included in the analysis by inserting in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3) a factor exp.

(_b !<i < p. }. ). The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The S dependence of < p. >

is also found in agreement with data. Thus the inclusion of multigluon effects improves

considerably the agreement of the theory with the data at low p , without the need for

an unnaturally large intrinsic p .The same analysis also suggests a sizeable a

corrections for the Compton term al large p in case of pN collisions.

In view of this success it is important to understand better the role played by the

previous kinematics considerations. As next step, we then compare the above analysis

with the more rigorous results obtained in Ref. (9) in the framework of a systematic
(9)approach to the question of subleading corrections to Eq. (3). The final formula reads

s ( b ' Q 2 )

(7)
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where )v is the Euler constant and K= C,.( Tg'^T^ + Np Tp (- -5") is the group factor

due to the inclusion of the two loop corrections. Finally Y is a correction term which will

reproduce the standard perturbative result at large p . .

Comparing Eqs. (6-7) with (3-4) one notice the appearance of subleading corrections

to (4), as well as the b evolution in the parton densities, which was neglected in (3), in

first approximations. In Figs. 3-4-5-6 we show the comparison of various

approximations to Eq. (3) with the full result of Eq. (6) and with recent NA3 data , in

the soft region p < 3 CeV.
1 ~

In Fig. 3 Eq. (3) is plotted in the leading kinematics approximation q, ~ Q. In Fig.
I max

4 the same equation is shown for q. ,. given by C Clearly the kinematical correction

2 9
is very effective. A value < p. > -0.4 GeV has been used, as in Ref. (10). Next the

_L intr
same formula is shown in Fig. 5, with the b evoiution of the parton density includes, as in
Eq. (6). This inclusion leads to a slight increase of < p. >. t o ~ 0.6 GeV . Finally the

2 2

full result (6) is shown in Fig. 6. Again <P| >. t ~ 0.6 GeV . In all these fits a value

A = 0.25 GeV has been used.

From inspection of Figs. 4-5-6 it follows that it is very hard to tell the difference

between the kinematically improved Eqs.(3-5) and the full result (6). Essentially the same

behaviour is found by raising the cm. energy by a factor of ten. The conclusion of this

analysis is therefore in close analogy with what has been previously found in

electroproduction and for the K-factor in Drell-Yan, namely that the use of exact

kinemaui-3 considerations takes into account the dominant corrections to the leading

logarithmic analysis. Furthermore it is clear that the main features of the p effects

observed so far are dominated by soft effects and these are quite we'.i understood in

perturbative theory.

Finally I will briefly discuss the production of transverse hadronic energy in high

energy hadron collisions as the effect of multigluon soft emission from the hadron
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constituents. From the previous analysis cf p effects in Drell-Yan processes, it is clear

that one naturally expects the production of hadrons associated to the lepton pair and

weak bosons as well.
(14)

It has been recently suggested that the same mechanism is also responsible for

the large production of transverse hadronic energy observed in pp and pp collisions at SPS

and collider energies. The idea is quite simple. In any hard scattering process among the

constituents, which for simplicity we will take to be the valence quarks (antiquarks), a

fraction of the initial quark's subenergy ss/s is released in the form of soft QCD

radiation, whose spectrum can be calculated to all orders in a .

Furthermore, the emitted radiation being soft, the corresponding spectrum

factorizes and, to leading order, is independent of the particular hard scattering process.

Summing on the final states and integrating over the initial quark momenta, one obtains

a transve-se momentum distribution and a corresponding transverse energy flow which

should be observable in all high-energy experiments with larger transverse energy

triggers. Of course, the very tail of the spectrum might well be modified by the detailed

dynamics of a particular hard scattering process, similar to what happens in the lepton

pair production when pT~0(Q).

Then the transverse energy distribution, defined as

, hard
A f da..

-jjT- (S) ~ 2" I dx dx2 p. (x.) p. (x2) H (s = x x S), (S)
T ij dE_

where the sum is over the initial partons, is shown in Fig. (7) normalized to the UA1

data . The low energy region is regulated by some energy thershold /s/? large enough

to justify the factorization of the distribution'and the assuption that a hard scattering is

taking place. The shape at large E~ is an absolute prediction. In spite of the simplified

assumption of taking only valence quarks into account the model reproduces qualitatively
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the behaviour of a more complete analysis which includes also gg and qg interactions.

Comparison with pp data at ^00 GeV shows that the strong S dependence observed in the

range ,N/S ~ 27-540 CeV is also well reproduced. Of course these results cannot be trusted

at very large E-. (2E-.& -s/S") where both the soft approximation breaks down and genuine

hard scattering effects are expected to take over. Indeed evidence for jet structure at

very large E_ have very recently suggested

In summary it can be said that our present knowledge of the techniques for summing

leading and subleading logarithms of perturbative QCD provides a succesful framework

for understanding many of the observed features in high energy hard collisions.
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FIG. 1 - p. distributions
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(10)
for jrN collisions: the full line represents the soft

2 2
contribution including an intrinsic < p . >jntr=

0-'* G e V and the dashed one the
annihilation hard term. The < p, > curves are directly obtained from the distributions.
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FIG. 2 - p distributions
1

.0 0) for pN collisions: the fuIJ line represents the total

coni• ibution (soft+intrinsic+hard Compton), the dashed line gives the soft term only. The

< p > curves are directly obtained from the distributions.
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL ISSUES ON LEPTON-PAIR

PRODUCTION, AND (SOME) ANSWERS*

Wu-Ki Tung
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Abstract

Phenomenological issues confronting second-generation

lepton-pair production experiments are reviewed. A study

of the transverse momentum distribution of the lepton-pair,

based on the renormalization group approach of Collins for

the model <J>g theory^is described in detail. The transition

between a low-q formula (due to multi-quanta effects) and

the high g first order perturbative hard-scattering formula
2

is elucidated. The s-,Q -, and y (rapidity) - dependence of

the q distribution is presented. Remarks are made on

extending this calculation to QCD, using the Collins-Soper
formalism.

*Talk given at Workshop on Drell-Yan Processes, Fermilab,

Batavia, IL., USA, 7-8 October, 1982

''"Work supported by National Science Foundation Grant, PHY-81-06908
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I Introduction

The extensive deep inelastic eN, \iN and vN data and the

first generation lepton-pair production (Drell-Yan process)

experiments have convincingly established the quark-parton model

as the underlying picture for hadron structure. Thay also

provide encouraging support for Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) as

-.he basic theory of hadronic interactions, although truly incisive

evidence for this belief is still lacking.

As a probe of hadron dynamics, the deep inelastic scattering

process has several limitations: (i) There is no handle on thn

transverse-momentum distribution of the parton because of the

total inclusive nature of the process, (ii) there is no qualita-

tively distinctive feature which could distinguish QCD from other

possible theories (e.g. the pattern of scaling violation is common

to all types of field theories); and (iii) all measurable gluonic

effects are indirect (i.e. due to loops in a perturbative expansion,

not trees). These limitations can be remedied when the processes

e e~-+hadrons and lepton-pair production are studied in greater

detail in the near future. We shall confine our discussions to

the lepton-pair production process which is the topic of this

conference.

The primary new feature of lepton-pair production over deep-

inelastic scattering is that the lepton-pair can emerge with a

transverse momentum (qj) with respect to the hadronic system. This

can provide clues to: (i) parton transverse momentum distribution

attributable to "soft-gluon" effects,(ii) qualitative correlations

between qT~, x ~ and Q - dependences which are unique to QCD, and

(iii) direct gluonic effects (i.e. due to "tree graphs") at large

qT which also give rise to distinctive angular distributions of the

lepton pair. None of these subjects has yet been studied in any

detail experimentally, but good data appear to be on the horizon.

Although, it is well known that semi-quantitative "moment-analyses"
do seem to favor QCD over other theories.
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ft lot of theoretical activity concerning the soft-gluon effect has

taken place and some aspects of the theory are still controversial

as we learned from yesterday's program . It is important to study

the phenomenological consequences of existing theoretical proposals

for two reasons: (i) to provide guidance for forthcoming experi-

mental analysis of data which may distinguish QCD from other types

of theories, and (ii) to provide a framework for interpreting W~
° — 2

and Z production data in pp colliders if they are found .

For the purpose of this talk I shall ignore the controversy

over factorization : we assume either factorization holds; or, if

it does not, the violation of factorization is not phenomenologically

important. By now, we are all familiar with the Double-Leading-Log-

Approximation (DLLA) result of Dokshitzer, Dyakonov,_and Troyan

(DDT), Parisi, Petronzio, and others on the transverse momentum

distribution of the lepton pair. Some phenomenological work based

on the DLLA formula has been carried out. The comprehensive approach.

of Collins-Soper , which in principle can incorporate all logarithms
2 2 2 2

of large ratios (i.e. m /Q , q-j- /Q ) , has not so far been system-

atically applied to phenomenological analysis . Henca several

outstanding questions remain unanswered: (i) Hov.- good are the DLLA,

and NDLLA (Next-to-DLLA) formulas ' (bearing in mind that the ratios
2 2 2 2

m /qT , q7 /Q are not very large in practice) ?; (ii) What is the
region of validity for the soft-gluon formula vs. that of•the hard

gluon first-order formula? Where and how does the transition from

one regime to the other take place? (iii) Are there distinctive,

qualitative predictions of QCD which can serve as decisive tests of

the thsory? (iv) How sensitively do QCD predictions on transverse

momentum distributions depend upon the uncalculable non-perturbative

(or confinement) effects? (Does the Sudakov factor really perform

its magic of masking the "intrinsic transverse momentum" at

practical energy ranges?) '. I shall report preliminary results

of a systematic program to answer these questions.

For a systematic, recent review and reference, see reference 5.
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These preliminary results deal mainly with applying the

renormalization group approach to a simple, asymptotically free

theory — <j> theory in 6-dimensions. The purposes for this warm-up

exercise are manifold: (i) to try out the formalism and the

methodology; (ii) to set-up the requisite (numerical) computational

framework, generalizable to the QCD case; (iii) to test how well

some important asymptotic renormalization group formulas are

satisfied at finite energies (these results are important to the

understanding of the transition from large to small q T regimes

discussed earlier); and (iv) to study qualitative correlations
2

between the variables (s,Q ,y,qT) which may be contrasted with

those occuring in QCD. It is hoped that the present study can also

serve as a useful pedagogical introduction to the Collins-Soper

formalism which most non-experts in sophisticated perturbative

QCD analysis have found hard to follow. The present study is done

by M. Medina-Garcia, Porter W. Johnson and W.T., the ongoing

QCD calculation is<Aone in collaboration with J.C. Collins, and

applications to W-,Z- boson production will be done in collaboration

with S. Ellis and D. Soper.
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II Model Theory W ) 6 : Formalism

The theoretical framework for calculating the transverse

momentum distribution in the (<Ji )g theory was developed in ref. 9.

Details of the phenomenological study can be found in ref. 10. A

brief summary of important results is given here.

Let <S> be the renormalized field operator of the theory. The

(scalar) "current operator" which plays a role in "lepton-hadron"

processes will be taken to be j = %ZZm<J>R where Z and Zm are

renormalization constants (for the wave function and the mass term

in the Lagrangian respectively). The factorization of the "deep

inelastic scattering" structure function W(x Q ) can be represented

diagramatically as:

FIG. 1
This corresponds to the formula:

w(x,Q2) = (2-1)

where the hard scattering amplitude (or Wilson coefficient) ui can

be perturbatively computed^provided we choose the renormalization

scale parameter u to be of order Q. To leading order in the effective

coupling parameter cc(y), usij, ~2 = 6 (7 -1 ) , so t ha t
W(x,Q) cz f(x,Q). Of course, f(x,u) is the "parton distribution

function" for longitudinal momentum function x at probing momentum

scale v . We also note, to leading order in perturbation expansion.

A2 (2-2)
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"Lepton-Pair Production" at High Transverse Momentum (qT)

The "lepton-pair production" cross-section is proportional

to a hadronic structure function W(q, p.,p2)~xT S J dze "' < p, ,

P2 I [j(
z)'j(°)] I P1rP2>< which is represented diagrarnitically in

Fig. 2a. At large Q and high q T (i.e. q r~0 (Q) )t th<2 structure

function factorizes in the familiar way into a "hard scattering"

amplitude (which generates the large transverse momentum) to and

two parton-distribution-function f,involving collinear partons.

This is represented diagramatically in Pig. 2b. The corresponding

formula is:

^ / j^ % U r,-x.> <• r»-
(Z-ia)

FIG. 2
If we choose ynO (a) , the leading order formula for a is

I• y v* r *
(2-3b)

which arises from the two lowest order diagrams:

J.R
C 7
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Substituting (2-3b) into (2-3a) and rearranging, we obtain

r.

a\ <\r) = JLX,

f,(i,.v[T + "ir
where

It is well known that this first-order formula becomes

singular when extrapolated to zero xT. In fact.

XT

where

(2'5)

Convention^ perturbative formalism does not provide an anser to the

important question: what is the practical region of validity of

Eq. (2-4), or how high is "high <?-"? We shall come back to this

question later.

"Lepton-Pair Production" at Low Transverse Momentum

When q T is of order m (mass of the parton or a typical "hadron" in

the theory), the factorization theorem takes a different form. The

situation is represented diagramatically in Fig. 4.

FIG.
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The corresponding formula is:

where P(x , kT,u) is the parton distribution function for

longitudinal fraction momentum x and transverse momentum k7,

measuxed at probing (momentum) scalep . Again, if/<~0(Q), the

hard scattering vertex function S can be replaced by the leading-

order perturbatrve result which is 1.

By making use of the Fourier-Bessel-Bessel transform of

-r , u. ) (to impact-paramter b-space) , we can rewrite Eq.(2.6)

stir2- J

where - 7? Y
^ * T ' h kT,r) (2_8,

How does one calculate P(x,b;Q)?

Parton Distribution Functions in kT~ and b- Space

The factorization theorem represented by Fig. 4b suggests the

following field theoretic definition of the parton distribution

fuction P(

where G(k,p;^<) is the absorptive part of the 4-point Green's

function. This, in turn, suggests that P(x,kr,i<) satisfies the

following leading order evolution (or renormalization group)

equation at large fA:

There is an intuitive connection between P(x>k ,̂ «) and
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Comparing with Eq. (2-8) we anticipate f(x,vi) to be related to

P (x,b; p), b-*0. However , this limit is a singular one in a renor-

malizable field theory such as (* )£ (Iogith4mically divergent)

The proper connection is :

4 1 T l S h U A f ( $ > (2-12)
where T [ £, yb, a(y) ] is perturbatively calculable for large

and \ib~ 0(1). In fact, to lowest order.

•where the subscript SD denotes "short distance" (i.e. small b) .

Eq. (2-13) is only the first step toward calculation of

P(x,kT,^.) or WL(xlfx2,Q ,qT) . We need (i) F(x,b;/«) as a function

d the independent variable b with (x,u) fixed, and (ii) the

function P(x,b,/O for all b, notAfor small b.

(i) At short distance, P,D (x,b;Q) can be generated from PgD(x,b,g)

by using the evolution equation Eq. (2-10):

(ii) At long distance, we know that non-perturbative effects, such

as confinement,will come in. These are not calculable with present

knowledge. Qualitatively, we expect :

TLP fx;b;a> - A e (2_15
where I/A is of the order of the typical "hadron size", or A is of

the order of the typical hadronic transverse momentum spread

(i.e. 500-700 MeV in the real world).

How do we match the "shjrt-distance" formula (2-14) with the

"long-distance" formula? flow does P(X ,b;Q ) behave in the

'intermediate range"? Before one can answer these questions intel-

ligently, it is necessary to understand the behavior of P (x,b;Q) ,

Eq. (2-13), as a function of b. The important features are:

'i ) in che region where Eq. (2-14) is valid, i.e. bA<< f and A<<Q/

i|D(x,b;Q) decreases as b increases; (ii) when extrapolated

(beyond its range of validity) toward b = -j-, v diverges due to
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the factor £<(•£) = i (In-—)"1. A typical curve of PJi;(s,b;Q) is

presented as the solid line in Fig. 5a and 5b (only for small b!).

It is a common practice to avoid the above artificial

singularity by substituting in Eq. (2-14) cX (u. ) for c*. {fi) . where

> A (2-16)

This leads to

(2-17)

.oas is illustrated in Fig. 5a by the dashed line.

There is no argument in principle for, or against^ thii prescription,

but it does appear to be artificial and inconvenient for two reasons.

First, the behavior (2-17) is not a natural extension of the proper

behavior shown by the solid line in Fig. 5a, the resulting function

is not very smooth and it is quite sensitive to the arbitrary parameter

QQ. Secondly, the behavior (2-17) does not "flow." into the expected

long-distance behavior represented by Eq. (2-15). These shortcomings

translate into serious practical problems in numerical calculations

because artificial "kink" in b-space give rise to artificial oscillation.

in the variables kT and qT when the Four^ier transform is computed.

P(X.b.Q)

(a)

1 2 3
(G-e. V")

P(x,b. a)

FL

FIG. 5

2 3
( G e v -;

(b)
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Whereas there is no unique way of solving this problem, it is

reasonable to seek a prescription which smoothly interpolates between

the short-distance and the long-distance formulas. One example of

such a prescription is to make the substitution :

where cl*lf,) = i-/ JU f l + £ I n + (£)*!} (2-18)
and 0 is a number wh?.ch controls the behavior of cA for small f4. First

we have ^ {p) CfoH/A) for JW>>,4>/\ as required. When extrapolatedin the

other direction, as needed for "long distance".

Hence the evolution factor in Eq. (2-13), for instance, decreases

with increasing b for large b as

Results on 1>SD (x,b,Q) calculated using this method is depicted in

Fig. 5b. In this example, we use the A parameter of Eq. (2-.15) so

that smooth transition to the long distance is assured.

Ansatz For the Parton Distribution Function

Taking into account all the considerations so far, we adopt

the following Ansatz for the parton distribution function:

where c ir an arbitrary constant of order one, and d denotes a

modified -fective coupling parameter of the type discussed above.

This formula applies to the full range of b. It coincides with the

perturbative formula Eq. (2-14) at short distance, behaves as the

phenomer.ological form Eq. (2-15) at long distance and smoothly

interpolates between the two regions.

Substituting Eq. (2-21) into the formula for W_, Eq. (2-7), we

can calculate the expected low-q._ cross-section. Before getting

into the numerical calculation however, it is useful to examine

the qualitative behavor of W . This information is useful for

considering the transition from W to Wj., Eq. (2-4).
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Large qT Limit of WL (s ,y,T,qT)

Although the particular form of factorization which led to the

formula for W , Eq. (2-6), applies only in the small q _ region

(qT~ni), examining how that function extrapolates to large qT can

shed light on the transition to W, .

The large qT behavior of the Fourier-Bessel integral is, of

course, determined by the small b (v— ) behavior of the integrand.

According to our discussion, that is dominated by the perturbative
8 9

factor. One can show that ' , in the q-»Q (x + t) limit, W

approaches a limiting function which is identical in form to W,

Eo. (2-5). This is interesting, since previously W was derived

as the xt->0 limit of W . (Recall WK is the order o£ "hard scattering'

cross-section.) Since the two limits apply in two different regimes,

this result does not imply directly that WH and WL are equal in

any kinematic region. One of thi important objectives for our

numerical calculation is to study systematically the behavior of

W.., Wr, and W in order to understand the transition from one region

to the other. In particular, we will evaluate the prescription
f\ Si

adocated by Collins and Soper ' that the cross-section for all

qT'to be given by
W(sT,y,qr) = WL - W + WH. (2-22)

The motivation for this Ansatz is clear: at low q , W approaches
_ as T H _
W, one expects W a W as desired; wherê , at high qT , W approaches W,

hence W-=W,T as should be the case. Does this scenario work in this
n

model theory at realistic energies? We shall see.
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III Model Theory - Numerical Results

Using the formalism of Sec. II, we calculate the three

functions WH [Eq.(2-4)], W [Eq.(2-5)], and W^lEqs.(2-7) and

(2-21)] over a wide range of kinematic variables s (total energy

squared), T (Q /s), y (rapidity of the virtual photon if) , and q T

(transverse momentum of y) . The calculational scheme is developed

to be easily extendable to the QCD case. (See next section for

comments on the QCD calculation.)

The main input needed for these calculations is the parton

longitudinal momentum distribution function f(x,Q). This function
ft g

satisfies an evolution equation ' (in Q) which allows its

determination provided f(x,Q = Q ) is given at some Q . The

results presented here are based on the choice
f(x, Q 2 = 1,8 GeV2) = X°-7(l-x)2-.6 (3.1)

The evolution in Q is calculated by a numerical program based on

the technique of Furmanski and Petronzio.

A typical case which displays most of the common features is

given in Fig. 6a. Here the functions W {dahcd IiVie cu^ye ) W

(solfd liVie .) , and W H ( Ja.$h- dotted) , are plotted against the

transverse momentum variable qT in a log-log scale. Values of the

kinematic variables (s,T,y) are shown on the graph. The parameters

A, and A have the values 0.J5, and 1.0 (GeV) respectively. The

numerical parameter c in Eq. (2-21) is taken to be 1.

— —2

The function W, being proportional to q^ , appears as a

straight line on this plot. One immediately notices that, on the

one hand, the W curve appears to converge to the W line for

q <8GeV and, on the other hand the W, curve appears to converge on

it for q ZlQGeV. This is the expected behavior discussed in the

previous section. This general feature suggests that the transition

from the low q T formula (W ) to the high q T one (W ) can be made

smoothly and naturally. It is a significant result,as earlier

studies have mostly applied one or the other formula with arbitrary

limits on where the results are expected to hold.
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Do the apparent convergences of the curves shown on Fig. 6a

imply that Eq. (2-22) is an accurate formula for the cross-section

for all qT? Actually, the answer is no. Caution must be exercised,

and a modified prescription must be adopted at both ends of the g

range.

(i) For low q , as mentioned earlier Wa diverges and W

represents its most divergent part (~qT ) - The difference (WH~W)

not only does not vanish, it still diverges as In qT. For the

kinematic range represented in Fig. 6a, this difference becomes

greater than V?L, the correct answer, below q = lGeV. Although this

implies that Eq. (2-22) cannot be strictly apflied in this region,

it is apparent from Fig. 6a that, since (W -W) is already negligible

as compared to Wr throughout the range l<qT<10GeV, it should simply

be disregarded in the very small qT region.

(ii) A similar situation occurs at large q : although the two

functions W and W approach each other as expected, the difference

(W^-W) is not negligible as compared to the supposed true answer,

WH. The latter decreases faster to zero as x T increases toward the

kinematic boundary x m a x ~Min {x,x_ » (1-x.)1-x,)K (The formulas for

W and W , appropriate for low q , do not "know" the kinematic

boundary.) Again Eq. (2-22) fails as it stands. But inspection of

Fig. 6a suggests it is reasonable to disregard W^ - W beyond the

region g -10 Gev when all three functions are comparable in size.

Fig. 6b shows the combined qT~distribution using the criteria

described above in a more familiar semi-logrithmic format.
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Does the smooth, and relatively unambiguous, transition from

W to Wt, always work in this model? Our systematic study indicates
3that the answer is yes provided the energy s is high (say, 10 GeV) ,

and the values of and y are such that are not too close to the

kinematic boundary. Details are given in ref.io. Only two general

remarks will be made here.

(i) The precentage difference (W,, - W)/W is of order xTlr.xT.

Fig. 6a shows that the two curves are practically indistinguishable

below xT~0.1. At high energies, this condition is generally satisfied

over the whole range where the cross-section is not too small.

Therefore, in general W alone represents a good approximation to

the cross-section over the measurable range. W takes over only

at such high qT that the cross-section is too small to be detected.

The only exception occurs for very large or very smallt when the

kinematic boundary condition is such that x aK«I , hence W is

forced by kinematic constraints to deviate significantly from W

even if the absolute value of xT is small.

(ii) The fractional difference (W- W)/W is of order o((qT)

and is rather insensitive to the values of other variables such as

s and T . At high energies, the convergence of the W and W

curves occurs at quite small values of x7, whereas for relatively

low s, this may not occur at all because q is restricted by the

condition q <x /s.

These discussions suggest two common scenarios in addition

to the situation shown in Fig. 6. These are represented schematically

in Figs. 7a and 7b. The first one, (Fig. 7a) illustrates the case

at very high energies when there is a large range of overlap of

the two regions in which (Wt - W)/W and (WH - W)/W are small res-

pectively .The second case (Fig. 7b)/prevalent at lower energies,

is marked by no overlap of the two regions; and, in addition,

the kinematic boundary sets in before W and W begin to converge.
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In this latter instance the present formalism is clearly not use-

ful. On the one hand, the allowed kinematic region is inappro-

priate for W^; on the other hand, the formula for Wj_ cannot be

trusted because it ignores the nearby kinematic boundary condi-

tion.

An interesting practical conclusion which can be drawn from

the high energy situations is that, to a very good approximation,

the Wj. formula alone represents the expected physical cross-

section over the measurable range of qT.

Figure 8 shows the calculated cross-section at f ixed "C(=0 .05)

and y (=0) for four values of s. The shape of the q -distribution

is very similar; with only the normalization increased with energy.

(The change is a combination of linear increase due to an explicit

S factor and a logithmic decrease due to scaling violation effect

of the parton distribution functions.) The shape, of course,

reflect primarily the imput Gaussian "intrinsic" momentum distri-

bution. Thus, in this model theory, the qT~distributions are

quite conventional, with few distinctive features. The situation

should be quite different for the QCD case where the Sudakov

factor plays an important role and it has quite specific energy

and Q dependences.

Figure 9 shows the q -distribution for •f'ouV values of t

at the same s and y. Fig 10 shows the same for three values of y

at the same 5 and e. The relative simple behavior of these curves

serves as a useful reference to be compared and contrasted to

corresponding QCD predictions.
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IV Remarks on the QCD Calculation

Since the QCD calculation is not yet fully carried out, only

a number of qualitative remarks can be made

(i) Although the theory becomes much more complicated due to the

presence of soft vector gluons, the net result of the Collins-Soper

analysis is that much of the phenomenological formalism discussed

in Sec. II still applies with the addition of a Sudakov factor

e (see ref. 4,5,6). The leading behavior of S at high energies

corresponds to the known DDT and Parisi-Petronzio results.

(ii) The numerical calculation proceeds in the same way as

described above with the addition of quark flavors and gluons.

The presence of the Sudakov factor makes the task of tying the

short-distance and long-distance behavior of the b-space integration
c

much easier. The fact that a "double logrithim" occurs in the

expon'.ent to suppress large impact parameter contributions naturally

bridges the two regions in a way which will make the corresponding

situation described in Sec. II look artificial.

(iii) Since the Sudakov suppression factor increases in effectiveness

in b-space at high energies, the corresponding qT-distribution for

the cross-section due to soft gluon effects will become broader

as s increases. The relative size of this soft contribution

compared to the first order hard scattering contribution at high qT

is not clear to us at this stage.

In any case, it seems certain that there will be interesting,

distinctive correlations between the q^-distribution and s-.x-and y-

depandence unique to QCD. The results of Sec. Ill also suggests

that the interplay of the soft contribution and the hard contribution

should be quite interesting. We hope to report on quantitative

findings on these matters, as well as applications to other

processes soon.
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ABSTRACT

A calculation of QCD non-abelian effects in Drell-Yan pair production

is presented. The calculation makes use of a LLA Monte Carlo technique. Large

deviations from the conventional non-singlet approximat:on, which neglects the

non-abelian features of QCD, emerge at the energies of the CERN and Fermilab

pp colJiders. Specifically, the mean p of Drell-Yan pairs is expected to

rise by factors when moving up to Fermilab collider energies at fixed dimuon

mass. By contrast the conventional non-singlet (abelian) approximation yields

a relatively flattish behavior.

INTRODUCTION

Perturbative QCD calculations of transverse momentum properties in Dreil-

Yan pair production presented so far make use of two possible approximation

schemes'.

i) C(c^, ) (or O(o( )) approximation, in which only lowest order
1 i- S

perturbative graphs are considered:

ii) leading logarithm approximation (LLA) in which all contributions

2 n

<%/ ( O^r in Q ) arc resummed .

In spite of -ts frequent phenomenologi cal use, the 0( CX'. ) (or 0(o/ ))

approximation presents divergences for p 0^ 0 which have to be treated with

ad hoc procedures . In addition, this approximation is theoretically valid

only for p Oc M ^ I A > which is a statistically poor region of phase space.
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The LLA applies to the interval j\_ <<(. p « M M M ' which covers

the important region of phase space, relevant for1 phenomenological cons.dera-

tions. It was originally introduced in the context of Drell-Van pair produ-

ction in ref. 2, and has been subsequently modified by Pari.si and Petronzio^.

Since then the LLA approach for calculating QCD in Drell-Yan pair production
4

has been the object of intense study . Most of these calculations use

conventional analytic techniques and because of that they have to make a

simplified treatment of the kinematics and are limited to the non-singlet

contribution only. This means to disregard what is at the very heart of QCD,

i.e. its characteristic non-abelian structure.

Non-singlet graphs (fig. I) are those in which the annihilating quark

is the same ^uark which is originally probed in the colliding hadron. They

are exactly the same graphs which would be found in an abelian theory (e.g.

QEI)).

Singlet graphs (fig. 1) are the only ones which feel the presence of the

triple-gluon vertex in the theory, i.e. which reflect the non-abelian

structure of QCD. Because of the greater strength of the triple-gluon coupling

with respect to that of the quark-giuon vertex, they are bound to induce a

much higher multiplicity of quanta in the final state than in the non-singlet

case. This entails a higher numher of "kicks" which are received by the

annihilating quarks, and therefore a higher p for the Drell-Van pair.

In order for the triple-gluon coupling effects to fully shcu up, however,

one needs a sufficiently ample phase volume. In fact, if phase space

restrictions anyway limit the emission to a few quanta, the dynamical

difference between singlet and non-singlet is too much compressed to be

visibly appreciated. The CERN and Fermilab pp colliders, therefore, should be

the natural places where to look for such ef/ects.

Non-abelian graphs are practically impossible to calculate analytically,

or at least no one has attempted to do it so far. One needs for that a more

powerful technique. We have used the LLA Monte Carlo". (Related calculations
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NON-SINGLET
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Fig. Graphs describing non-singlet and sinelet contributions.

may be found i n ref. 6).

The LLA approximation is a classical approximation and, as is well known,

allows for a .simple probabilistic description of the underlying dynamics. No

wonder, therefore, that one can use a Monte Carlo technique to calculate in
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the LLA. A large traction of the theoretical community, however, is apparently

not familiar with it and there is a sort of widespread belief that using the

Monte Carlo amounts to perform some modej-dependent calculation. I must

stress that this is absolutely not the case. The Monte Carlo simply provides

an alternative mathematical technique, with precision limited only by

statistical accuracy, whereas the physics remains exactly the same as in an

ordinary analytic calculation. Just to make a concrete example, a Monte Carlo

program which calculates the evolution of deep inelastic structure functions

as given by the AJtarelli-Parisi equations has been developed . As part of the

ordinary output of the program there is a comparison with moments evoluted

analytically, meant for checking the accuracy of the Monte Carlo calculation

(the program is available on tape from the computer journal ). But one can
H

go one step further. Using suitably modified splitting probability functions

one can calculate next-to-leading order effects in the evolution. The Monte

Carlo program has been accordingly modified by a student of mine . Figs. 2

and 3 contain a comparison of the evolutions of non-singl>t moments,

M (Q2)
n

and by Monte Carlo. In order to enphasize fine effects what is actually

plotted there is the relative correction (M - M )/M . The calculation
n n n

has been performed in about 20 seconds of CDC76OO CPU time, and as the figure

shows corrections of the order of a few percents are adequately calculated

and coincide, within statistically accuracy, with the analytic result.

Details of the Monte Carlo calculation are given in ref. 5. I shall say

something about it later when discussing the ambiguities which are met in the

enforcement of phase space constraints in the LLA approximation.

LLA MONTE CARLO CALCULATION — RESULTS

The QCD Monte Carlo calculation is a quite simple one. It consists in

evoluting the two initial partons, keeping track of both longitudinal and

transverse degrees of freedom. In order to do that one must, in particular,

j dx x F (x,Q ) , calculated in next-to-leading order analytically
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where M and M are the nth moments of the non-sineiet structure function
n n

calculated in the LLA and including next-to-leading corrections, respectively

( A U-300 CeV, 0 2 1 (GcV/c)2, Q 2 = 200 (CeV/c)2). Stars; analytic

O MAX
calculation. Crosses: Monte Carlo results.

fix the evolution scale, or in other words the phase volume available for the

QC1) emission of quanta, s , the c m . energy square of the two initial partons,

has been chosen for this sake. Furthermore, one .mist introduce a non-perturba-
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Fig. 3 - .Same as in fig. 2 for n - 6,

tive cutoff Q controlling the arrest of the perturbative QCD cascade. It

2 3

plays a roJe analogous to-the M cutoff in the Parisi and Petronsio

calculation. Details about the treatment of phase space constraints will be

discussed later. Besides Q , the only other free parameters involved in the
o

calculation are the j\ parameter and the (non-perturbative) intrinsic

transverse momentum of the initial partons. For the latter we assume a
2

conventional gaussian distribution, whose shape is defined by <" K "/
T intrinsic
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As initial qua-k densities we assume those determined from the Drell-Yan pair

production dat i of the NA3 experiment . For gluons we take x G(x) =

A (1 t fli] ) (1 - x) ' , with /M = 5 and A determined through the

momentum sum rule from the quark densities. A K factor K = 2.3 is

assumed for the normaliration (for both pion and proton data ). The three

A 2 2
free parameters SL , SK *> and Q are fixed by constraining

T intrinsic o

them to fit the available Fermilab, SPS and ISR data ' . We have not

performed a real least-square fit, but we have adjusted the parameters by

hand around reasonable values. The curves in figs. 4 and 5 are obtained for

A - 0.3S0 GeV , S K > = 0.400 (GeV/cl , Q = 1 GeV . In
-'x v T'intrinsic o

fitting the data one finds considerable correlations between j\ and Q ,

whereas v Km y. . is rather independent of them.
T 'mtrinsij

Once the free parameters have been fixed and the behavior of the p

i 4 I < M < 5 Gev/c'

150 GeV {o 5 < M < 6 •'

• 6 <: M < 8.5 -

- 4 - Comparison with 71 N ' M*M~ data .
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data, in particular the energy behavior, proves to be correctly reproduced,

we are in a position to work out and discuss expectations for higher

energies. For convenience I limit the discussion to pp — j l/*M~*-

Predictions for pp collisions are very similar. Fig. b shows the energy

behavior of the <" p_*> of Drell-Yan pairs at constant values of 2"

-- M ̂  ^ /s . The observed fast rise with ^s is an obvious consequence of

having only massless constituents in the theory (a scaling variable is kept

fixed ( £" ) and one looks for correlations between two scale variables, <C p ">

and I s ). An abelian theory would give exactly the same qualitative results

(cf. the dashed line corresponding to the non-singlct result). In order to
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Fig. 6 - Energy behavior of the < p "> of dimuons in pp — ^ JJL'I'U

at J 2? - 0.05 and 0.2 , calculated for the non-singlet contribution

alone and including both non-singlet and singlet contributions.

test the non-abelian character of QCD one must look for some other kinematic

conditions. Fig. 7 shows what happens when niAiA is k e P t fixed- Now the

one finds an incre-i^e of p >

p. Kor

by a factor of

effects of non-abelian graphs clearly show up. Kor instance, at M M M - 4 G e

hbetween the

jnergies of current fixed target experiments and that of the Fermilab

collider, whereas non-singlet graphs alone give an almost constant behavior.

With the QCD Monte Carlo one can calculate all sorts of experimental

quantities and distributions, including any possible type of correlation.

In fig. 8, for instance, we plot p > versus the rapidity of the
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Fig. 7 - Energy behavior of the p > of the dimuons in pp —»> u

at fixed values of the dimuon mass, calculated for the sea and the non-singlet

contributions separately and for both of them combined.

Drell-Yan pair. One can also work out expectations for the recoiling hadron

jet(s), if the calculation i^ supplemented with a suitable hadronization

model for the QCD quanta. A QCD analysis of the existing data on the

associated hadrons in the Drell-Yan process is in progress.

THEORETICAL DETAILS — PHASE SPACE CONSTRAINTS

Some theoretical details of the calculation are given here. A more

complete discussion may be found in ref. 5-

In the LLA the only dynamical input from QCD which is used, with the
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u+U ' X at i, s - 2000 GeV and My > 4 GeV.

Monte Carlo or other analytic techniques, is the elementary emission

probability

1)

where P(z) is the relevant splitting probability function for the emission
- 2 2

of interest (q — ? qG , G —=> GG , G — ? qq). f^Ui ) and ^ ( K )

embody phase space constraints. To handle the Monte Carlo cascade one must
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r̂̂ ™ Z Z *̂ "̂  Z

derive from it the integrated probabilities jf| (K ,K ) and JL.AK~,K,J

for not having and for having, respectively, some emission within the finite2 2 2
interval K - K. of K . Of course

Using the recursive condition

one easily finds

where * e includej only the qG cahnnei for a quark leg, and the GG and

q.q. channels for a gluon leg. The probability for having the first emission
1 L 2 2 2 Z

between K and K *dK when degrading from K is, because of eq. 2,

The Monte Carlo cascade is completely driven by the probabilities of eqs. 4

2
and 5 to generate K , and by the splitting probability functions P(z) to

generate z at a branching.

There remains the problem of enforcing phase space constraints. At a

branching, phase space bounds are determined by the inequality

> O 6)
-11/ - ~ * 4. t *- * ~ y j ** ^^

2 2 2
where K , K and K are the square masses of the parent and of the two
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secondaries, respectively. K is the transverse momentum generated in the
T,K

branching, i.e.

7)

-r> -t —J
where K , K and K are the transverse momenta of the parent and of

T T, 1 T, 2

the two secondaries respectively.

2 2 2 2
If K , K , K > 0 , as in a timelike cascade, eq. 6 entails K j>

2 2 2 2
K , K , i.e. strong ordering. But in a spacelike cascade K , K <* 0 ,

l«2\ 8)

2
which is not enough to ensure ordering in K . The actual coincidence of the

"rnatheraacical" ordering of the legs, determined by the (rather arbitrary)

choice of the evolution variable, and the "physical" ordering ensuing from

the original Feynman diagrams with phase space bounds properly respected, is

irrelevant when calculating only the longitudinal x degradation. For the

latter it is just the total emission phase volume which matters. Bu'~, as one

can directly read from eqs. 7 and 6, it becomes relevant when calculating

the transverse momentum generated in the emission. One should be reminded at

this point that keeping leading logarithms only implies neglect of phase

2 2
space bounds. In the LLl, eq. 1, X can be multiplied by any K independent

factor (x, (1-x), etc.) and the result at the level of leading logarithms
7 9 o

remains unaltered (for large K ?^(K ) /^(K ) —^> 0 , as may be seen

discussing eq. 6-, changing the argument of o(r bv factors produces

subleading corrections only). Phase space bounds, therefore, have to be

imposed on the LLA calculation from outside. The LLA by itself provides no
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guidance about how to do that.

From eq. 8 one learns that the invariant mass square of space Like legs

does not provide an evolution variable reflecting the actual, kinematicaHy

bound, ordering of the legs in the Feynman diagrams. Therefore it cannot be

used as a proper evolution variable when calculating the transverse momentum.

A variable which certainly reflects the physical ordering is the residual

invariant mass of the pair of partons, which keep on evolving by emitting

quanta. Kinematically the emission process, which leaves at the end the

annihilating quark-antiquark pair as a residue, can be represented as

f§ -9 w, + w. . W - ^ w + W , ... W -* w + W where w , w ,
1 1 I 1 1 n n + l n + 1 ] 1

... w are the masses of he emitted timelike quanta and W , V , ... W
n 1 2 n

are the masses of the residual (spacelike) two parton systems. Transverse

momenta of the emitted timelike Jeg and of the residual system can be

2
calculated from eq. 7 , where K is given in terms of the evolution

T, R
variable by:

,2
ifT% 9)

Performing the calculation with W as evolution variable, one has therefore

exactly the same cascade algorithm which applies to e e annihilation. Still

there remain ambiguities about how to comply with global kinematic constraints:

the phase volume for emission must be divided between the two evolving

parton legs, and of course there must be enough phase space left for the

formation of the dimuon pair, whose mass and kinematic characteristics are

determined by the momenta of the final spacelike quanta. I believe that there

is no fundamentally satisfactory way of handling global kinematic bounds.

After all, the use of the LLA, i.e. eq. 1, to factorize the calculation

of long Feynman diagrams is justified only in the limit in which one neglects

details of the "shape" of the phase space volume and of their effects. In

the conventional LLA treatment of deep inelastic scattering, for instance,
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2
one neglects the fact that the same Q implies different phase volumes for

varying x ; in order to correct for this one has to move outside the LLA

and to introduce higher twist terms at x r^> 1 . We are in a similar

situation here : if we really want to keep track exactly of all phase space

bounds we cannot do that staying within the simple, factorizable LLA

framework. Rather, we must consider external corrections. Of course, in a

Monte Carlo calculation, in the last resort, one can enforce phase space

bounds by simply rejecting "events" violating them. But I have found more

sensible, at least for the present calculations, to accept the fac1" that there

are uncertainties on this point in the (approximated) theory. Thu« I have

absorbed all these uncertainties, that technically affect the stopping of

the cascade, in the parameter Q , which represents the minimum W down
o

to which the two cascades are let to develop. In practice the calculation
2

is performed by generating two independent timelike cascades with W
2

degrading from s to Q and combining all pairs of quarks and antiquarks
o

of the same flavors belonging to the two cascades. It is quite possible that

there are more satisfactory ways of handling phase space bounds, although I

have my doubts that the calculation can be really made more precise within

the present framework of the LLA approximation. A meaningful comparison with

data should take into account the existing, and at the moment unavoidable,

theoretical uncertainties. One should also appreciate, though, that such

uncertainties mainly affect low energies and become less and less important

as one moves up to very high energies.
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ABSTRACT

We discuss the angular distribution of dileptons da/d Qdft, emphasizing

phase sensitivity as a probe of initial state interactions ir. QCD. The

coherent nature of Sudakov effects is discussed, along with the presence of

imaginary parts related by analyticity. Angular distribution structure

functions which describe interference between longitudinal and transverse

virtual photons, e.g., can be used to probe phase differences that depend on

large momenta. These evolve according to exp(ic in Kn(<3 /A?™) where Q is a

large scale. We report on a complete calculation at O(oig) of the qq +

T + gluons channel which confirms the cancellation of small (cutoff) scales,

and describe a complementary experiment involving spin. We discuss the limit

x •* 1 of the distribution da/do/dxdcosB, and point out an unusual and

interesting effect that a momentum dependent phase can produce here.
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QCD is a theory employing interaction via the exchange of massless vector

gluons. The 1/r character of the perturbative Interaction generally produces

similar logarithmic behavior for both very large and very small energy scales,

which presuming factorization, can be separated into short and long distance

dependence. Although it has been understood for some time that a coulomb-like

phase shift must accompany the distorted long-distance propagation of color

charges, the short distance, large momentum transfer implications of phase

dependence has not been emphasized until recently. By analogy with QED we

call the leading, large momenta dependent component of the phase the Chromo-

Coulomb Phase Shift (CCP). Since the momentum dependence at the large

endpoint arises from gluons interacting from a short (renormalization scale)

distance x^ ~ 1/Vv to asymptotically small distances x^ — l//s, one should

be able to calculate the effect in perturbation theory. These observations

lead to two questions:

1) Can the CCP be experimentally exploited to teach us about the application

of QCD to hadron phys.'cs?

2) Is the theoretical status of QCD sufficiently developed Co permit a

reliable calculation of phase dependence?

The answers to both of these questions at this time is "yes" for certain

experiments. Lepton pair production is an excellent prototype where phase

differences occur in a nearly ideal situation.

Lepton pair production is a good laboratory to study effects of the CCP,

in spite of canonical notions, bar2d on partons, that the final state sum is

totally incoherent. This is because the QCD description of production of a

pair at measured Qv hinges on Sudakov-type resummation. The striking

cancellation pattern of Sudakov effects amounts '.o a high order of destructive
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interference of real amplitudes. Accompanying real Sudakov corrections are

imaginary parts , demanded by atialyticicy, which are the key to the

calculability of the CCP. Since analyticity represents the underlying causal

time-ordering structure of the theory, such effects can be characterized as

initial (or final) state interactions.

The fact that obsffrvables are real is no excuse for ignoring phases:

indeed the pair angular distribution (do/d Qdft) is directly sensitive to

interference between different types of production. For example, the

azirauthal (<p) distribution, which we discuss in some detail below, always

involves an interference between the very different longitudinal (L) and

transverse (T) virtual photon polarizations. Another interesting example

concerns the region x + 1, whch as pointed ouL by Berger and Brodsky , depends

on the coherent sura of L and T lowest and higher twist contributions. In both

of these examples the new feature that enters is the momentum dependence of

the CCP.

In the situations above, e.g., the real part of the exponentiated phase

is projected ou through interference. Since the real part oscillates, the

signal of the CCP in action is an oscillatory scaling behavior in an

appropriate physical variable. This is a rather unorthodox prediction, so we

should lay out the ground rules and assumptions. We presume that the appli-

cability of perturbative QCD to LPP will be established at, e.g., the leading

twist level. ' The CCP need not Immediately violate the usual factorization

beliefs, since the dependence on the IR cutoff versus the large momenta can be

arranged to factor apart; the same phenomena occurs in QED. Closely related

to this is the factorization question of active/spectator interactions raised

by Bodwin, .rodsky, and Lepage, which is also discussed by Lindsay, Ross and
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Sachrada. . The question appears to be connected with the non-commuting

matrix aspects of constant contributions and is still controversial.

In our calculations we employ the usual QCD improved parton model.

Standard perturbation theory at one-loop (or in some ca"-es two-loop) order is

necessary to determine the CCP coefficients which involve hard gluon momenta;

the IR cutoff vanishes in momentum dependence involving the evolution of a

phase difference. We begin by studying the obviously interference-sensitive

terms in ^

I. AMPLITUDE DESCRIPTION

Let us review the description of the production of a virtual photon (Y )

In the collision between hadrons A and B. We begin at the level of the

amplitude

£ P e " + E P e "" + £ P e '

where <Nl is the final state minus the Y , P ,<o are real functions of momenta,

ag, etc. and the hadron helicities X^ g have been displayed. The symbols e ^ ,

etc. stand for the polarizations of the Y , which are spanned by two

Lrai'sverse and one longitudinal direction in a particular frame. We choose

the Collins-Soper frame7 for definiteness; here e^, e.g., <* Z u/V-Z 2, where

The amplitudes in Eq.(I) are not themselves measurable. What is measurable is
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a density matrix-like object for the virtual photon:

|N><NlJ W B V ^ 6 X + V * - V

If one were trying to eliminate phases explicitly, one could argue that the

probability to create a Y depends on diagonal elements summed so that phases

cancel:

V <J UXJ >* - WM

'- u u

For a simple enough model this might be plausible. The creation probability,

however, is clearly re-distributed in dilepton phase space U = ('3,0) acording

to important off-dlagor,al elements of VvV in which phase differences occur,

since

d Qdii 2(2n) Q s

where I is the direction of either lepton in the pair rest frame. We are

interested in having different Y 's interfere, since this should involve

significant phase differences. For example, the leading real (T L + L T)

interference term can be written

h
AA AB

this term enters the general form of the angular distribution via
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(complex conjugate) side that Is nearly on mass shell ((p — k) ~ fixed);.

F.,r this configuration it is most efficient (to leading power o£ Q^,//s) to

attach the L photon to the left, off-shell side and the T photon to the right,

on-shell side as shown. Now a key point: for the resummed cross section,

logarithms from truly "soft" gluons (cutoff <, I i, . I <, V k̂ .) produce a phase

which has no knowledge of the hard production point determining L or T: such

phases should cancel. However, hard perturbatlve gluon loops with momenta

V k._ <o | C .j ^ /s, e.g., have to be sensitive to the hard interaction, so here

UI.J. ̂  «J . A somewhat heuristic representation of these ideas comes by

attaching ordinary Sudakov form factors exp(-B.j.), exp(-B,) to the on- or

off-shell vertices, respectively, and keeping track of imaginary parts.

Letti lg cutoff dependence be regulated by quark mass (m) and gluon mass (>.),

one finds

-4^2. i'~

BL + 1WL = ~JiT i^"(Q2/"J2)£n(Q2/p2) + J «n2(Q2/p2) (8)

- in2n(q2/m2)|

so thnt in this example

. V » s 2-2 2 2
expi l(y - u )) = exp(+ —=- (2ln(C /p ) - «n(m A ) )) . (9)

Th i s suggests that the cutoff dependence In (i ,A') has Isolated, or factored

itself from the momentum dependence. The point to be made is that hard gluons
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fc" which perturbative QCD are applicable do Imply UJ^ ̂  tu^, and that a real

calculation is called for.

III. CALCULATIONS STRATEGY

Instead of calculating the real parts for Eq.(3) directly, we will

proceed with a calculation for the imaginary parts at 0(a g). There are

several reasons for this:

1) Real parts of GCP origin begin at O(ctg) in this process because

ijCosfUj- u L) ~ a s -
 a

sA
ulT ~~ UL ' /2! + .... One can see how

interference develops at two-loop order; a contribution, with imaginary

parts denoted by dotted lines, is shown in Fig.2. Needless to say, these

are very difficult calculations.

2) Imaginary parts, on the other hand, begin at O(a^) and are easily

isolated. For example, among the many graphs at this order, comparatively

few have non-vanishing imaginary parts. Furthermore, fewer still survive

q
the T,L projection.

3) Imaginary parts are directly measurable, in fact, because of a very nice

experiment using a polarized proton and complementary to the measurement

q
of Ŵ .| . The experiment is technically feasible since only one hadron

needs to be polarized. One kind of aparatus that is available (and

approved) takes the form of the CERN UA6 gas jet target. The

q
complementarity enters because one can show
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Re! e ) • (coeff. of cos<f> sin29) (10a)

Im( e ) -• (coeff. of X situfi sln29 ) (10b)

where AA is one proton's hellcity; the other particle (B) is an unpolarlzed

hadron. The cosfy , isin<|> dependences in Eq.(lO) are just remnants of the

spin 1 (T) photon projections. The extra phase i comes with a single helicity

(Y5 = -Yc), while parity conservation is maintained by the fact that

transverse direction T2 is a pseudovector combination of Tl and Z.

We estimate that |u)̂ .| | ~ Iw.^ I + O(Q-p//l), since deviations from

azimuthal symmetry transform in this way. In that case, the phase difference

of the spin coefficient (10b) and the unpolarlzed coefficient Ŵ .j_ (10a) will

have the same momentum dependence to leading order.

An important and non-trivial physical consistency check, both on the

calculation and on the applicability of perturbative QCD, is whether the IR

cutoff dependence actually vanishes in the sura over graphs as indicated by

Eq.(9). This is because the direct calculation leads to the task of finding

2 2
imaginary pats of terms of order ag£n (± various scales), including

a In (t Q /cutoff). In our calculation we continue these, obtaining

ina £n(|Q I/cutoff), e.g., along with momentum dependent pieces such as

ina ln(|Q /s|). Although we have not yet organized all the momentum dependent

terms, we can report that cutoff dependence (imaginary terms of 0(l/e) in

h + £ dimensions) does indeed cancel. This in itself supports the

applicability of QCD.

The phenomenology of the cutoff-free, momentum dependent results will be

Q

discussed elsewhere. Let us only remark here that data from the NA3
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collaboration does exist for all of the structure functions of Eq.(6)

including W.^. The data is not &f sufficient quality to determine if

oscillations with respect to, e.g., 0^/Q exist, but neither are oscillations

ruled out. Significant fluctuations may be present, in this data, in fact,

which become more apparent when the kinematic factor of QT//s is divided

out. We urge that upcoming precision, high statistics data be binned for the

2 2
separate Q , Q T dependences of WTj_ and W^._T at fixed s.

IV. THE x -i- 1 LIMIT

Some time ago Berger and Brodsky^ pointed out that higher twist,

longitudinal Y 's should dominate lower twist, transverse Y fs in the

distribution da/dQ dxdcosS as x + 1 for the case of Tip + p+y~ + X. One can

summarize this result at the amplitude level as follows. In the notation of

Eq.(l) one finds

lim <N|JM|PAPB> - (l-x)e£ + (k /Q)£^ (11)
x+1

where kT is of the order of a hadron mass. Eq.(ll) implies that

do/dQ2dxdcos0 « (l-x)2(l + cos26) + (M2/Q2)sln26; this is the well known

turnover from transverse to longitudinal polarization as x + 1. However, the

transverse amplitude has, in addition, a factor from Sudakov suppression as

x + 1. This Is a signal that effects of the CCP may occur. Briefly, an

off-shell form factor,

exp(-CF
 S

2 ¥-°
; «n(-Q2/-p2)«n(-Q2/-pl2)) (12)
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have emphasized the application of the exponential pattern of log-

arthmic resummation in QCD to phase-sensitive observables in da/d Qdfl. If the

usual understanding of factorization and Sudakov dominance is correct, then an

oscillatory momentum dependence for Ŵ .̂ , e.g., is a prediction of QCD. The

momentum dependence of the argument of the oscillation is const. In £n(Q" M Q C Q )

which varies rapidly enough in the moderate Q*2 region (2n Q 2 ^ In 100 CeV2) to

produce detectable oscillations. He believe that the usual smooth high twist

and non-perturbative backgrounds can be clearly separated from the coherent

effect of oscillations at large enough momentum transfers, since such

backgrounds should be free from large momentum dependent logarithmic phases.

Observation of such oscillations would provide a superb test of QCD: the

signal for present-day experiments is a wave of geometrically increasing

wavelength.
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through the center of the detector is a conical vacuum pipe of half angle 20

mrad. In contrast to other dimuon experiments, no beam dump is used. The non-

interacting and forward scattered beam passed through the center of the apparatus

and, when our target is removed, passed down to the E610 and E537 experiments. A

useful feature of this approach is that muons produced in J/>|» decay pass unde-

etected through the apparatus unless the J/I|I has a Pj>lGeV/c. This errhles us to

run without a mass selecting trigger.

Interspersed between each of the toroids are scintillation counter and drift

chamber arrays arranged with an octagonal symmetry. The basic single muon

trigger requires that a counter in each of the first four detection gaps be

struck and that the pairings of counters between the first and second, and second

and third gaps be consistent with a particle coming from the target. A dimuon

trigger requires two such octants to be identific-L , hin one RF bucket. Tnis

trigger is deadtimeless and runs at the accelerate, bunch frequency of 56 KH .

Upon satisfaction of this trigger, latching of counters commences ano drift

chamber stop pulses are generated. A final trigger processor examines the counter

nit patterns in each octant and compares them with a s°t of some 300 Monte Carlo

generated patterns. This trigger can select opposite and/or same sign muon pairs

for recording. The total trigger reduction is from 10 9 pions to bO events

recorded per second. The mass resolution of our apparatus is 6% at the T

resonance.

Our 1981 run had an exposure of 1.3 * 1 0 1 3 n" and the event distributions

for that run are shown in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c. The acceptance of the apparatus

as a function of mass is superimposed on Figure 2a. Notice that the effect of

the conical vacuum pipe is to greatly reduce the contribution of J/I|I particles
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to our data set. In aaaition, those J/i|> particle decays which are accepted are

intrinsically interesting since their P_ distribution is peakea above 2 GeV/c.

The P.. acceptance for high mass events is slowly rising over the region shown in

Figure 2b. Event distributions for our 1982 data, with a total exposure of

2.4 x I 0 1 3 TI", are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b.

Using Be, Cu, Sn and W targets we have examined the A dependence of

continuum dimuon production [ 4 ] . We have parameterized the A dependence in terms

of a a A a and o = on(Z/A) A a where L is the atomic number. In both cases we

obtain a result of

a = a1 .98 ± .04

c o n s i s t e n t w i t h u n i t y f o r d i i n u o n s w i t h m a s s 4 '. M < 8 . 5 b e V / c 2 . w e i i a - i e a l s o

w

s p l i t t h e d a t a s a m p l e i n t o two r e g i o n s of P,, a b i v e and b e l o w l.b b e V / c . In t h e

lo w P j r e y i u n w e f i n d a. = 1.01 - .05 and in t h e h i g h P , r e g i o n a = 0.94 t .Ofa.

O u r s t a t i s t i c a l p r e c i s i o n d o e s n o t a l l o w us to a d d r e s s t h e q u e s t i o n of g r o w t h o f
1/3

< P | > w i t h A as h a s b e e n p r e d i c t e d by s o m e i n i t i a l s t a t e i n t e r a c t i o n m o d e l s .

We h a v e c o m p u t e d d o / o M f o r o u r 1 9 b 1 d a t a and s h o w t h e c r o s s s e c t i o n in

F i g . 4. For t h i s s a m e d a t a we s h o w t h e Y-, c r o s s s e c t i o n in F i g . 5.
We h a v e t e s t e d t h e f a c t o r i s a t i o n h y p o t h e s i s w i t h o u r d a t a , i.e. t h a t

62a ,n, . n, .
1 a f ( A ' ) a x •>)

where f" and g n are simple multiplicative factors depending only on pion and

nuclear structure runction respectively. We obtain a x2 of 110 for 99 degrees of

freedom for this hypothesis in the ranges .2 < x 1 < .9 and .15 < x 2 < ./. In

this analysis W P have used light ccne definitions for xi and x 2 where

M 2 + P^

xx
1 2
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Torg. 1

Fig. 1. Plan view of apparatus. An end view (as seen by the beam) is shown in

section A-A .
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A. H. Mueller
Physics Departmert, Columbia University

New York, New York 10027

As the experimental status of 'hr-pair production becomes cleirtr and more

refined i-.icb vear the theoretical situation is still very unsatisfactory. The

question of whether or not factorization is valid in j-pair production still

lias not been definitively settled. Questions of A dependence, and transverse

momentum broadening of -̂pair.-; in nuclei hav^ just begun to get theoretical

attention. These and other topics have been discussed, and sometimes debated,

at this worshop. In this summary, I shall try to concentrate on those aspects

of ,:-paii production which are controversial or which, in ray opinion, have

received les^ attention in the past tiian was deserved. Many of the topics

not discussed in this summary have been reviewed in the opening talk of this

workshop by E. Bergcr.

This research was supported in part by the U.S. Dept. of Energy.
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I. Factorization and Initial State Interactions.

The most exciting, and controversial, theoretical topic at this workshop

has been the factorization question. I'm afraid that we have not yet reached

a consensus as to what the fate vr form of factorization is to be. The objec-

tive of the short discussion here is to say exactly what are the issues, iHat

are the possibilities and what is known at Llie moment. To begin let me say-

that all previous attempts at proving factoriz"tion in QCD have failed because

soft gluons have not be*m controlled in a sufficiently precise manner.

What is factori;at iurt in the context of the Drell-Yan process? Call the

cross-section illustrated in Fig. 1 -(A o',>:.,.). The transverse momentum,

g, has been integrated out. :•• = -; ̂ _— . x,} - ./-*,-• and <)" = q ̂  q1'. Then

factorization end a use o( the renormnlizat ion ^ruup ;̂ive the statement

A , U 0 2 x , _ r
1 dx; (i ̂ 2 7 v«

3 JU.,g ,x,) -i ,- | —r- ^ v
J 1 J 2 i,i"2

i and j stand for the various flavors of quarks rind antJ-quarks and for the

gluon. We shall say that "weak factorization" holds If (1) is correct.

Furthermore, if v*(x,Q2) = xP^(x,Q2) where- vKJx,()~) = - £ ,.2 xP1(x,r2) we shall

i
say that "strong factorization" holds. (l-.'o is the structure function for

2-5
deeply inelastic scattering.) In the past, discussions of factorization

have mostly centered on the idea of strong factorization. It is only recently,

when strong factorization has been called into question, that weak factoriza-

tion has been extensively studied.

Where do we stand at the moment? Let me very briefly answer this ques-

tion. Then I shall go back and take a somewhat more historical approach to
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arrive back at our present situation. About a year ago Bodwin, Brodsky and

Lepage (BBL) suggested that the strong form of factorization was not valid.

They baued this claim on a calculation of two soft gluon exchanges in u-pair

production by composite hadruns. Their calculation of a certain class of

graphs was carried out in a light cone gauge. Collins, Sopor and Sterman,

while neither agreeing nor disagreeing with BBL, suggested that weak facto-

rization should be correct. At this point Collins et al have verified

weak factorization in sample graphs; they have given heuristic arguments

why it should be correct, and they are now trying to complete a general

argument for its validity. l\ ry r.-iently, Liml.say, lv>ss and Sai-I.nj Jn (LliS)

have completed a cov.iri.int ..;.Hi,i,e i.ilculm ion > '' n rlnss of g/'npiii somewhat

larger than BBL in a scalar theory. 'HI. y tl.ii;;i sLn>;n, facioriznlIon t>.

be valid. The situation î. obviously not clear.

Now let me go bji'k to the early discussions of .soft gluon effects on

factorization in QCI). * Consider the process quark + anti-quark - ;. +;,

+ gluons shown in lrig.2. The labels, a, .1, b, b refer to color, i urther,

consider only tlie effect of soft gluons, those for which -~L ' •' I. We

11 12 ' Pi'
may write the cross section as '

1/3 £ (pjP,(bb) + Soft Glue |[i (0,-OD ) |P]p2(aa))

Soft Glue
a,b,c A

• (Plp2(cc) + Soft Glue \v (0,-oo) irjP,(aa))"jo . (2)

a is the point annihilation cross-section for a bare quark-anti-quark

to go into a p-pair. In (2) the qunrk and anti-quark labelled by b and b

or by c and c carry the same momentum as the initial quarks. This is part

of our soft gluon approximation in which the gluons carry a negligable

fraction of the total momentum in the process. U, of course, is given by
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-i/ dt'H*

U(O,-T) =fTe "T

S ( f )

c

where only soft gluons are included in IC.

Now write

I • E + I • (3)
b,c b=c b^c

The first term in (3) we shall call the singlet term while the second terra

we call the octet term. The sinjlet versus octet terminology refers to the

cross channel and is illustrated in Fig.3. For the singlet terra one gets,

after using completeness

i T(PI P-,(aa) It) (0,-<x>) U(0,-oo ) Ip, p. (aa)) a = a (4)
ill 12 op

a

so that all soft gluon corrections cancel. This is the Block-Nordsiek

cancellation for the Abellan case, as there only the singlet term occurs.

Back to the non-Abelian theory, the octet term has the form

-j £(pjP,(aa) !U"(0,-OD) Pg U(0,-co ) | PjP2(aa)) O o (5)
a

with }'„ a projection of the quarks of the Intermediate state onto an

oclct in th. crossed channel. In (5) we should expect infrared singulari-

ties nnd it is exactly here that infrared singularities were found in Refs.

9 and ' Wo might als;o conjecture that the P_ in (5) is constraining

tv jduction of real gluons in such a way that the real emissions cannot

penmate the virtual exchanges. For this reason we would expect the

octet exchange to be strongly suppressed to zero by infrared effects.
n

Doria et al observed a very striking result when they let the
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moraentum, p = p = - p., say, ! eeonie lar<',c compared to the mass of the- quark.

In this H a i l , at tin' two soft ijluun level, all singular i t les have small

coef f lc ients and ir. fact become higher twist effects. However, the cancel-

lation of soft gluon exchanges at Lhe constant term level wrs r.ot v r i f i e d

in t'ne lii'iii — — - 0 . (In tact, verification of factorization through the

ipi
constant temi at the twe looj1 level would be a formidable task.) To my

knowledge there has been n> explanation, or understanding, as tu why soft

gluon effects cancel in th>' iiigh energy limit and I see no reaj>on_ for this

cancel lation to persist at higher orders in t .

To carrv the calculations of Refs. 9 and lu ^ny further demands either

looking at the constant tenr. at two loops or going onto the three loop

i a h u Kit ion. Both nf 'ln'-r endeavor-, would seem to be very diiiicult.

Bod win, Bro.isky and Lepi^e sir^ested looking at the scattering of a quark

off . composite hadron. in parti-alar, at the two soft gluon level, they

consider acrivi spectator ir.ti nitluiia as illustrated in Fig.'t. (An

:u tivi. quark is a quark v h u h tan he followed dirt-ctly to the point of

annihilation into the ,:-pair. A spectator quark is a quark which connects

tiie hound stites in tile initial and final states and which does not take

a direct part in the annihilation process.) BIS!, carry out their calcula-

tion in light cone and Coulomb gauges. They find a non-zero constant

term resulting from these graphs. In deeply inelastic scattering the

analogous graphs exactly cancel. On the basis of this BBI. suggest that

factorization, strong factorization, is not valid when applied to u-pair

product ion.

Lindsay, Ross and Sachrajda consider active-spectator graphs and also

graphs involving both active quarks along witli the spectator. They
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consider all active-spectator graphs along with those graphs shown In I-'ig.5.

In their model the charged (non-Abe]ian) lines are scalar, and they calcu-

late in the Feynman gauge. They rind a zero result for the sum of all the

graphs considered, for fixed gluon transverse momentum.

What should we make of all this? I think it is impossible to draw any

firm conclusions yet, however there are at least some questions we can ask.

(i) Do LRS and BBL agree on the active-spectator part of the caclua-

t ion?

(ii) Is the LRS set of graphs "effectively" gauge invariant. The

graphs considered by LRS are certainly not a gauge invariant set of graphs.

However, for certain ranges of the gluon transverse inorrentum they might be-

come ffectively gauge invariant. If this were rhp CHKP it would certainlv

add an important ingredient to the LRS calculation.

After going through all this turmoil and confusion it is going to je

difficult to fed comfortable with strong factorization unless, (a) a

simple reason for factorization and the soft gluon cancellation emerges, or

(b) a real proof of soft gluon cancellations emerges.

Finally, suppose for the moment that the BBL calculation is leading,

us in the right direction. Referring back to their calculation, it is a

tern, much like that of Eq.(5) which gives the non-factor iz in}; result.

That is, the non-factor izr.t ion in the non-Abel ian case occurs because of

. olur exchange in ihe elementary quark-ant i-quark • ..-pair crobs-section.

It is very likely that su<h a non-factorizing piece will, if it exists, be

Sucjakov suppressed. * Inis would lead us back to a strong factorization

though not order b> order in perturbation theory.
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II. ..-!'.-• It :'< ,',:uci ion at Small «

Tin. subject of tiit- q d i:;t i . nut i..r: el .-pairs lias already been dis-

cussed at some Icu.-ib by a m c ' v r ol spt al-ers at thl.-. workshop. The experi-

mental and theoritical result-; have l>een reviewed by Malbotra and bv

H.-i'i J 3iul S.-p.-r. I.«. t ::.- b e n give a very brief account ol what is ex-

pected t huoret i L i! 1 y. ibis sti iking theoretical expectation in perhap ~. just

beginning to be seen at iermilab -md SPS energies.

[r. ^i^.b 1 inve illustrated ,,-pair production as described by the

;>rell-Yan ronuula. Iv. E-ius. 7a and 7b I nave shown a virtual and a real

yluon correction respec . i vel y . If the rluo:,!. i:L>rr< c f ions are moderately

se.ft :b"y may incl i vidi-ill y give a • :n~')~ corrections. If qtj. i'j large, on

the order -•:' <;', or ii q Is inteurateJ over th-se t >.n 0"" corrtctionp

c a m e l and simply correspond to a rearrangement <>i final states with no

change in the currents annihilating to give the ..-pair. if, however, q

is small the phase space fur real glucn emission is effectively limited

bv L ;? q._. In this ^ase the virtual graph dominates and a factor

2 2 2
- a ..'n Q /c results from the sum of the graphs shown inrij's.7a and 7b.

When all the leading terms are calculated two distinct regions in q

11,17-19
emerge.'

one finds

with c If .

1+c
8-•>

V ! o T ^ I

(:•;,.') " x,PI'(x2,;) + 1 (6)
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(ii) When q^/Q2 > (Q2)°''1+C one finds

2 £nq

• q2. -^•{x 1P
F(x 1 >q

2)x 2P
F(x 2,qp+l'-*2 }. (7)

3qT

Equations 6 and 7 give the striking picture illustrated in Fig.8. At

large Q one expects Q — j — | _ to decrease as Q~ . The q

distribution should broaden with the width of the predicted "q -plateau"

0 78 do
increasing as Q. The normalization of —j— at very small q is fixed

d !q *

in terras of A a quantity which may be calculable. As has been discuss-

ed previously in this workshop there is some evidence for the broaden-
2

ing of the q distribution with Q . At tevatron energies it may be

possible to check this most striking feature of small q u-pair produc-

tion, namely, the emergence of a plateau in Q —.— when plotted against
d^q

The problem of small q u-pair production is not yet on a solid loot-

ing in QCD. For the analogous process of e + e •• h(p,)+ h(p.) + X,

where h(p.) and h(p?) are t.wo measured hacirons, Collins and Soper have

developed a systematic formalism for cros:,-sections of the type discussed

here. They have even given a rule for the calculation of A in such a

process. Whether or not such a systematic procedure is possible for .i-pair

production is intimately connected with the fate of the factorization

controversy discussed in Section I. (i) If soft gluon effects cancel in

the q integrated cross-section presumably there is no significant

difference in the formalism for p-pair production and the analogous
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process in e e an P. ih 1 l̂ t ion. (ii) Lf soft g 1 uon effects do not cancel

and strong factorization in incorrect, but if the weak factorization of

Col 1 ins, Scper and Sit. rnian is correct then it is possible that a formal ism

2 Ike that of Col 1 ins and Super could still be derived pred icting the rate

:-f q broadening pJ the rate of decrease with 0~ of 0 —-r-

Because soft gluon ctfects uiclmat«.ly require all corrections to be rathe-r

hard, the width of ttie q pjaieau grows like n fractional power of Q, it

is very possible that the <\... dist ribut i r—is for u-pair production

and the e e case in fact, turn out to be the samp. That is, even if there

is a violation of strong factorization in perturbation theory Sudakov

effects may restore this factorization.
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IV. A - Dependence In ii-pair Production

A. Shadowing of jj-pair Production.

If one writes tin- ml in uf !;-pajr production .»rf nil'-lei

to that off nucleons as A'then <=-l for M. +. - J, and a is considerably

20-''i
less than i for M . _ • J " at Kermllab-Sl'J energies. In I-'ig.9 I have

indicated very r< "lily hou1 thv available data looks to a theorist. This

very strong shadowing for M + _ *- 2 is perhaps surprising when one remetn-

24
bers that the imount of .shadowing found in deeply inelastic scattering

9
correspends to u £ 0.92-0.93 for Q" < 3 and 5or x ,< 0.01. Why is the

i found in l.-pair production so much leas than that found in deeply in-

eJastj^- scattering? As wt shall see a little later on, there are in fact

two different kinds of shadowing present in u-pair production. One of

these kinds ' f shadowing is of the variety found in deeply inelastic

scattering wnile the other kind is unique to processes having two hadrons

i..-Hiding in the inilial state of the reaction.

2=,
We begin our discussion of shadowing effects by asking a question.

When should the Drell-Yan formula

8TT

hold? (P (x.Q ) is the quark distribution of flavor-type F for the hadron

F 2
colliding wit.i the nucleus. P (x,Q ) is the analogous quark distribution

for the nucleus A. x, and x~ are the usual momentum fractions carried

by the quark and antiquark which annihilate to give the y-pair. The

situation is illustrated in Fig.10.) It is clear that Eq.8 cannot be valid
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when R, the radius nf rh- nucleus, becomes very large, for fixed k. and

k.,. In the- U n i t of ver\ l u g e K the incoming hndron sees only the front

part of Llit; nucli.ir rc.it t IT which 11 sliikrs. !-'<|. 8 r.-in only b" valid wl.im

it. is pt...bible for I ho ipinrl- i: t<> M-JI-II 11K cent i;r of tin nucleus;. A

necessary condition tli.il k ri-.ich Ihc renter of the nurjeus, In say, the

rest sjHtem of tlie nucleu-, i.s that the t tnie stale, !., for k, to turn

into av. hadronic systcin .v)jit."!i i-ould be absorbed by the nucleus, be long

compared vith K. The line k can completely change its character on a

t i.ie scale

However, highly off-;;he!l objects do not strongly interact with nuclear

matter. The requirement that k. turn into an hadronic system in which a

reasonable fraction of the i,.omintum ir. given to nearly on-shell particles

leads us to take K = 11" with |i ̂  350 MeV. Thus, we conclude that k,

can strongly interact with nuclear matter only on a time scale

;, =-4- - ~ •

(It is clear that soft gluon exchanges between the Initial hadron, includ-

ing k., and the nucleus occur on a much shorter time scale. There are

interactions which transfer no significant fraction of the incoming

hadron's momentum to the nucleus,but might violate factorization by chang-

ing the color composition of the incoming hadronic system. The overall

effect of such soft gluon exchanges is not clear at this time. Such

effects have been discussed in Section 1.) Using Q = 2 X1X2 p^ m leads
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Q2/|i2 > 2tox2 (11)

as the criterion for k, to be able to reach anywhere in the center of the

2 2
nucleus without being absorbed. For lead as a target one finds Q £10 CeV '

when x9 -v 1/2 as the criterion for no absorption.

When Q' does not satisfy (11) we may expect to lose the Drell-Yan

formula due to absorption of the initial beam. This is what preseumably

causes ~x to fall we-] 1 below 1 in Fig. 9.

N'ow suppose x, is small. Eq.ll .'s assumed to be valid and we might

expect the Drell-Yan formula to hold. When x,, < 0.01 we expect a new

type of shadowing to occur, the typ^ seen in \i scattering at Fermilab.

Mien x, is very small jj-pair production is more properly viewed as

shown in Fig. 11. In this case the quark k. emits the u-pair and becomes

- <k2

the quark k, with Ik^l^ —2 . The time scale for k. * k, + u y is

i '• y-| . When x7 Is small the y-palr ic emitted before k reaches

the front of the nucleus. Now shadowing occurs because k« scatters off

the nucleus .'•.. This shadowing Is included in the Drell-Yan formula. It

would be very nice to have measurements of (x for small :<„ and Q

variable. This is very feasible at Tevatron energies where one can
r) 2

achieve x, = 0.01 and iî  = 10 with x, y Ml and s % 2 IeV.
z i *

R. A-Dependence of the q Distribution.

27 14

NA3 data described by Koisz and Ma I hot ra at this worksi.'ip indicat:

a very striking feature. The transverse momenttim distribution of the p-

pairs seem to be the- same for platinum and hydrogen. Present statistics

allow a 0.1-0.2 Gt-V difference in < | g i - between hydrogen and platinunj.
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This may be in conflict with the idea that soft gluons alter the c]2

distribution in a way whiri) grow;; linearly with A , though much higher

statistics data on hydrogen Is necessary to make such a conclusion firm.

Theoretically, this is .. tjplc whi'h h-;; not been widely studied yet.

Nevertheless, there are already bfyorol different points of view. ' '' '

Let me try to suramarin.' then..

Bodwln, Erodbky and L'^agc- have presented L.ii- following very plausi-

ble physical picture. Mil view ;j-pajr |>r, l\ic.Lion as illustrated in Fig.12.

There the lines •' , >,,...• represent soft glnoii interaction with the

-2 2
li'ie k. -t -̂  |-' with ^ an hadronic mass scale. If the £_ are random

then

•' (:.] + .;.2 + •••i 1 )
2 > % IP2 • (12)

1/3 o 1/3
Taking i i A one gets • (£, +... + ?.) -> a A . BBL estimate

^ a
2 - > A 2 A 1 / 3 (13)

with A % LOO f-> 500 MeV. Siriilar conclusions leading to significant

q broadening, but using a very different model, have been reached by

7 ft
Michael and Wilk. I d o not believe in significant q broadening for

the following reasons which arc more completely outlined in Refs.25 and

29. The essential idea is that quark lines cease to have soft interac-

tions, in a light cone gauge, when they go off shell by an amount more

than the momentum transfer squared of the interaction. This is precisely

the argument used to prove factorization in deeply inelastic scattering

2 2 2

in light cone gauge. Thus as soon as -(k + £j + ...) % (k + ̂ j+...) »y

interactions with the k-line become weak. In fact, ordinary QCD evolu-

tion of the incoming k-line is also significant. The average q^, in the
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2
NA3 experiment is greater than 1.5 CeV . Clearly, the bulk of thir must

be accounted for by QCD evolution. Since the k-line is fast time dilation

requires that this evolution take place outside the nucleus, before the k-

line reaches the nucleus. But, if the k line is off--shell by an amount K"

9
% 1-5 GeV it will not Interact with the nucleus at all. Thus, ve should

2
in fact expect the same values of <q '• in li-pair production off heavy

nuclei is off hydrogen.
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V. x Near 1 and Higher Twists Effects.

In deeply inelastic lcpton scattering,tests of QCD are plagued

by a lack of knowledge of higher twist effects. u-pair production seems

to be an especially good place to study sucli el feets for at least two

reasons.

(i) tf one considers _-pair production by " benms then the dominant

twist effect behaves as (1-Xj) as x - 1. (Here x, Js the fraction of

momentum of the Incident pi on carried by the valence anti-quark which

annihilates witli a quark in the target to produce the ,i-pnir.) The higher

2
twist corrections are of size 1/Q so tnat by keeping (1-x.) sufficiently

close to one the higher twist effects should dominate.

(ii) Still for IT beams, the higher twist effects will not have the

same angular distribution as the leading twist effects. In particular,

Bergcr and Brodsky predict

<k>
—~~ a (1-x ) 2 (1 + cos28) + ~ — - sin2 6 (14)

dQdcose Q

Thus, the higher twist terms can be picked out by going very near x = 1

and there lirodsky and Burger predict a sin^8 3ngular dependence.

There are perhaps some subtleties in an analysis of the x-* 1 behavior
2

in this process. Firstly, there appear to be terms of the 1 + cos 6
2 33

variety which are higher twist and of order 1/Q . Secondly, there are

2 • 2
perhaps sin 9 terms of leading twist but higher order in a(0 ). Presumably,

2
when (1-x.) is sufficiently small the sin 8 term is exactly as Berger and

Brodsky say but one must be careful to go to x. near 1 before the higher

twist stand out. All in all 1 think this process is very interesting, and
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a careful experimental study of the x. near 1 region along with a

determination of the 8 dependence, showed tell us something definitive

about a higher twist effect. This would be most welcome.
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